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For most of its history, computer architecture has been able to benefit from a rapid
scaling in semiconductor technology, resulting in continuous improvements to CPU design.
During that period, synchronous logic has dominated because of its inherent ease of design and
abundant tools. However, with the scaling of semiconductor processes into deep sub-micron
and then to nano-scale dimensions, computer architecture is hitting a number of roadblocks
such as high power and increased process variability.
Asynchronous techniques can potentially offer many advantages compared to con-
ventional synchronous design, including average case vs. worse case performance, robust-
ness in the face of process and operating point variability and the ready availability of high
performance, fine grained pipeline architectures. Of the many alternative approaches to asyn-
chronous design, Null Convention Logic (NCL) has the advantage that its quasi delay-insensitive
behavior makes it relatively easy to set up complex circuits without the need for exhaustive
timing analysis.
This thesis examines the characteristics of an NCL based asynchronous RISC-V CPU
and analyses the problems with applying NCL to CPU design. While a number of university
and industry groups have previously developed small 8-bit microprocessor architectures using
NCL techniques, it is still unclear whether these offer any real advantages over conventional
synchronous design. A key objective of this work has been to analyse the impact of larger
word widths and more complex architectures on NCL CPU implementations. The research
commenced by re-evaluating existing techniques for implementing NCL on programmable de-
vices such as FPGAs. The little work that has been undertaken previously on FPGA implemen-
tations of asynchronous logic has been inconclusive and seems to indicate that asynchronous
systems cannot be easily implemented in these devices. However, most of this work related to
an alternative technique called bundled data, which is not well suited to FPGA implementation
because of the difficulty in controlling and matching delays in a “bundle” of signals. On the
other hand, this thesis clearly shows that such applications are not only possible with NCL, but
vi
there are some distinct advantages in being able to prototype complex asynchronous systems
in a field-programmable technology such as the FPGA.
A large part of the value of NCL derives from its architectural level behavior, inher-
ent pipelining, and optimization opportunities such as the merging of register and combina-
tional logic functions. In this work, a number of NCL multiplier architectures have been an-
alyzed to reveal the performance trade-offs between various non-pipelined, 1D and 2D orga-
nizations. Two-dimensional pipelining can easily be applied to regular architectures such as
array multipliers in a way that is both high performance and area-efficient. It was found that
the performance of 2D pipelining for small networks such as multipliers is around 260% faster
than the equivalent non-pipelined design. However, the design uses 265% more transistors
so the methodology is mainly of benefit where performance is strongly favored over area. A
pipelined 32bit x 32bit signed Baugh-Wooley multiplier with Wallace-Tree Carry Save Adders
(CSA), which is representative of a real design used for CPUs and DSPs, was used to further
explore this concept as it is faster and has fewer pipeline stages compared to the normal array
multiplier using Ripple-Carry adders (RCA). It was found that 1D pipelining with ripple-carry
chains is an efficient implementation option but becomes less so for larger multipliers, due to
the completion logic for which the delay time depends largely on the number of bits involved
in the completion network. The average-case performance of ripple-carry adders was explored
using random input vectors and it was observed that it offers little advantage on the smaller
multiplier blocks, but this particular timing characteristic of asynchronous design styles be-
comes increasingly more important as word size grows.
Finally, this research has resulted in the development of the first 32-Bit asynchronous
RISC-V CPU core. Called the Redback RISC, the architecture is a structure of pipeline rings
composed of computational oscillations linked with flow completeness relationships. It has
been written using NELL, a commercial description/synthesis tool that outputs standard Ver-
ilog. The Redback has been analysed and compared to two approximately equivalent industry
standard 32-Bit synchronous RISC-V cores (PicoRV32 and Rocket) that are already fabricated
and used in industry. While the NCL implementation is larger than both commercial cores
it has similar performance and lower power compared to the PicoRV32. The implementation
results were also compared against an existing NCL design tool flow (UNCLE), which showed
how much the results of these implementation strategies differ. The Redback RISC has achieved
vii
similar level of throughput and 43% better power and 34% better energy compared to one of
the synchronous cores with the same benchmark test and test condition such as input sup-
ply voltage. However, it was shown that area is the biggest drawback for NCL CPU design.
The core is roughly 2.5× larger than synchronous designs. On the other hand its area is still
2.9× smaller than previous designs using UNCLE tools. The area penalty is largely due to the
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For most of its history, computer architecture has been able to benefit from a rapid
scaling in semiconductor technology, resulting in continuous improvements to CPU design.
More and faster switching devices per unit area have supported increasingly complex hard-
ware operators intended to increase clock rates and improve computational efficiency. During
that time, synchronous logic has been the dominant style because of its inherent ease of design
and abundant design tools. However, with the scaling of semiconductor processes into deep
sub-micron and then to nano-scale dimensions, computer architecture is hitting a number of
roadblocks.
Firstly, the power consumption of high-rate clock trees has become a major concern,
especially with battery powered, mobile and portable systems, requiring careful management
that may include powering down inactive parts of the system. It can be increasingly argued
that power per unit performance is becoming even more important to a microprocessor than
its overall circuit area. Further, issues such as process variability are making it increasingly
difficult to achieve timing closure in complex, high performance systems such as CPU cores.
Asynchronous techniques have been promoted as a potential solution to many of
these issues. Asynchronous styles appear to offer many advantages compared to conventional
synchronous design, including average case vs. worst case performance, robustness in the face
of process, voltage and temperature variability and the ready availability of high performance,
fine grained pipeline architectures.
On the other hand, this ability to adapt to operating point changes can lead to the
sort of non-deterministic timing behavior that drives some of the many criticisms leveled at
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asynchronous design styles in general. A lack of predictable timing can make asynchronous
techniques completely unsuited to many applications, particularly those requiring accurate
sampling rates (e.g., DSP). However, this issue cannot be considered in isolation. For example,
IoT edge nodes and wearable applications are emerging as an important application domain
that, as they are mainly operated from battery power, tend to be extremely power sensitive. In
these cases, the concept of event-driven data flow can be important when used in conjunction
with other techniques such as event-driven sampling [1]. The combined behaviors that, firstly,
power will be only consumed when an event occurs and, secondly, that the event is controlled
by the onset or presence of data, may open up new application areas in low-power always on
embedded systems. In contrast, a similar level of clock control in a synchronous design would
require careful control of the timing network, probably including sleep management and PLL
gating. The requirement to wait until the clock is stable during CPU sleep to wake cycles can
cause just as many critical timing issues for event-driven applications. In this case, the lack of
a clock or PLL can be an advantage.
This thesis analyses the behavior of a complex asynchronous logic system chosen as
a representative case study in the domain of CPU core design targeting event-driven embed-
ded systems applications. Null Convention Logic (NCL) is a type of asynchronous, or clock-
less digital logic that is attracting attention because its quasi delay-insensitive nature makes it
relatively easy to build complex systems without requiring the extensive timing simulation to
ensure robust operation under all circumstances. Specifically then, this work explores and anal-
yses the characteristics of an NCL based asynchronous RISC-V CPU and analyses the problems
with applying NCL to CPU design.
While it is already the case that modern synchronous designs contain small domains
of self-timed logic, these are still bound within the clock domains. As such, the overall system
remains fully synchronous. This is not the case for a true asynchronous logic style. This work
has focused only on asynchronous logic styles that exhibit two key characteristics: (1) there is
no global clock signal of any point in the circuit and (2) logic modules are controlled by hand-
shake signals in which the logic domains create request and acknowledgment or completion
signals.
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Of the many alternative approaches to asynchronous design, Null Convention Logic
(NCL) has the advantage that its quasi delay-insensitive behavior makes it relatively easy to set
up complex circuits without the need for exhaustive timing analysis. NCL represents a single
coherent logic system with only 27 fundamental operational units (gates) that are sufficient to
cover all logic functions. Thus in NCL design it is possible, at least partly, to reuse a conven-
tional synchronous back-end EDA tool flow for its implementation rather than having to rely
on the complex full-custom flow commonly used by other Delay-Insensitive design styles.
A number of clockless CPU systems have been designed over the last three decades,
with both University and industry groups trying various approaches such as Bundled-Data and
Quasi-Delay Insensitive. Although NCL offers a number of advantages as an asynchronous
design framework for asynchronous circuits, to date only researchers from the University of
Arkansas and an industry group from Theseus Logic have applied it to CPU design. Both of
these efforts have targeted similar small 8-Bit (8051-compatible) architectures.
As a result, it is unclear whether the approach is suited to larger architectures such as
typical 32-bit CPUs. For example, the performance of NCL depends implicitly on the delay of
the completion trees and feedback paths, which grows with word size and therefore will have
a significantly greater impact on wider data paths.
For many decades, the embedded CPU domain has been dominated by ARM, MIPS
and PowerPC Instruction Set Architectures. However, these are quite complex control-driven
architectures and are thus less well suited to asynchronous implementation. RISC-V is a new
open Instruction Set Architecture, has a compact Instruction Set and also fewer condition codes
and branch delay slots. As a result, a key motivation for this work has been the hypothesis that
the RISC-V instruction set may lead to simpler execution control and may potentially be better
suited to asynchronous implementation as it matches more closely the data-flow behavior of
an asynchronous CPU.
1.3 Research Questions
This research encompasses a study of the characteristics of Null Convention Logic
and an analysis of the RISC-V ISA and CPU architecture including its component blocks, in
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particular those applicable to a 32-bit CPU core. As mentioned above, although it appears that
asynchronous architectures are highly likely to have a place in future computing applications
(due to a range of advantages such as near and sub-threshold voltage operation, robustness to
variability, low electrical and EMI noise and so on), it is still not clear whether the approach is
suitable for high-performance 32-bit CPU architectures. Thus, the research questions that were
addressed in this thesis are as follow:
1. What are the challenges for designing NCL based 32-Bit CPU cores? Is NCL technology
suitable for high performance or low power embedded CPU design especially for IoT edge nodes
applications?
NCL technology is rarely applied to high performance CPU cores, especially for 32-Bit
Embedded Processors. As far as we are aware, this is the first time NCL technology has been
applied to the design of a 32-Bit CPU core.
2. Can NCL circuits be designed such that they can be implemented on Field Programmable
Gate Array devices without requiring extensive and detailed timing constraints to be applied?
Conventional synchronous designs can be easily tested and verified on the commer-
cial FPGA devices and ASIC prototyping on the FPGA is straightforward for those designs
because their constraints are almost same and the FPGA devices are intended for that purpose.
Asynchronous circuits, particularly Delay Insensitive designs, do not map readily to conven-
tional commercial FPGA devices. This question analyses and contrasts the characteristics of
NCL circuits when implemented on commercial FPGA and ASIC.
3. How do asynchronous, data flow processing elements compared to their equivalent syn-
chronous implementations in terms of power, performance and/or area?
Locally connected data flow processing solutions especially arithmetic devices such
as adders and multipliers are used widely for many important applications. This question
will investigate the comparison between the conventional clocked solutions and NCL for a
performance, power and chip area and analyze the advantages and disadvantages of the NCL
solution in this domain.
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There is a significant body of prior asynchronous research from both academia and
industry, many encompassing microprocessor designs and some focused on other applications.
The three major asynchronous approaches that have been studied previously are Bundled-
Data, QDI (Quasi Delay Insensitive) and NCL (Null Convention Logic). Note that, although
NCL is still strictly a sub-set of QDI, the design approach in this case is quite different from
other QDI styles. In this thesis, we differentiate between NCL and non-NCL QDI approaches
by referring to the latter as PCHB, as defined by Martin [2]. In general, QDI design is quite
complex and typically involves full custom techniques. It also has a range of alternative design
and optimization options. In contrast, NCL uses a more module-based (or structural) approach,
employing only a pre-defined library of standard cells. Because generalized QDI design is less
structured, it is even harder to reuse the current synchronous EDA tools for its implementation
and much prior QDI research has used full custom design rather than automated EDA tools.
In contrast, Bundled-Data is not a QDI style but uses delay elements to guarantee
the combinational logic delay is shorter than the handshaking signals such as request and ac-
knowledge. Thus, Bundled-Data is more like conventional clocked synchronous design in na-
ture and normally uses the same standard Boolean gates and therefore is similarly less resistant
to technology-related problems such as PVT (Process, Voltage, Temperature) variability.
This research has employed two different implementation strategies: FPGA and ASIC.
FPGA implementation supports easy and quick evaluation of the functional behaviour of a
system. Various NCL circuits were built and tested on commercial FPGA devices such as Xilinx,
Altera and Actel. It was necessary to generate some special FPGA cells for NCL and these were
initially tested using a small 8-Bit counter. In the case of an ASIC implementation, it is hard to
reuse the foundry supported Clocked-Boolean standard cell library for NCL. It has therefore
been necessary to generate a dedicated NCL cell library to test and implement these circuits.
Both Spice and Digital simulation tools have been used in this work. For the cell-level
and small block-level designs, Spice simulation was possible using a specially designed cell
library. For more complex design such as the CPU, for which Spice simulation would take
excessive time, standard Digital simulation tools were used with test-bench models derived
from the NCL cell simulation models.
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The logic design activities incorporated both UNCLE [3] and NELL design tools [4]
into the flow. Using both tools, firstly the CPU components and ultimately the complex CPU
core were designed and tested.
Finally, a standard synchronous back-end flow was used for Auto Place and Route
followed by Timing and Power analysis. Because those tools are designed for clocked syn-
chronous design, it is not entirely applicable to NCL design, especially for optimization pur-
poses. However, the results were considered to be adequate to compare alternative approaches
and to draw general conclusions on the characteristics of the NCL designs.
The RISC-V ISA was chosen for the CPU design. Because RISC-V is open architecture,
it has a strong community to support users and there are many open source CPU designs that
can be used for comparison purposes. It was also possible to use the RISC-V compiler and test
environment for this architecture, as well as their benchmark tests for design verification and
to achieve a comparison between various synchronous and asynchronous approaches.
1.4.1 A Note on NCL Signal Labelling
The notation describing the multi-rail system in NCL still very fluid and no single rep-
resentation has been universally accepted by the research community. This thesis has tended
to focus on dual rail organizations and has used the same notation as the work being referred
to, where appropriate. This includes variations such as "superscript of 0 and 1" e.g. netname0,
netname1 and, particularly in the case of UNCLE netlists, t_netname and f_netname. The de-
fault notation used for new work is netname/0, netname/1. All of these notations are equiva-
lent and describe the corresponding pair of signal rails in NCL.
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1.5 Outcomes and Contributions
1.5.1 Specific Contributions of this work
This research has resulted in the development of a 32-Bit RISC-V CPU core called Red-
back RISC1 that has been compared to two approximately equivalent industry standard 32-Bit
synchronous cores. Further, the implementation results were also compared with the previ-
ous NCL design tools (UNCLE), which showed how much the results of these implementation
strategies differ. The Redback RISC has achieved similar level of throughput and 43% better
power and 34% better energy compared to one of the synchronous cores with the same bench-
mark test and test condition such as input supply voltage. However, it was shown that area is
the biggest drawback for NCL CPU design. The core is roughly 2.5× larger than synchronous
designs. On the other hand its area is still 2.9× smaller than previous designs using UNCLE
tools.
We also successfully tested the Redback CPU core and many of the component arith-
metic blocks on some commercial FPGA devices and have suggested a test methodology in
this case. FPGA prototyping is the one of the biggest barrier for asynchronous designs and
this methodology has made that easier and clearly showed how commercial FPGA can be used
to support NCL circuits. A number of the Dhrystone benchmark tests were demonstrated on
FPGA devices using the Redback RISC.
The high performance multi-dimensional design approach especially for the high
speed 32 x 32 multiplier also was the first challenge in the NCL design world. High speed
multipliers are the basic building block for many application designs such as Finite Impulse
Response (FIR) Filters or Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) circuits and also Flow Graph designs
like streaming media processing (Video and Audio), Ethernet Packet processing and Cryptog-
raphy circuits and so on. This research has clearly shown the advantages and trade-offs when
using multi-dimensional (e.g., 2-D) NCL designs. Future designers will be able to reuse these
results when they consider high performance NCL circuit especially for the Data Flow designs.
A Register File Write-Back Queue design has been proposed in this work and the
trade-off between NCL based FIFO and Data-Queue structures shown in terms of performance,
1The core was called Aristotle when it was presented at the 2nd RISC-V Workshop at UC-Berkeley California
in June 2015. The name was later changed to Redback RISC to reflect its origin at RMIT University, which uses the
name for its competitive teams in both technology and sport. The Redback, or Australian Black Widow, is a highly
venomous spider common throughout the whole of the Australian continent.
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power and area. Using these comparison results, designers can select the appropriate buffer
types for other processor blocks in the NCL based asynchronous microprocessor and system
on chip design.
Even though NCL has many technical advantages compared to conventional clocked
designs and other asynchronous approaches, much effort is still required to optimize these
NCL circuits. The approach described in this work, encompassing both structural level and
circuit level optimization of the NCL designs, illustrates a concrete methodology for NCL cir-
cuit design with detailed applications such as high speed 32x32 multiplier and 32-Bit high
speed microprocessor. This represents a useful design guide for future students and engineers
who may wish to apply NCL technology.
1.5.2 Publications
The following publications have arisen directly from this work:
• M.M. Kim, and P. Beckett, “Design Techniques for NCL-based Asynchronous Circuits on
Commercial FPGA” in Digital System Design (DSD), Verona (Italy), 2014 17th Euromicro
Conference on, pp. 451-458, 2014
• M. M. Kim, K. M. Fant and P. Beckett, “Design of asynchronous RISC CPU register-file
Write-Back queue”, 2015 IFIP/IEEE International Conference on Very Large Scale Inte-
gration (VLSI-SoC), Daejeon, 2015, pp. 31-36.
• M. M. Kim, J. Kim and P. Beckett, “Area performance tradeoffs in NCL multipliers us-
ing two-dimensional pipelining,” 2015 International SoC Design Conference (ISOCC),
Gyungju, 2015, pp. 125-126.
• J. Kim, M. M. Kim and P. Beckett, “Static leakage control in null convention logic standard
cells in 28 nm UTBB-FDSOI CMOS,” 2015 International SoC Design Conference (ISOCC),
Gyungju, 2015, pp. 99-100.
• Matthew M. Kim, Karl M. Fant, Paul Beckett, “Aristotle. A Logically Determined (Clock-
less) RISC-V RV32I [5]”, 2nd RISC-V Workshop, June 29-30, 2015, (non-refereed), The
International House, Berkeley, CA
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1.6 Thesis Organization
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2, Background and Literature Review:
This chapter provides firstly an overview of the background of asynchronous digital logic tech-
nology and the detail of the major asynchronous design styles (Bundled-Data, Quasi-Delay
Insensitive and Null Convention Logic). It introduces the theory of NCL and then discusses
it in more detail as this is the technology used for this research. Previous research related to
asynchronous logic design is described along with their implementation on commercial FPGA
devices. It presents the design history and trends for asynchronous CPU architectures. Finally,
the RISC-V Instruction Set Architecture is introduced that was used for the CPU core design in
this research.
Chapter 3: NCL Design Methodology:
This Design Methodology chapter describes the design flow used to create the NCL circuits
and also introduces the NCL design tools “UNCLE” and “NELL”. NCL based ASIC design
methodology is discussed from the NCL gate design to the semiconductor Back-end chip im-
plementation. Additionally, the methodology of NCL circuit implementation on commercial
FPGA devices introduced including their FPGA cell library designs. The area (in terms of gate
count) of the networks generated by the alternative tool flows are compared using a number of
small benchmark circuits.
Chapter 4, NCL Circuit Design for CPU:
This chapter introduces the standard CPU components from which the NCL based 32-Bit CPU
core has been formed, as well as their circuit-level optimization techniques. Firstly, a number
of NCL Adder designs are introduced and compared against their specifications. Then a 32-Bit
NCL Multiplier circuit is built and analysed along with a 32-Bit NCL Barrel Shifter that has
been used for this NCL based RISC-V CPU design. Finally, two additional important CPU
blocks are discussed, the NCL Register File and NCL Program Counter.
Chapter 5, Redback RISC Design and Optimization:
The details of Redback RISC core are explained in this chapter plus its comparison results
between this and other synchronous RISC-V cores. Firstly, the RISC-V ISA details are described
followed by the specific implementation in this work. This chapter also includes details of
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the design methodology that was used for the CPU core comparison and also the test and
verification methodologies. Finally, it shows the CPU comparison and benchmark test results.
Chapter 6, Conclusion and Future Work:
This final chapter concludes this thesis and presents the future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
This chapter presents an overview of asynchronous design technology and reviews
the current literature in the domain. The advantages of asynchronous technology are discussed
along with current trends in asynchronous design. Three major asynchronous technologies
are included: Bundled-Data (BD), Quasi-Delay Insensitive (QDI) and Null Convention Logic
(NCL). Their design styles are shown and their specifications compared.
Null Convention Logic is then discussed in more detail as it is the technology used for
this research. Prior asynchronous CPU design activities are reviewed. And finally, we briefly
introduce the RISC-V Instruction Set Architecture that was used for the CPU core design in this
research.
2.1 Asynchronous Technology
Conventional synchronous design uses a centralized clock signal to control the data
flow through combinational logic between edge-triggered register stages. In contrast, asyn-
chronous design relies on localized handshaking signals (e.g., Request and Acknowledge) to
control its data flow. Of the three types of asynchronous models in current use (Bounded De-
lay model, QDI and NCL), NCL has the least sensitive delay constraint. In the Bounded Delay
model (such as micro-pipelines), delays in both gates and wires are bounded and delays are
evaluated based on worst-case scenarios to avoid signal hazard conditions. QDI is constrained
by the isochronic fork, which assumes uniform wire delays and uniform switching thresholds
at the inputs to the gates associated with the forking branches. The latter is often difficult to
achieve in the face of PVT variability. NCL is constrained by orphan paths, nets that do not
contribute to the output and are therefore not part of the completion network, and which are
therefore considerably easier to manage and/or remove than the isochronic fork.
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Null Convention Logic is based on threshold logic gates exhibiting internal state hold-
ing in each gate except, of course, for the TH1x set of gates. It is a symbolically complete logic
system that exhibits delay insensitive behaviour within some minor constraints. Unlike other
DI techniques, NCL gates rely on one simple timing assumption: that the feedback path for its
state holding elements must be faster than the forward delay through the gate. This limitation
is usually straightforward to overcome.
Input completeness requires that the output signal of the gate may not transition to
DATA until all inputs have transitioned to DATA. Similarly, the output will not transition to
NULL until all inputs have reached NULL. Input completeness is achieved by adding the value
NULL to the basic logic values (TRUE and FALSE), to represent a status of “no data”. Output
Data will only be valid when all input signals have transitioned from NULL to DATA. An
NCL circuit consists of an interconnection of primitive modules known as M-of-N threshold
gates with hysteresis. All functional blocks, including both combinational logic and storage
elements, are constructed out of these same primitives. To represent these three values in this
work we use a dual rail coding style which expresses the value ‘00’ (NULL), ‘01’ FALSE and


































Figure 1: Delay Insensitive Model
Null Data Null Data
Ack
Dual Rail Data 
+ Req
Figure 2: Delay Insensitive Protocol
Figure 1 shows the data flow of the delay insensitive model. The Request signals are
embedded within the dual-rail data input and the circuit has separate Acknowledge signals.
Figure 2 is an illustration of the four-phase delay insensitive handshaking protocol and shows
the handshaking timing flow between dual-rail input data and single-rail acknowledge signals.
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This protocol is very robust, the sender and receiver of the data can communicate reliably
regardless of delays in the wires.
2.1.1 Why Asynchronous technology?
As mentioned in the previous section, synchronous logic has been the dominant style
for most of the history of computer architecture because of its inherent ease of design and
abundant design tools. However, the scaling of semiconductor processes is causing a num-
ber of serious obstacles, including escalating power and increasing variability due to process,
voltage and temperature (PVT). Robustness against variability is one of the biggest benefits of
using asynchronous technology, particularly Quasi Delay Insensitive styles such as NCL. The
requirement to maintain sufficient timing margins across all operating conditions means that
synchronous logic can be very sensitive to PVT variations. Thus, as technology moves fur-
ther into the deep sub-micron region it becomes harder to scale down the supply voltage on
synchronous systems. In contrast, Delay Insensitive circuits will almost always work regard-
less of the variation in delay of its component parts. The performance will be slow when the
supply voltage is near-threshold or sub-threshold but will still be logically correct. It is worth
noting that if extreme voltage scaling (VS) is applied, wire/gate delay ratios change in turn af-
fecting the internal forks of NCL gates perhaps requiring careful gate design. Straightforward
dynamic power management techniques become available in DI systems. We can increase the
supply when higher performance is required or reduce it to save power without having to con-
sider timing. As power consumption is proportional to the square of the supply voltage, these
types of techniques will be important to power sensitive application such as battery operated
mobile devices or IoT.
There are also some basic design style considerations that separate synchronous and
asynchronous design. For example, in synchronous RTL design, it is common to pass signals
through multiple paths and to select (multiplex) the “correct” signal at the end of the path.
Thus, all paths continually contribute to the overall switching activity in the system. In con-
trast, asynchronous design and especially NCL, the circuit style is naturally deselect (demulti-
plexer) oriented, which means the sub-blocks of a logic system will operate only when their
action is required otherwise no switching activity occurs. In the NCL domain, this is called
signal steering. It is possible to design similar networks in a synchronous system but it requires
additional resources and careful timing analysis. In this way, asynchronous techniques can
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present more power saving opportunities when the circuit has many execution parts that work
selectively–under data control, for example. This is certainly the case in CPU design where the
active paths within the core are directly controlled by the current instruction.
As introduced in Chapter 1, asynchronous designs exhibit event-driven behaviour.
Power will be only consumed when the event is happening. To achieve the same effect in a
synchronous system would require complex PLL control and it would be necessary to wait
until the clock is stable each time the CPU moves from its wake and sleep states. The delay
time for the PLL would therefore be critical for event-driven applications. But in asynchronous
case, as there is no clock and no PLL sub-system, event-control will be much more efficient than
in synchronous design.
There are other potential advantages to asynchronous design styles introduced in [6]
and [7].
• Low power consumption: due to fine-grained clock gating, no global clock distribution
and their clock drivers and zero standby power consumption;
• High operating speed: absence of clock skew, average-case performance, operating speed
is determined by actual local latency values rather than global worst-case latency;
• Less emission of electro-magnetic noise: as the local handshake signals tend to “tick” at
random points in time, asynchronous circuits exhibit a more distributed noise spectrum
and low peak noise;
• Better composability and modularity: because of the simple handshake interface and the
local timing, additional modules can be added regardless their internal delay time.
2.1.2 Asynchronous Design Trends
Asynchronous technology has been studied over many years in both academia and
industry. Asynchronous technology started very early in the history of computing, even pre-
dating clocked systems. A number of the early generation computers were implemented com-
pletely asynchronously, for example the ILLIAC II in 1962 [8].
Currently there are three dominant asynchronous technologies: Bundled-Data, QDI
and NCL. The details of each technology will be introduced in Section 2.2.
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2.1.3 Recent Asynchronous Activities and Applications
As mentioned, asynchronous techniques have been around for many years. However,
in recent times there seems to have been a revival in interest and a number of industry groups
have been formed to commercialize asynchronous technology, some more successfully than
others. Table 1 highlights some of these companies and their technology and lists their main
application. A few of the more important developments are described below.
Achronix [9] is focused on the commercialization of asynchronous FPGA technology.
Their picoPIPE methodology adds a register block before and after the combinational FPGA
reconfigurable blocks which reduces the propagation delay of the combinational blocks and
increases the overall performance (i.e. results in reduced cycle times). Their performance is
generally around three times faster than conventional Clocked Boolean Logic based FPGA [9].
They have basically used PCHB QDI technology for their register transfer implementation.
Further details of this technology will be introduced in Section 2.3.2.
Fulcrum Microsystems was set up to exploit high-speed asynchronous packet switch
solutions especially for Ethernet Packet processing devices. They also developed a RAM based
crossbar switch with a packet scheduler. The company was acquired by Intel in 2011, which
then announced a range of high performance network server solutions containing Fulcrum’s
asynchronous switch technology. Intel has now developed the “Loihi Asynchronous Neuromor-
phic Research Chip” [10] for their so-called Neuromorphic applications. This was designed using
Bundled-Data techniques.
Tiempo [11] is a French asynchronous design company that has developed an asyn-
chronous synthesis tools called the Asynchronous Circuit Compiler (ACC). Tiempo currently
develops security related products using its asynchronous technology.
Eta Compute [12] started in 2015 and their application is machine intelligence in mo-
bile and edge devices and IoT. The company is using a technology called DIAL (Delay Insensi-
tive Asynchronous Logic) and their focus is on low power ASIC design.
Finally, Wave Computing have developed an asynchronous design tool called NELL
(NCL Equation Logic Language). The NELL suite includes a programming language, compiler
and simulator aimed specifically at Null Convention Logic technology. NELL was used for the
asynchronous CPU design described later in this thesis.
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2.1.4 Asynchronous Tools
In case of Clocked Boolean Logic (CBL) design, we can easily find an appropriate tool
set for all types of applications such as ASIC, FPGA, DSP and CPU designs. In contrast, it is
hard to find suitable tools for asynchronous technology. This section introduces several existing
asynchronous design tools.
• TiDE/Haste tool: TiDE stands for Timeless Design Environment and Haste is a high level
design entry tool from Handshake Solution [13]. The tools execute behavioral synthesis
and generating Verilog net-list. These tools are based on Bundled Data technology
• Balsa system: Balsa was designed by researchers at the University of Manchester [14]
and is a CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes)-like language based on the Tangram
VLSI language. The Tangram programming language was developed by Philips Elec-
tronics and Eindhoven University of Technology. It can be transparently compiled into
an intermediate representation (between the language and gate level implementations)
called handshake circuits.
• UNCLE: UNCLE [15] stands for the Unified NULL Convention Logic Environment and
was designed at the University of Mississippi. UNCLE employs commercial synthesis
tools to produce a gate-level net-list with primitive logic gates that UNCLE has internally
and UNCLE transformed the net-list into NCL net-list by their mapping flow. The details
of UNCLE will be discussed in Section 3.1.1.
• Proteus: Proteus is an asynchronous ASIC CAD flow, developed by TimeLess Design
Automation based on work at the University of Southern California that was bought
by Fulcrum Microsystems in 2010 [16]. Proteus is based on a proprietary cell library of
domino logic and asynchronous control cells. It comprises a small collection of gates
that have been sized, laid out and characterized as individual library cells designed to
implement robust high-performance pipelined circuits. The Proteus flow leverages both
synchronous synthesis and place-and-route tools and, as a starting point, supports legacy
RTL designs as well as Fulcrum’s proprietary high-level language based on Communi-
cating Sequential Processes (CSP).
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• NELL: the NCL Equation Logic Language (NELL) was developed by Wave Computing
and is an independent NCL description language (and also compiler, simulator and de-
bugger). NELL is designed as an effective means of expressing NCL circuits. The details
of NELL will be discussed in Section 3.1.2
• ACC (Asynchronous Circuit Compiler): ACC is the asynchronous synthesis tool from
Tiempo which automatically generates asynchronous and delay-insensitive circuits from
a model written in a standard hardware description language. ACC takes as its input a
description written in System Verilog, which is ideally suited for high-level modeling of
clockless circuits, and generates as output a gate-level net-list in standard Verilog format
[11].
2.2 Asynchronous Styles: Bundled Data, QDI and NCL
In this section, the three major asynchronous design technologies are discussed and
the details of the NCL design technologies are introduced including its brief history and the
theory of NCL gate designs.
2.2.1 Bundled Data
The term bundled-data refers to a situation where the data signals use normal Boolean
levels to encode information, while separate request and acknowledge wires are bundled with
the data signals [6]. Bundled-Data uses two alternative handshaking protocols, 4-phase and 2-
phase. Four-phase bundled-data most closely resembles synchronous design and so, compared
to other asynchronous design styles, is the most straightforward to implement and is also the
most amenable to the use of existing (synchronous) development tools. The 2-phase bundled
data technique was introduced with Sutherland’s Micro-pipelines [17]. 2-phase bundled-data
protocol should lead to faster circuits than 4-phase but the circuit will be more complex to
implement [6]. As introduced previously, many previous asynchronous designs used Bundled-
Data technology such as the University of Manchester group, Handshake Solution, etc.
In Bundled-Data design, we can reuse most of the standard Boolean gates and also
synchronous EDA design tools except for a few logic elements such as Muller C-Elements. Its
main drawback is that it is less robust and it still needs critical timing analysis to meet the
timing requirements arising from PVT variability.
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2.2.2 Quasi Delay Insensitive
while Delay insensitive (DI) is a robust circuit design solution, the class of true delay-
insensitive circuits is unfortunately rather small. Only circuits composed of C-elements and
inverters can be completely delay-insensitive [6]. Circuits that are delay-insensitive with the
exception of some carefully identified wire forks are called quasi-delay-insensitive (QDI). Such
wire forks, where signal transitions occur at the same time at all end-points, are called isochronic.
Typically, these isochronic forks are found in gate-level implementation of basic building blocks
where the designer can control the wire delays. At higher levels of abstraction, the composition
of building blocks would typically be delay-insensitive. In delay-insensitive circuits both the
data and its validity are encoded on the same N wires rather than as separate request and data
wires therefore no timing assumptions are needed. This increases its robustness to PVT vari-
ations, and reduces the amount of timing verification required [7]. In QDI, the asynchronous
blocks can be ultimately decomposed into a hierarchical network of leaf cells, where a leaf cell
is the smallest block that communicates with its neighbors via a channel. This significantly re-
duces the manual efforts required and facilitates the use of conventional synchronous back-end
tool flows. The technique was pioneered by Alain Martin at Caltech and has been applied to
several asynchronous microprocessors [7]. In recent times, the QDI asynchronous design style
has been widely used. Specific examples have used Domino logic style to create the PCHB
(Pre-Charge Half Buffer). However Domino logic is limited to full-custom design flow because
of its reduced noise margin and because its timing assumptions are not currently supported
by semi-custom design tools [7]. Some recent asynchronous design flows embedded Domino
logic within a pipeline template and tried to use conventional ASIC flow for their back-end
implementation using template based leaf cells. Domino logic potentially offers higher perfor-
mance compared to normal static circuit design but as just mentioned, has lower noise margin
and is less robust compared to its static counterpart, especially when the supply voltage is near
or at sub-threshold.
2.2.3 Null Convention Logic
In this section, we will introduce the behavior of Null Convention Logic (NCL) tech-
nology and its historical background1. Null Convention Logic (NCL) is a complete and co-
herent logic of majority logic operators (termed “threshold” gates in NCL) with state holding
1The basic theory of NCL circuit design is explained in the two NCL books [18] [19] and also in the many NCL
patents by Fant and others
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behavior. Its operators are sufficient to implement a complete system with minimal non critical
delay considerations purely in terms of logical relationships (no clock). Because NCL systems
are effectively logically determined they are simpler to design and more robust than other asyn-
chronous design methods which involve complex timing analysis such as isochronic forks or
matched delay lines. Null Convention Logic is still a member of the QDI class, but the gen-
eralized QDI techniques mentioned earlier uses a heterogeneous set of components: registers,
handshaking of various flavors, specialized dual rail circuits and some very complex design
methods. In contrast, NCL creates a single coherent logic system with only 27 fundamental op-
erational units (gates) which are sufficient to cover all logic functions. Therefore NCL is more
amenable to the reuse of a conventional clocked back-end EDA tool flow for its implementa-
tion.
2.2.3.1 A Brief History of NCL
The first NCL patent [20] was filed by Fant and Brandt in 1994 and in 1996 full details
were published in [21]. Later, in 2005, all of the basic technology background and along with
detailed application designs were presented in [18]
Karl Fant had invented the technology while at Honeywell Systems in Minnesota,
USA. In 1990, he left Honeywell and started a company called Theseus Research [22]. In
1996 Theseus Logic was spun out of Theseus Research to commercialize NULL Convention
Logic (NCL). That company was acquired by Camgian Networks Inc in 2007. In 2010, Karl
co-founded Wave Semiconductor, a fabless start-up in California intended to commercialize a
high performance clockless multi-processor design based on NCL. The company later changed
its name to Wave Computing and started to focus on AI applications. In 2014, the foundation
patents for Null Convention Logic began to expire and are now in the public domain, so that
the basic technology can now be used with few limitations.
The most recent enhancement to the basic NCL technology has been by Scott Smith
and Jia Di from the University of Arkansas. They developed an ultra-low-power variation that
incorporates multi-threshold CMOS transistors called Multi-threshold Null Convention Logic
(MTNCL), or alternatively Sleep Convention Logic (SCL) [19].
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2.2.3.2 What is NCL?
NCL is an acronym standing for Null Convention Logic. The term Null implies “empty”
or “No Data”, which expresses the added empty sequences between Data sequences. The same
concept is generally termed “empty” in other asynchronous methodologies.
Figure 3 shows the expression diagram for NCL [18]. A data path presents succes-
















Figure 3: Expression Diagram of Null Convention Logic - redrawn from [18]
• Ring Oscillator
A conventional synchronous Boolean circuit generally uses a crystal oscillator as a
clock source to ensure that it is stable and accurate. Because clocked Boolean logic always
uses worst-case timing assumptions, it requires a very accurate clock source. In contrast, De-
lay Insensitive circuits do not need these sorts of accurate clocks as the handshake control will
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Figure 5: NCL Ring Oscillator
Figure 4 shows the Inverter-Oscillator of a generalized Boolean logic circuit that oscil-
lates automatically after power up. Figure 5 illustrates the NCL Ring Oscillator with TH22 gate
and inverter, which is equivalent to the C-element in other asynchronous design styles. This
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oscillation imparts liveness to the whole NCL circuit. The concept of liveness is borrowed from
other asynchronous domains such as Petri nets and asynchronous (event-driven) program-
ming. Informally, it implies that a complete set of inputs will, eventually, result in a complete
set of outputs. Here, the term is used to describe the equivalent to a clock in synchronous
systems i.e., the mechanism that causes and sustains continuous operation. For example, the
controlled increment function of a Program Counter will cause a CPU to continuously perform
its fetch—-decode—-execute cycle.
• Completeness and Hysteresis
From Figure 3, NCL inserts a NULL state between two DATA states. The output of
the NCL circuit transitions to DATA only when its input is “Completely Data”. Conversely, an
output will transition to NULL only when its corresponding inputs are “Completely Null”. It
maintains its output when its inputs are in neither of these conditions.
Figure 6 shows an example hysteresis diagram of a TH35 NCL gate. When the number
of input data values matches the threshold (in this case 3), the threshold operator transitions
its output to DATA. Similarly, when all input values become NULL the threshold operator
transitions its output to NULL. Thus, unlike other asynchronous technologies, NCL imposes
a C-element-like behavior on all its gates and, in addition, all gates exhibit hysteresis. Using
these monotonic transition functions, glitch–free circuits can be implemented.
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Figure 6: Hysteresis Diagram of TH35 - redrawn from [18]
Figure 7 shows how the NCL operators are formed [18]. The operators enclosed in
red are the same as Boolean OR gates such as OR2, OR3, OR4 and OR5 while the operators in
the green region are equivalent to the C-element. Finally, the operators within the blue shaded
area are the special NCL operators and the number inside the operator is the threshold for the
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C element equivalents















Figure 7: NCL Operators - redrawn from [18]
number of indicated inputs 2. There is no equivalent of the logical inverter or the Boolean AND
operation in the set of NCL operators.
• Demux Oriented Fan-out/Fan-in
As was discussed in Section 2.1.1, NCL circuit design tends to be naturally decoder/de-
multiplexer (demux) oriented. In this topology (Figure 8), only the selected function “fires”
and generates a result that proceeds through to the output. In the corresponding synchronous
(Mux oriented) organization (Figure 9), all of the functions are driven by their input signals
and the desired result is then selected. This clearly represents a waste of power as it generates
unnecessary switching activity [18].
2.2.3.3 NCL Gate Design
An NCL circuit consists of an interconnection of primitive modules known as M-of-N
threshold gates with hysteresis. All functional blocks, including both combinational logic and
storage elements, are constructed from these same primitives. To represent these three values
in this work we have used a dual rail coding style which expresses the value ‘00’ (NULL), ‘01’
FALSE and ‘10’ TRUE, with a NULL wave front separating two DATA wave fronts. Unlike
other DI styles, NCL uses only one type of state holding gate and NCL uses this threshold
gates as its basic logic element [23].
2There are NCL gates outside this scheme such as THXOR, THAND etc

























Figure 9: Mux oriented - redrawn from [18]
As NCL threshold gates are state-holding and designed to exhibit hysteresis they com-
prise circuit blocks for Set, Reset, Hold0 and Hold1 (Figure 10(a)). The Set and Reset functions
have their usual functions while the Hold functions (Hold0 and Hold1) implement hystere-
sis [23], [24]. Once the set function becomes true the output is asserted and the output then
remains asserted via the Hold1 network until all inputs return to NULL [24], [25].
Figure 10(b) illustrates a basic THmn gate, where 1 ≤ m ≤ n. This gate model has n
input signals and a single output. At least m of n inputs must be asserted before the output
is asserted, as indicated by ‘m’ on the symbol in Figure 10(b). An example of a second class





























Figure 10: Structure of NCL Gates
 
Figure 11: TH22 Circuit Design
of (weighted) threshold gate is shown in Figure 10(c) [23]. Here, the function is expressed as
THmnw1w2..wR, where the weight wR is in the range M ≥ wR ≥ 1 3.
In the transistor level schematic of a TH22 gate (Figure 11), Block (A) represents the
reset part, Block (B) the set part, while Block (C) and (D) are the Hold0 and Hold1 respectively.
In this example, the set equation is (a.b) and the Hold1 equation is given by (a + b). Reset is
the complement of Hold1 : (a.b) and Hold0 is complement of set: (a + b). In general terms,
the output Boolean equations can be described as: Z = set+ (Z.Hold1) where Z is the current
output and Z is the previous output of the gate. The complement of Z is Z ′ and also can be
described as: Z ′ = reset+ (Z ′.Hold0) [24].
Table 2 shows the 27 Fundamental NCL gates and their equivalent Boolean Equations.
The equations do not express the NCL Hysteresis functions but only the Set functions of Figure
10(a). It can be seen that the table 7 actually contains 37 cells. Although Fant [18] has proven
that 27 gates are sufficient to synthesise all Boolean logic equations, the ten additional cells
cover commonly used variations such as register cells with initialisation (set/reset) inputs and
individual buffer/inverter cells.
3w1 is omitted in the gate definition as it is redundant.
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Table 2: Fundamental NCL Gates
NCL Operators Boolean Equations
TH12 A + B
TH22 AB
TH13 A + B + C
TH23 AB + BC + AC
TH33 ABC
TH23w2 A + BC
TH33w2 AB + AC
TH14 A + B + C + D
TH24 AB + AC + AD + BC + BD + CD
TH34 ABC + ABD + ACD + BCD
TH44 ABCD
TH24w2 A + BC + BD + CD
TH34w2 AB + AC + AD + BCD
TH44w22 ABC + ABD + ACD
TH34w3 A + BCD
TH44w3 AB + AC + AD
TH23w22 A + B + CD
TH34w22 AB + AC + AD + BC + BD
TH44w22 AB + ACD + BCD
TH54w22 ABC + ABD
TH34w32 A + BC + BD
TH54w32 AB + ACD
TH44w322 AB + AC + AD + BC
TH54w322 AB + AC + BCD
THXOR AB + CD
THAND AB + BC + AD
THCOMP AC + BC + AD + BD
2.3 Asynchronous Design on a Commercial FPGA
One of the difficulties of all asynchronous logic approaches is their unsuitability for
use in standard FPGA devices using a conventional tool chain. While there have been a num-
ber of attempts to implement asynchronous design on commercial FPGA Look-up Tables (LUT)
[26]–[33] these have tended to require either special steps to be inserted into the tool flow, or
for the circuit’s timing to be (manually) constrained such that it complies with the applica-
ble delay model. For example, a LUT-based method has been described in [26] but its Delay
Insensitive approach mandates strict constraints to meet the balanced isochronic fork require-
ment. Further, the LUT based design is limited to a specific FPGA vendor. In a similar manner,
the asynchronous logic implemented in [27] (targeting a Xilinx LUT) and [31] requires compli-
cated and strict timing constraints to ensure that the synthesized logic meets its target delay
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time. The asynchronous LUT-based technique proposed for sensor network design by Liu et
al. [28] also requires very careful timing constraints and delay calculations. Although the XBM
controller implemented in [29] did achieve hazard free asynchronous behaviour, the approach
would be difficult to apply in a general case and is inefficient. Ho et al. [30] also implemented
QDI logic but this had to be designed by hand to carefully control the delay time. Brunvand
[33] also used an FPGA to implement a library comprising bundled data modules. As these
were created using specific Actel macro blocks, the approach will not be generally applicable.
In response to these problems, there have been a number of proposals for building
specialized LUT structures that directly support NCL gate implementations. The structure
suggested in [23] is very similar to the commercial Xilinx Virtex-6 6 input LUT, while the spe-
cial reconfigurable cell for NCL described [34] is only applicable to their special Atmel FPGA
organisation rather than to general commercial FPGA devices.
2.3.1 Dedicated NCL FPGA Devices
A Reconfigurable NCL Logic Element (LE) was proposed in [23], [35] and Figure 12
shows the architecture of that LE. This architecture maps the combinational logic onto the Look-
Up Table (LUT) and develops the hysteresis function (Hold Logic) using a weak inverter and
includes initialization configuration registers.678 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION (VLSI) SYSTEMS, VOL. 15, NO. 6, JUNE 2007
Fig. 9. Reconfigurable NCL LE with extra embedded registration.
A. Reconfigurable Logic
The reconfigurable logic portion consists of the same
16-address LUT used in the previous version and explained
in Section IV-A, and a revised PUPD function that includes
additional embedded registration logic. When embedded regis-
tration is disabled (i.e., during the programming
phase), should be connected to logic 0, and the PUPD logic
functions the same as explained in Section IV-A. However,
when embedded registration is enabled, the output of the PUPD
function will only be logic 0 when both and are logic
1, and will only be logic 1 when all gate inputs (i.e., ,
and ) and are logic 0. The rest of the time the output of
the PUPD logic will be floating, and the reconfigurable gate’s
output will be supplied through the weak inverter loop in the
hysteresis logic, as explained in Section IV-A.
B. Embedded Registration
Embedded registration [30] merges delay insensitive reg-
isters into the combinational logic, when possible, which
increases circuit performance and substantially decreases the
FPGA area required to implement most designs, especially high
throughput circuits (i.e., circuits containing many registers).
Fig. 10 shows an example of embedded registration applied
to an NCL full-adder, where (a) shows the original design
consisting of a full-adder and 2-bit NCL register [8], [14],
(b) shows the design utilizing embedded registration when
implemented using the reconfigurable NCL LE without extra
embedded registration capability, and (c) shows the design
utilizing embedded registration when implemented using the
reconfigurable NCL LE with extra embedded registration
capability. Both reconfigurable gates can be used to embed the
registration with the full-adder’s carry output since it is
generated by three-input gates (i.e., two TH23 gates), such that
adding the input to these gates changes them to four-input
gates, which map to one of the 27 fundamental NCL gates in
Table I, since these 27 gates constitute all functions of four or
fewer variables. The equation for rail 1 of the registered carry
output in Fig. 10(a) is: ),
which maps to a TH44w2 gate, as shown in Fig. 10(b). The
same transformation can also be applied to rail 0 of the carry
output , as shown in Fig. 10(b).
Embedded registration cannot be utilized for the sum output
when using the reconfigurable NCL LE without extra em-
bedded registration capability, because is generated by four-
input gates (i.e., two TH34w2 gates), such that adding the
input to these gates changes them to five-input gates, which are
not included in the 27 fundamental NCL gates. However, uti-
lizing the extra embedded registration capability of the recon-
figurable NCL LE shown in Fig. 9, allows for the registration to
also be embedded with the full-adder’s sum output, , as shown
in Fig. 10(c).
C. Simulation
The reconfigurable NCL LE in Fig. 9 was simulated with
Mentor Graphics Accusim II tool using a 1.8-V, 180-nm
TSMC CMOS process. This gate was programmed as a nonin-
verting TH44d gate and a noninverting TH54w32 gate, without
embedded registration, yielding the same waveforms as the
Figure 12: Reconfigurable NCL LE with extra Embedded Registration [23], [35]
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unused devices to VDD (i.e., turning them on permanently). In 
practice, this is achieved by inserting additional VDD lines 
between each input line (A..D at the top of Figure 5) and choosing 
the appropriate connection to the gate stub. This technique has the 
added advantage that all paths to ground become identical, which 
makes it easy to adjust the width/length ratio of the LUT 
transistors to optimize its propagation delay. At the same time, 
obeying the isochronic timing requirement of NCL is made easier 
careful control of signal skew (i.e. the variation in propagation 
delay) between the various outputs. The technique has resulted in 
signal skews of less than 50pS. Adding configuration registers to 
the LUT brings its overall size up to approximately 21Pm x 28Pm 
(#590Pm2). 
3.2 Dual-rail LUT Layout  
The requirements for maintaining isochronic forks in NCL places 
significant constraints on the place and route process in both 
FPGA and ASIC environments. One key reason why 
asynchronous logic has rarely been implemented successfully on 
standard FPGA parts is the widely variable skew caused by 
divergent routing paths, and the consequent need to identify and 
constrain these individual paths. Applying these timing 
constraints within a conventional FPGA environment represents a 
significant amount of work and is not always entirely successful 
[18]. 
The simplified organization shown in Figure 5 can be extended to 
handle the full dual-rail signals by including the remaining input 
signals (A0..D0) and connecting these to the corresponding output 
line (Z0, in this case). However, it is not necessary for the dual-rail 
implementation to be constrained to be a simplistic doubling of 
the single-rail case. Rather, we may take advantage of the extra 
logic available to extend the functionality of the block. For 
example, Figure 6 illustrates two important functions required by 
NCL systems: asynchronous “registers” and completion detection 
logic (NACK). These form the basis of a handshaking mechanism 
that controls dataflow through the NCL paths. 
It can be seen that NCL registers are formed from an array of 
TH22 gates (eight in this case) where one input is derived from 
the completion signal from following NCL logic. Implementing 
these with an array of single-rail reconfigurable gates would result 
in an extremely inefficient implementation. One option would be 
to include these specific register structures as part of the LUT cell, 
to be enabled or disabled as required. We have taken an 
alternative approach that enhances the connectivity of the LUT 
structure so that individual terms (A—D) can be combined with 
the completion detection (NACK) signal to create these register 
structures within a single LUT. The NACK ( )Acknowledge signal 
can be implemented as a 4-of-8 NCL function with inversion. The 
objective is to detect when all active input rails are carrying data 
and transmit this completion signal to the previous stage, as 
shown. Similarly, the asynchronous registers for this stage are 
controlled by the completion detection signal from a following 
stage. 
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Figure 5. Simplified LUT Organization 
 
Figure 6. NCL Register Structure and  
Completion Detection (NACK) 
Figure 7 illustrates a trial layout of the complete LUT using a 
generic 45nm process. This layout illustrates a number of the key 
characteristics of the LUT cell including its overall regularity and 
the fact that the configuration switches occupy more than half the 
LUT area. It can be seen that the overall dimensions of the block 
are approximately 28Pm x 10.5Pm. However, the latches 
controlling the configuration switches (not shown here) are 
formed from a dynamic latch array with a second static “shadow” 
latch to maintain the configuration state. There are about 128 
configuration latches controlling this LUT block and their area is 
about twice that of the LUT block itself, something that is fairly 
typical of FPGA devices [19]. Taken together, a LUT and its 
configuration latches are approximately 50% larger in this 
technology: about 30 x 30Pm (#900Pm2) compared with just less 
than 600Pm2 in the single rail case. 
Figure 13: Dual-Rail Reconfigurable Logic Block [36]
Figure 14: pipoPIPE Technology - Achronix [37]
A simplified block diagram of the dual-rail LUT described in [36] is shown in Figure
13. Because this is a dual-rail block it has two output ports (labeled Z0 and Z1 in the figure).
This circuit also includes an acknowledge output port for asynchronous handshaking.
2.3.2 Achronix
Achronix [9] is currently one of the more s ccessful firms off ring as nchronous prod-
ucts. Using their very fine-grained pipelining approach, the Pico-Pipe [37], it is possible to
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outperform conventional reconfigurable systems. Figure 14 shows the basic topology of the
Achronix picoPIPE. A register block has been added before and after the combinational FPGA
reconfigurable blocks which reduces the propagation delay of the combinational block and in-
creases the performance, as measured by the overall cycle-time. Their published performance
results are generally three times faster [9] than for a conventional Clocked Boolean Logic based
FPGA.
2.4 Asynchronous CPU Design History and Trends
Asynchronous CPU history almost tracks asynchronous history because most of the
asynchronous research groups have tried to use a simple CPU as the example application to
demonstrate their technology. Even today, CPU design is still a major application domain for
asynchronous logic and, with the rise in importance of embedded systems, is likely to remain
so. This analysis splits asynchronous CPU architectures as 3-Generations, which are 1) Early
Generation Asynchronous CPU Machines, 2) Asynchronous Microprocessors (1989 1999) and
3) Asynchronous CPU Design in the 21st Century.
2.4.1 Early Generation Asynchronous CPU Machines
At a very early stage in computer history, many asynchronous machines were devel-
oped. Table 3 shows a summary of the early generation asynchronous CPU machines. The
ORDVAC, an early computer built by the University of Illinois in 1952, came to be known as
the von Neumann architecture. Its purpose was to perform ballistic trajectory calculations for
the US Military [38].
The WEIZAC, one of the world’s first fully electronic computers, and the first com-
puter in Israel, was built in 1955 at the Weizmann Institute of Science (WIS). It was an asyn-
chronous computer [39]. The ILLIAC II was the first completely asynchronous, speed inde-
pendent computer design ever built. It was constructed in 1962 and was the most powerful
computer at the time [38], [40]. Atlas was one of the world’s first supercomputers built in 1962
from the University of Manchester. Atlas did not use a synchronous clocking mechanism and
could therefore be considered to be an asynchronous processor [41], [42].
In 1973, the “Flexible Asynchronous Microprocessor” [43] was described by Saab-
Scania in Sweden. Unfortunately, the paper is not very comprehensive and so it is impossible
to determine which asynchronous design technique was used. Similarly, a related patent from
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International Business Machine (IBM) [44] was published in 1984 but contains few explanatory
details regarding their asynchronous technique.
In 1987, a patent was granted to Texas Instruments (TI) [45] related to the design of an
asynchronous processor. The patent documents show details of their handshaking technique,
which uses pulsed completion signals implemented using Domino circuits.
Table 3: 1st Generation Asynchronous CPU Machines
Year Source Description
1952 University of Illinois [38] ORDVAC, von Neumann architecture
1955
Weizmann Institute of Sci-
ence (WIS, Israel) [39]
WEIZAC, one of the world’s first fully electronic computers
1962
University of Illinois [38],
[40]




Atlas, one of the world’s first supercomputers




Weak synchronization and scheduling among concurrent asynchronous proces-
sors
1987 Texas Instruments (TI) [45]
Asynchronous high speed processor having high speed memories with domino
circuits contained therein
2.4.2 Asynchronous Microprocessors
From 1989, after the California Institute of Technology group (under Prof. Alain Mar-
tin) announced their 16-Bit RISC-like asynchronous microprocessor using Delay Insensitive
technology [46], [47], it can be said that asynchronous CPU design based on single-chip micro-
processors started to take off. This work set the basis for a number of CPU explorations during
the following decade and beyond.
Table 4, below, is a summary of this 2nd Generation Asynchronous Microprocessors
design activity.
Table 4: 2nd Generation Asynchronous Microprocessors
Year Source Description
1989 Caltech [46], [47]
16-bit RISC-like asynchronous microprocessor. Four-phase handshaking, dual-rail encoded Delay Insensi-
tive (DI)
1989
Mitsubishi Electric, Sharp and Osaka
University [48]
Self-timed clockless Data-Driven Microprocessor
1990 U. California, Berkeley [49] DSP - four-cycle handshake protocol using DCVSL logic
1990
Utah University, Israel Institute of
Technology [50]
A3000 processor, asynchronous version of a pipelined R3000
1993 Israel Institute of Technology [51] ST-RISC (Self-Timed Reduced Instruction Set Computer) processor
1992 RIST, Korea [52] Fully Asynchronous Microprocessor (FAM), uses DCVSL circuits
1992 1993 Manchester University [53]–[55] self-timed ARM microprocessor uses bundled-data, bounded delay model
1992 Stanford University [56] dynamic clocking - self-timed pipeline-sequencing method
1993 Genoa University [57], [58] Asynchronous RISC micro-controller based on SGS-Thomson ST9 (ST9026 model)
1993 Tokyo Institute of Technology [59] TITAC (Tokyo Institute of Technology Asynchronous Chip) CPU uses Dual-Rail 2-phase data transfer
1993 Utah University [60]
NSR (Non-Synchronous RISC) Processor is a pipelined and decoupled 16-bit processor with only sixteen
instruction.
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1994 Manchester University [61]
AMULET1 processor is 32-bit RISC microprocessor which used a two-phase bundled data design style based
closely on Sutherland’s Micropipelines.
1994 Caltech [62] 100MIPS GaAs Asynchronous Microprocessor
1995 University of Adelaide [63]
ECSTAC (Event Controlled Systems Temporally-Specified Asynchronous CPU), a RISC style 8-bit Micropro-
cessor.
1996 Utah University [64] A self-timed decoupled, pipelined architecture based on Motorola 88100 instruction set.
1996 Manchester University [65] SCALP Superscalar Asynchronous Low-Power Processor
1997
Hong Kong Polytechnic University
[66]
“ASYNMPU” processor - 8/16bit CISC type Asynchronous Processor
1997 Newcastle University [67]
Asynchronous Processor design using Petri Nets using two-phase Micro-pipelined delay assumption with
C-elements
1997 Caltech [2]
Asynchronous MIPS R3000 Processor, QDI, Four-Phase handshaking protocol and Dual-Rail encoding: HB
(Half-Buffer), PCHB (Pre-Charge-Logic Half Buffer) and PCFB (Pre-Charge-Logic Full Buffer).
1997 Manchester University [68], [69]
AMULET-2e processor adopted a four-phase bundled data design style and includes 4Kbyte pipelined cache
and a flexible memory interface along with assorted programmable control functions.
1998 Manchester University [70]
AMULET3, high-Performance Self-Timed ARM Microprocessor supporting ARM version-4T and 16-bit
Thumb instruction set
1998
Tokyo Institute of Technology and
University of Tokyo [71], [72]
“TITAC-2: An asynchronous 32-bit microprocessor based on Scalable-Delay-Insensitive model, 32-bit pro-
cessor based on MIPS R2000 based instruction set
1998 Israel Institute of Technology [73] Kin, High Performance Asynchronous Processor Architecture
1998
Eindhoven University of Technology
and Philips Research Laboratories
[74]
An Asynchronous Low-Power 80C51 Microcontroller. Used Tangram VLSI-programming language and
tool-set to compile the design automatically to a standard-cell netlist
1998 France Telecom – CNET Grenoble [75]
ASPRO-216, a Standard-Cell QDI 16-Bit RISC Asynchronous Microprocessor described in a high level se-
quential CHP program
1998
Technical University of Denmark and
LSI Logic [76]
Asynchronous TinyRISC TR4101 Microprocessor core, an asynchronous version of the TR4104
The RISC machine of [46], [47] was based on a four-phase handshaking protocol as
well as dual-rail encoded Delay Insensitive (DI) circuits with C-elements for their Completion
Tree. Two integrated circuit versions have been fabricated to date: one in 2µm MOSIS SCMOS,
and another in 1.6µm MOSIS SCMOS. The performance results were 12 MIPS for a 2µm version
and 18 MIPS for a 1.6µm version. The chips were entirely Delay Insensitive except that they
required isochronic forks.
The Self-timed Data-Driven Microprocessor was introduced by Mitsubishi Electric,
Sharp and Osaka University [48] in 1989. This work used Self-Timed circuits free of any sys-
tem clocks. Delay elements were purposely added to the SEND signal line to guarantee an
appropriate data-processing time through the logic circuit between the latches. The following
year a micro-processor based DSP was described by UC-Berkeley group [49]. The architecture
is based on a four-cycle handshake protocol and was implemented using DCVSL logic with
C-elements for handshaking control.
The A3000 processor from University of Utah and Israel Institute of Technology was
also published in 1990 [50]. The A3000 is an asynchronous version of a pipelined R3000, a 32-bit
microprocessor developed by MIPS in 1988 and DLX which is simplified version of the MIPS
R3000 processor. The A3000 also employed dual-rail encoding and completion detection logic
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using C-element just as for the processor in [46]. Later, in 1993, the Israel Institute of Technology
group described the ST-RISC (Self-Timed Reduced Instruction Set Computer) processor [51].
The Fully Asynchronous Microprocessor (FAM) developed by RIST, Korea [52] em-
ployed DCVSL circuits for its completion signals and combinational logic. The FAM achieved
300MIPS with 0.5µm CMOS technology. It uses 71,000 transistors occupying an area of 6400µm
x 4900µm.
The group led by Furber and Garside at the University of Manchester, UK, com-
menced the development of a self-timed ARM microprocessor in around 1992 [53]–[55]. The
methodology applied was based on Sutherland’s “Micropipelines”, a bundled-data, bounded
delay model. The following year, they published the asynchronous version of ARM6 [55].
The STRiP processor was proposed by Stanford University [56]. The key concept in
STRiP was a self-timed pipeline-sequencing method called “dynamic clocking”. The Strip ma-
chine is quite different to other asynchronous architectures in that it is essentially a synchronous
processor with an adjustable clock. The clock period is determined using C-elements to ap-
proximate the worse-case critical path thereby tracking the instantaneous performance of the
machine. The current clock period is set by the slowest critical path. The architecture would
appear to be very sensitive to PVT variability as every pipeline stage has to be “tuned” and op-
timised to achieve optimal performance and the tracking relies on the relative delay behavior
of the C-elements and the various CPU blocks.
In 1993, the group from University of Genoa, Italy, proposed an asynchronous RISC
micro-controller [57], [58] based on the specification of the SGS-Thomson ST9 (ST9026 model)
micro-controller family. The design utilized Delay Insensitive blocks together with conven-
tional (clocked) modules. In the same year, the TITAC (Tokyo Institute of Technology Asyn-
chronous Chip) CPU was presented by the Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan [59]. This pro-
cessor used a dual-rail 2-phase data transfer scheme. Erik Brunvand (University of Utah) pub-
lished details of the NSR (Non-Synchronous RISC) Processor in 1993 [60]. NSR is a pipelined
and decoupled 16-bit processor with only sixteen instructions. The prototype of the NSR pro-
cessor was implemented within seven Actel FPGAs, with each of the pipeline stages using one
or two of the FPGA chips. The self-timed blocks in the processor communicate over Bundled
Data channels in the style of micro-pipelines.
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In 1994, the first silicon of the AMULET1 processor was fabricated, designed between
1991 and 1993 by researchers at the University of Manchester [61]. The AMULET1 is a 32-
bit RISC microprocessor which used a two-phase bundled data design style based closely on
Sutherland’s Micropipelines. Also, the group at the California Institute of Technology [47]
published details of a 100MIPS GaAs Asynchronous Microprocessor [62]. In 1995, a RISC style
8-bit Microprocessor ECSTAC (Event Controlled Systems Temporally-Specified Asynchronous
CPU) was proposed by the University of Adelaide, Australia [63]. The ESCTAC used Fun-
damental Mode (FM) free-flow pipelines which is faster and smaller than normal Delay In-
sensitive design. The technology is similar to the Bundled Data (BD) model with the back-
propagating acknowledge (ack) signals removed [77]. In 1996, the University of Utah intro-
duced the “Fred Processor” which has a self-timed decoupled, pipelined architecture based
roughly on the NSR and also using micro-pipelines. The Fred instruction set is taken directly
from the Motorola 88100 set [64].
In [65] (1996), Endecott from the Manchester group described details of the SCALP
superscalar asynchronous processor. Solutions were proposed to the critical problems of check-
ing for dependencies between instructions in the asynchronous superscalar architecture, and
ensuring that the instructions were issued in their correct order.
In 1997, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University announced “ASYNMPU” processor
which is an 8/16bit CISC type Asynchronous Processor that used Sutherland’s Micro-pipelines
for their asynchronous implementation [66]. The University of Newcastle, England, published
an asynchronous processor design based on Petri Nets with two-phase Micro-pipelined de-
lay assumptions and C-elements [67]. In the same year, the Caltech group announced Asyn-
chronous MIPS R3000 Processor [2] using 0.6µm MOSIS SCMOS technology and 280 MIPS per-
formance expectation and 7W power consumption. They used Quasi Delay-Insensitive (QDI)
circuit design, Four-Phase handshaking protocol and Dual-Rail encoding with three types of
reshuffling which are HB (Half-Buffer), PCHB (Pre-Charge-Logic Half Buffer) and PCFB (Pre-
Charge-Logic Full Buffer). TITAC-2, proposed by Tokyo Institute of Technology and University
of Tokyo [71], [72] in 1998 is an asynchronous 32-bit microprocessor based on a novel scalable
DI (SDI) model where the previous TITAC-1 [59] was a simple 8-bit processor (based on QDI)
that used a MIPS R2000 based instruction set. SDI assumes that the relative delay ratio between
any two components is bounded. The performance test results was 52.3 MIPS using the Dhrys-
tone V2.1 benchmark. The AMULET-2e processor introduced by the University of Manchester
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[68], [69] adopted a four-phase bundled data design style and includes 4Kbyte pipelined cache
and a flexible memory interface along with assorted programmable control functions. The
Branch Target Cache unit and Halt unit added many power and performance benefits to the
AMULET-2e compared to the previous AMULET1.
In 1998, The Kin high performance asynchronous processor architecture was intro-
duced from Israel Institute of Technology [73]. The “AMULET3: A High-Performance Self-
Timed ARM Microprocessor” was published in 1998 from University of Manchester [70]. This
is the third generation asynchronous ARM processor from the group, and supports ARM
version-4T and 16-bit Thumb instruction set. The AMULET3 achieved 100MIPS (measured
with Dhrystone 2.1) on a 3.5µm process. The subsystem of AMULET3 is connected through the
MARBLE on-chip bus which is similar in concept to ARM’s AMBA bus. AMULET3 included
the enhanced version of the Branch Prediction mechanism used on AMULET2e. AMULET3
adopts a reorder buffer to increase pipeline performance and has enhanced Branch Prediction
and Halting circuits compared to AMULET2e.
Details of an asynchronous 80C51 microcontroller were published by Eindhoven Uni-
versity of Technology and Philips Research Laboratories [74] in 1998. The chip was designed
in 0.5µm CMOS process and shows a power advantage of a factor of four compared to a syn-
chronous implementation. They have used Tangram VLSI-programming language and tool-
set to compile the design automatically to a standard-cell netlist. In the same year, the QDI
ASPRO-216 architecture was described by researchers at France Telecom – CNET Grenoble
[75]. The design flow and circuit style used for ASPRO were based directly on Martin’s origi-
nal methodology [47]. As the first processor described by a high level sequential CHP program,
ASPRO was based on a unique instruction set architecture that was set up to take advantage of
asynchronous design styles. The performance was 200 peak MIPS at 0.5 Watt using a 0.25µm
technology. The asynchronous TinyRISC TR4101 Microprocessor core, developed by the Tech-
nical University of Denmark and LSI Logic [76], is an asynchronous version of the TR4104. It
implements the 32-Bit MIPS-II instruction set architecture and the MIPS16 application specific
extension 16-Bit compressed instruction set from LSI Logic called ARISC. The ARISC design
uses four-phase handshaking and it performs from 74 to 123 MIPS depending on the instruc-
tion mix in 0.35µm CMOS process with 635 MIPS/Watt power efficiency. Balsa was introduced
in 1999 from the Manchester group [14].
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2.4.3 Asynchronous CPU Design in the 21st Century
Recently, commercial industry seems to have become interested in asynchronous CPU
design again, almost certainly due to the extreme low-energy requirements of “always on”
Internet of Things applications. As a result, many companies are actively developing asyn-
chronous CPUs for commercial purposes, including Handshake Solution, Tiempo, Theseus
Logic, Wave Computing, ETA Compute and Fulcrum (Intel). In addition, many new asyn-
chronous design tools, which have been highlighted in Section 2.1.4, are beginning to emerge
out of those commercial activities. Table 5 shows a summary of this 3rd Generation Asyn-
chronous CPU design activity. It is very likely that there are other activities currently in com-
mercial “stealth” mode or otherwise yet to be published.





AMULET3i, third generation asynchronous ARM compatible microprocessor,
MARBLE asynchronous on-chip bus
2002
Chungbuk National Univer-
sity ,Korea [79], [80]
Lower power A8051, DI delay model, 4-phase handshake protocol
2002 Manchester University [81] SPA, synthesisable, self-timed, ARM-compatible processor
2003 ETRI ,Korea [82] ALTHEA, 32-Bit processor, Extended Instruction Set Computer (EISC) ISA
2003 Caltech [83]
Lutonium processor, sub-nanojoule asynchronous 8051 micro-controller using
QDI
2003 Cornell University [84]
SNAP (Sensor-Network Asynchronous Processor), 16-bit message passing asyn-
chronous processor, QDI
2005 Handshake Solutions [85] HT80C51, Low power, asynchronous 80C51 implementation
2006 Handshake Solutions [86] ARM996HS, 32-bit RISC CPU core ARMv5TE




AEM32, 32-Bit asynchronous ARM9 processor, 2.6x higher performance than
AMULET3i
2008
University of Arkansas [89],
[90]
8051-compliant micro-controller intended for extreme environments, NCL
2008 Tiempo [91] TAM16, 16-Bit microcontroller, QDI
2009 ETRI ,Korea [92] Asynchronous MSP430 microprocessor
2015 Caltech [93] Inherently radiation-hard 8-Bit AVR microcontroller, QDI
2015 USC/PUCRS [94] Blade – A Timing Violation Resilient Asynchronous Template, BD
2015 IBM/Cornell [95]
TrueNorth: Design and Tool Flow of a 65 mW 1 Million Neuron Programmable
Neurosynaptic Chip, QDI
2017 Eta Compute [12] EtaCore, ARM Cortex-M3 processor compatible asynchronous CPU
2018 Intel [96] Loihi: A Neuromorphic Manycore Processor with On-Chip Learning
In 2000, AMULET3i was introduced and this was the third generation asynchronous
ARM compatible microprocessor subsystem developed at the University of Manchester. It is
internally modular, being based around the MARBLE asynchronous on-chip bus, and is also
extensible through the addition of conventional clocked synthesizable peripherals via an on-
chip synchronous peripheral bus [78].
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In 2002, a low power A8051 was designed by Chungbuk National University in Korea
[79], [80]. The group used a DI (Delay Insensitive) delay model for its asynchronous operation
with a 4-phase handshake protocol for the data transmission and dual-rail encoding.
The Manchester University group introduced SPA, a synthesisable, self-timed, ARM-
compatible processor core, in 2002. The SPA core uses the Balsa synthesis system to derive its
dual-rail logic. Comparing the synthesised secure dual-rail implementation with the synthe-
sised bundled-data version shows an overall cost factor of 3.6× in terms of transistor count
[81].
In 2003, ALTHEA 32-Bit processor was introduced from the ETRI group in Korea [82].
This group used the Extended Instruction Set Computer (EISC) ISA [97] for this CPU core. The
core uses Bundled-Data technology and used Handshake Solution’s Haste and TiDE Flow. This
chip focuses on achieving an ultra-low power micro-architecture.
The Lutonium processor is a sub-nanojoule asynchronous 8051 micro-controller using
QDI technology proposed by Martin’s group at Caltech. The core targets extremely low power
systems and implements a deep-sleep mechanism [83].
The Sensor-Network Asynchronous Processor (SNAP) proposed by the Cornell Uni-
versity group, is based on a 16-bit message passing asynchronous processor. SNAP is com-
posed of quasi-delay-insensitive(QDI) asynchronous circuits [84].
Handshake Solution developed the “HT80C51” in 2005 [85]. Following this, the com-
pany designed an ARM996HS architecture in 2006. The ARM996HS chip has 32-bit RISC CPU
core ARMv5TE architecture using their HASTE design language [86].
In 2007, the “Vortex”, a superscalar asynchronous processor was introduced by Ful-
crum Microsystems. Vortex CPU supports a 32-bit integer datapath and executes up to 9 in-
structions per cycle. The low-level asynchronous circuitry was based on the integrated pipelin-
ing templates (WCHB, PCHB, PCFB) and a QDI timing model. Layout was performed entirely
by hand in Magic [87].
The AEM32 32-bit asynchronous ARM9 processor was proposed in 2008 by Chung-
buk National Unversity in Korea [88]. The group achieved 2.6x higher performance than
AMULET3i. An asynchronous 8051-compliant micro-controller intended for extreme environ-
ments was described by researchers at the University of Arkansas in 2008 [89], [90]. The 8051
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design used Null Convention Logic technology. Tiempo developed the asynchronous TAM16
Core [91] in 2008 which was a 16-Bit microcontroller with their own power-efficient instruction
set. Tiempo used QDI technology for the CPU design. In 2009, Asynchronous MSP430 micro-
processor was introduced from the ETRI group in Korea [92]. MSP430 is the ISA from Texas
Instrument [98]. The group used the Balsa design flow.
In 2015, the Caltech group introduced DD1 [93] which is an inherently radiation-hard
8-Bit AVR microcontroller implementation. Using a near-threshold quasi-delay-insensitive
(QDI) methodology, DD1 employed PCHB asynchronous logic and contains full-custom radiation-
hard memories and logic cells. The resulting microcontroller achieved a power figure of 18µW/MIPS
in 40nm Bulk CMOS. The USC and PUCRS group introduced an asynchronous bundled-data
resilient template called Blade [94]. They designed a 3-stage OpenCore MIPS CPU called
Plasma and the CPU has 19% performance boost over the synchronous design and a 30-40%
improvement when synchronous PVT margins are considered. IBM and Cornell group intro-
duced TrueNorth chip design which has 65mW 1 Million Neuron Programmable Neurosynap-
tic architecture [95]. The design used mixed synchronous-asynchronous approach. They used
QDI asynchronous design style for the communication and control circuits.
In 2017, Eta Compute announced the ARM Cortex-M3 processor compatible asyn-
chronous CPU called "EtaCore" using their DIAL technology [12]. Their CPU core operates at
0.25V on 90nm technology. More recently, Intel announced "Loihi: A Neuromorphic Many-
core Processor with On-Chip Learning" using asynchronous technology in 2018. Loihi uses
Bundled-Data technology [96].
Although numerous asynchronous CPUs had been developed to this stage, and there
are number of advantages in using NCL for CPU design, very few NCL versions of CPU ar-
chitectures have been developed. It is difficult to say why this is the case. It may have been
simply that the technology was patented until around 2014–15 so there was a reticence in the
research community to use it, while the commercial community was reluctant to pay royalties
for its commercial use. This situation may change now that the basic patents are expiring and
NCL is starting to move into the public domain.
2.5 RISC-V Background and Asynchronous RISC-V Design
In the previous asynchronous CPU history, many institutions and companies used
their own instruction sets to take advantage of asynchronous technology but some used the
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existing ISA such as ARM, MIPS, AVR, MSP430 or 8051 CISC ISA. A key benefit of using an
existing ISA are that the existing compiler environments can be reused for the asynchronous
CPU design. Further, because they are using a compatible ISA, a company’s CPU customers can
reuse their application software for the new asynchronous processor with few or no changes.
Even some asynchronous CPUs are pin compatible with their synchronous counterparts. This
thesis uses the RISC-V ISA which is an open Instruction Set Architecture introduced by Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley in 2011.
2.5.1 What is the RISC-V ISA?
RISC-V 4 is an open, free ISA that was started in 2010 at UC-Berkeley by a group led
by Prof. David Patterson. The ultimate intention is to provide a long-lived, open ISA with sig-
nificant infrastructure support, including documentation, compiler tool chains, operating sys-
tem ports, reference software simulators, cycle-accurate FPGA emulators, high-performance
FPGA computers, efficient ASIC implementations of various target platform designs, config-
urable processor generators, architecture test suites, and teaching materials [99]. RISC-V ISA is
a modular design rather than an incremental ISA and identifies its seven goals as: Cost, Sim-
plicity, Performance, Isolation of architecture from implementation, Room for growth, Program
size and Ease of programming, compiling and linking. The key features of the RISC-V ISA, as
described by its developers, are [99]:
• it offers an open and extensible software and hardware environment.
• As an open ISA, it aims to deliver easier support from a broad range of operating systems,
software vendors and tool developers.
• The open source hardware RISC-V does not rely on a single supplier – it offers multiple
suppliers, therefore, supports unlimited potential for future growth.
• No other ISA is structured like the RISC-V ISA, allowing for user extensibility of the
architecture without breaking existing extensions or incurring software fragmentation
2.5.2 Advantages of using RISC-V ISA for an Asynchronous CPU Design
The RISC-V is the most modern ISA and those supporting its architecture are pursuing
a simplified and extendable architecture and continue to actively update its extension modules.
4pronounced “risk-five”
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Compared to previous ISAs such as MIPS and ARM, RISC-V is much simpler but has similar
code density, fewer condition codes and branch delay slots. A complete description of the ideas
guiding the RISC-V architecture can be found in [100].
The RISC-V instruction set has been selected for this work based on the observation
that it can lead to simpler execution control and is potentially well suited to asynchronous
implementation as it matches more closely the data-flow behavior of an asynchronous CPU. In
addition, as an open ISA, RISC-V is supported by a rapidly evolving “eco-system” of tools and
design resources, particularly compiler environments from the open source community, along
with academic and commercial RTL implementations that will be available for comparison
with our asynchronous CPU core.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the background of the research has been discussed including previous
research relating to asynchronous technology. It has highlighted why asynchronous technology
is interesting at the moment and shows various styles of asynchronous technology such as BD,
QDI and NCL. The background of Null Convention Logic, the particular asynchronous design
technology used for this research, has been discussed, indicating the differences between the
NCL and other Asynchronous technologies such as Bundled-Data and QDI.
It is clear that asynchronous techniques have been used for the entire history of com-
puting, from the early generation computer machines to the latest “neuromorphic” processors.
Finally, we briefly introduced the RISC-V ISA, the instruction sets that will be implemented in
this research.
It has been found that NCL offers a number of advantages to CPU design. Ultimately,
the objective here is to develop a CPU core using NCL technology. Before this is possible, it
is necessary to develop a dedicated methodology that will result in a straightforward design





In this chapter, the detailed methodology used to design NCL circuits is described.
Firstly, the NCL compilation, simulation and debug solutions are introduced. An analysis is
presented using a number of small designs that compares and contrasts three alternative ap-
proaches to the hardware description of NCL circuits. In the subsequent sections, the NCL
based ASIC design methodology is discussed from the NCL gate design to the semiconduc-
tor chip implementation. Finally, a methodology is presented for the implementation of NCL
circuit on commercial FPGA devices and their tools, including the FPGA cell library design
methods.
3.1 NCL Design Tools
To design NCL circuits we can use a general Hardware Description Language (HDL)
such as Verilog, System Verilog and/or VHDL. This method directly instantiates the NCL gates
using a structural gate description. In this way, the description represents a direct translation
of the schematic into text. However, this method is very inefficient and can cause debugging
problems as well as portability issues. For this reason, a better solution will be to use a ded-
icated programming language and compiler tools for NCL. This section introduces two such
dedicated tools called UNCLE and NELL.
3.1.1 UNCLE
The Unified NCL Environment (UNCLE) is a synthesis tool which converts clock-
based behavioral Verilog to an NCL Verilog gate level net-list. UNCLE was developed by Mis-
sissippi State University in 2011 and the executable files and manual are available in the public
domain (from their web-site). UNCLE has no licensing restrictions or effective limitations for
any purpose. It uses general Verilog synthesis tools such as Design Compiler from Synopsys or
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RTL Compiler from Cadence to generate a clocked Verilog gate-level net-list as an intermediate
file. Using these commercial synthesis tools, UNCLE first generates a Verilog gate-level net-
list file and then converts that to the NCL net-list file. The tool automatically executes these
synthesis steps using Python scripts1 [15].
As a toolset for creating dual-rail asynchronous designs using NCL, UNCLE supports
both data-driven and control-driven (i.e., Balsa-style) styles. The specification level is RTL,
which means that the designer is responsible for creating both data-path (registers and com-
pute blocks) and control (finite state machines, sequencers). Designs are specified in Verilog
RTL, and uses the commercial synthesis tools to synthesize this to a net-list of D-flip-flops,
latches, combinational logic, as well as special gates known by the toolset. The Uncle tool-
set performs single-rail to dual-rail conversion and then generates the acknowledge network
to make the NCL net-list live and safe. The resulting gate level net-list can then be simulated
within a standard Verilog simulator or serve as the input to an ASIC environment for transistor
level simulation. Performance optimization is also supported via latch movement to balance
data/acknowledge delays. An internal simulator is included in the UNCLE suite that reports
gate orphans/cycle time and includes NLDM (Non-Linear Delay Model) timing. The toolset



































Figure 15: UNCLE Synthesis Flow - redrawn from [15]
1UNCLE is not a commercial tool and to make the conversion work easier, I wrote an automated script using
Python on top of UNCLE tool. Appendix-A "UNCLE Project Generation Manual" has the User Guide and this
Python code.
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Figure 15 shows the Synthesis Flow Diagram of UNCLE. As already mentioned, the
flow is controlled by Python scripts that invoke the various tools in turn. The input RTL level
behavioral Verilog design is first converted to a conventional single rail net-list using the Logic
Synthesis tools from Cadence (RTL Compiler) or Synopsys (Design Compiler). The single-rail
netlist from the commercial synthesis tools is then expanded to a dual-rail netlist using the
dual-rail expansion tools. The gates and registers are further expanded to their actual dual-rail
implementations. The ack network is then generated, at which point the gate level netlist is
simulation-ready. The steps after this point are optional optimizations and checking. The ack
checker is a tool that reverse-engineers the ack network to mechanically check its correctness.
This is primarily included as a check for coding errors in the ack generation tool when new
approaches to the ack network generation module are tested.
UNCLE has four types of optimization flows: Net Buffering, Latch Balancing, Relax-
ation and Cell Merging.
Net buffering is a performance optimization step that reads an external timing data file
for the target library, where the timing data is represented in terms of NLDM lookup tables
for output transition time and propagation delay based on input transition time and output
capacitive load (the timing data file also contains pin capacitance information).
Latch balancing is a performance optimization for the data-driven style that moves half-
latches in the netlist to balance data delays with ack delays. In a linear, multi-stage pipeline,
the stage with the longest delay loop formed by the forward data path and the backwards ack
path sets the pipeline’s maximum throughput. In data-driven finite state machines, the longest
loop delay is formed by the delay through the combinational logic plus the backwards delay
path of the ack network. The ack delay is dependent on the number of destination points,
which in turn sets the completion network depth, while the data delay depends on the data
logic complexity.
Relaxation is an optimization that searches for redundant paths between a set of pri-
mary inputs and a primary output in a combinational netlist. ‘Eager’ gates that have reduced
transistor counts are placed on the redundant paths, with all primary inputs having at least
one path to the primary output that go through non-eager (i.e., input-complete) gates. Uncle
implements area-driven relaxation.
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A final Cell Merging is performed in which adjacent gates with no fan-out are merged
into more complex gates. This cell merger is a simpler version of the technology mapper/merg-
ing implemented in the ATN (Asynchronous Threshold Networks) tool by Nowick/Jeong from
Columbia University [101].
UNCLE finally generates an NCL net-list using its standard NCL component library.
By this stage, the net-list can be simulated and is fully implementable on a chip. Using a
limited number of Boolean Gates, the tool executes the Synthesis Flow (Design Compiler/RTL
Compiler) and replaces the Boolean gates with their equivalent NCL gate combinations. For
example, flip-flops will be replaced by dual-rail NCL registers.
3.1.2 NELL
The NCL Equation Logic Language (NELL) was developed by Wave Computing [4]
and is an independent NCL description language (plus compiler, simulator and debugger) that
does not rely on a standard hardware description language such as VHDL or Verilog 2. NELL
is designed to provide an effective means to express NCL circuits. The NELL language was
used for this work because it has a number of specific advantages:
• It uses a C and Verilog-like syntax;
• The NELL environment integrates Compiler, NELL simulator and debugger;
• Generates a System Verilog or Verilog net-list (i.e., .n file to .sv or .v file);
• Natively understands the characteristics of NCL gates rather than Boolean gates;
• Supports race detection algorithms;
• Supports orphan management algorithms;
• The design language is specifically optimized design for NCL.
NELL generates a System Verilog or (optionally) a Verilog netlist using a built-in NCL
Cell Library. The netlist can then be simulated using a conventional Verilog simulator such as
Modelsim, NC-Verilog or VCS with a System Verilog test-bench and Verilog simulation model
of NCL gates. NELL is made up of three sub-programs that share much code and many data
structures: a Compiler that compiles NELL into System Verilog, a Simulator that can read test-
bench files (NELL test-benches but not System Verilog test-benches) with stimuli input data
2We were able to access a NELL executable file and its example designs for this work under Non-Disclosure
Agreement with Wave Computing
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and verify that the design behaves correctly and, lastly, an Interactive Debugger that allows the
programmer to investigate the behaviour of the design at the gate level.
Designs that are expressed in NELL could also be expressed in Verilog. The key ad-
vantages of using NELL are:
• Operators: The “and”, “|” of NELL are NCL operations, not Boolean operators. Further,
De Morgan’s laws do not apply and cannot be used. Thus, even if a standard Boolean
HDL was employed, it would nonetheless require extensive modifications to the compi-
lation process to disable the “optimizations” that would break NCL.
• Variables: In NCL, variables can have a value or be empty. No other language supports
the notion of empty variables.
• One-hot and Constants: Using n-rail one-hot control variables is an effective, even es-
sential, NCL design technique. In particular, most other languages would not allow you
to assign and test for constant values of 1-hot variables in a natural way.
• Initialization: NCL initialization is one of its more important functions. NELL has many
tests to ensure that variables are correctly initialized and to catch latent race conditions.
• Races: There appears to be a strong connection between completeness and race condi-
tions in that race conditions often arise from violations of completeness. NELL incorpo-
rates the notion of completeness, and includes algorithms for race detection.
• Cycles: Ultimately, good large scale and efficient NCL design hinges on the management
of cycles. The capacity to check for cycle correctness and even for automatic construction
of cycles in simple cases (e.g., pipelines) is built into NELL.
• Orphans: It is important for good orphan management that orphans not pass through
gates. Other languages are clueless about this requirement, and their gate optimizations
are likely to create problems with orphans and even to destroy completeness. Again,
there appears to be a deep connection between orphan management and NCL complete-
ness that is incorporated into NELL.
At this stage in its development, NELL has very limited automatic optimization options and
mostly requires manual optimization by the designer. Thus, it is difficult to directly compare
the synthesis results of complex systems such as an asynchronous CPU design using the NELL
language and compiler against that from conventional synchronous design tools. On the other
hand, synchronous design tools such as from Synopsys and Cadence typically include many
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automatic optimization options and also support powerful IP-core designs. However, as NELL
is designed specifically to match the characteristics of NCL, it will generate significantly better
net-list structures than UNCLE, which is a simple translation program. In addition, NELL
offers many more manual optimization opportunities to the circuit designer that come closer
to those achieved in a conventional synchronous design flow.
3.2 Tool Flow Analysis
This section compares the results of three possible approaches to the design of com-
plex NCL circuits: Structural-Verilog, UNCLE and NELL. A small number of designs based
on NCL theory using Data-Flow (Full Adder with Input/Output Registers) and Control-Flow
(Simple State-Machine) models are implemented on an Altera/Intel Cyclone-IV device. The
logic resource usage is compared between the three approaches based on these examples. The
objective here is to assist in the decision of which style is most suited to the synthesis of complex
NCL based applications such as a CPU.
3.2.1 One Bit Full Adder Design
Figure 16 shows a 1-bit Full Adder circuit diagram with input and output registers
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Figure 16: 1-Bit Full Adder with Input and Output Registers
One Bit Full Adder design using Structural-Verilog
Figure 17 has the Structural Verilog design for the 1-Bit Full Adder and it has instantiated five
dual_rail_reg sub-modules for the input/output registers and 1-Bit full-adder sub-module.




dual_rail_reg dual_rail_reg_1(reset, carry_in, ack_int, carry_in_int, complete_in[0]);
dual_rail_reg dual_rail_reg_2(reset, a_in, ack_int, a_in_int, complete_in[1]);
dual_rail_reg dual_rail_reg_3(reset, b_in, ack_int, b_in_int, complete_in[2]);
// Full Adder combinational logic
full_adder_comb full_adder_comb_1(a_in_int, b_in_int, carry_in_int, sum_out_int, carry_out_int);
// Output Registers
dual_rail_reg dual_rail_reg_4(reset, carry_out_int, ack_in, carry_out, complete_out[0]);
dual_rail_reg dual_rail_reg_5(reset, sum_out_int, ack_in, sum_out, complete_out[1]);
// Acknowledge generation
th33b th33b_1(ack_out, complete_in[0], complete_in[1], complete_in[2]);
th22b th22b_1(ack_int, complete_out[0], complete_out[1]);
 
endmodule
Figure 17: 1-Bit Full Adder using Structural Verilog
One Bit Full Adder design using UNCLE
Figure 18 presents a net-list resulting from an UNCLE compilation. UNCLE transforms flip-
flops within the synchronous design to the equivalent three-stage dual-rail registers. One flip-
flop is replaced by two null–initialized (00) dual-rail latches and one zero-initialized (01) dual-
rail latch. Because of this direct replacement, the UNCLE net-list is less efficient compared to
the Structural-Verilog or NELL net-list. As the UNCLE net-list has a data initialization value
internally, its simulation results are slightly different from those of Structural-Verilog or NELL.
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  wire ackin ;
  assign ackout = acknet6 ; 
 
  th23  g2_U_U_2 (.a ( f_a_d ) , .b ( f_b_d ) , .c ( f_carry_in_d ) , .y ( f_n_15 ));
  th23  g2_U_U_1 (.a ( t_a_d ) , .b ( t_b_d ) , .c ( t_carry_in_d ) , .y ( t_n_15 ));
  th34w2  g2_U_U_0 (.a ( t_n_15 ) , .b ( f_a_d ) , .c ( f_b_d ) , .d ( f_carry_in_d ) , .y ( f_n_14 ));
  th34w2  g2_U_U (.a ( f_n_15 ) , .b ( t_a_d ) , .c ( t_b_d ) , .d ( t_carry_in_d ) , .y ( t_n_14 ));
  th33  cgate1 (.a ( acknet1 ) , .b ( acknet0 ) , .c ( acknet2 ) , .y ( acknet6 ));
  th22  cgate0 (.a ( acknet3 ) , .b ( acknet4 ) , .y ( acknet5 ));
  drlatn  carry_in_d_reg_0_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n2_N ) , .ackin ( acknet5 ) , .f_d ( f_q2_N ) , .t_d ( t_q2_N ) , .f_q ( f_carry_in_d ) , .t_q ( t_carry_in_d ));
  drlatr  carry_in_d_reg_0_U_0 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n1_N ) , .ackin ( n2_N ) , .f_d ( f_q1_N ) , .t_d ( t_q1_N ) , .f_q ( f_q2_N ) , .t_q ( t_q2_N ));
  drlatn  carry_in_d_reg_0_U_1 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( acknet0 ) , .ackin ( n1_N ) , .f_d ( f_carry_in ) , .t_d ( t_carry_in ) , .f_q ( f_q1_N ) , .t_q ( t_q1_N ));
  drlatn  b_d_reg_0_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n2_N_0 ) , .ackin ( acknet5 ) , .f_d ( f_q2_N_0 ) , .t_d ( t_q2_N_0 ) , .f_q ( f_b_d ) , .t_q ( t_b_d ));
  drlatr  b_d_reg_0_U_0 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n1_N_0 ) , .ackin ( n2_N_0 ) , .f_d ( f_q1_N_0 ) , .t_d ( t_q1_N_0 ) , .f_q ( f_q2_N_0 ) , .t_q ( t_q2_N_0 ));
  drlatn  b_d_reg_0_U_1 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( acknet1 ) , .ackin ( n1_N_0 ) , .f_d ( f_b ) , .t_d ( t_b ) , .f_q ( f_q1_N_0 ) , .t_q ( t_q1_N_0 ));
  drlatn  a_d_reg_0_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n2_N_1 ) , .ackin ( acknet5 ) , .f_d ( f_q2_N_1 ) , .t_d ( t_q2_N_1 ) , .f_q ( f_a_d ) , .t_q ( t_a_d ));
  drlatr  a_d_reg_0_U_0 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n1_N_1 ) , .ackin ( n2_N_1 ) , .f_d ( f_q1_N_1 ) , .t_d ( t_q1_N_1 ) , .f_q ( f_q2_N_1 ) , .t_q ( t_q2_N_1 ));
  drlatn  a_d_reg_0_U_1 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( acknet2 ) , .ackin ( n1_N_1 ) , .f_d ( f_a ) , .t_d ( t_a ) , .f_q ( f_q1_N_1 ) , .t_q ( t_q1_N_1 ));
  drlatn  carry_out_reg_0_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n2_N_2 ) , .ackin ( ackin ) , .f_d ( f_q2_N_2 ) , .t_d ( t_q2_N_2 ) , .f_q ( f_carry_out ) , .t_q ( t_carry_out ));
  drlatr  carry_out_reg_0_U_0 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n1_N_2 ) , .ackin ( n2_N_2 ) , .f_d ( f_q1_N_2 ) , .t_d ( t_q1_N_2 ) , .f_q ( f_q2_N_2 ) , .t_q ( t_q2_N_2 ));
  drlatn  carry_out_reg_0_U_1 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( acknet3 ) , .ackin ( n1_N_2 ) , .f_d ( f_n_15 ) , .t_d ( t_n_15 ) , .f_q ( f_q1_N_2 ) , .t_q ( t_q1_N_2 ));
  drlatn  sum_reg_0_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n2_N_3 ) , .ackin ( ackin ) , .f_d ( f_q2_N_3 ) , .t_d ( t_q2_N_3 ) , .f_q ( f_sum ) , .t_q ( t_sum ));
  drlatr  sum_reg_0_U_0 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n1_N_3 ) , .ackin ( n2_N_3 ) , .f_d ( f_q1_N_3 ) , .t_d ( t_q1_N_3 ) , .f_q ( f_q2_N_3 ) , .t_q ( t_q2_N_3 ));





Figure 18: 1-Bit Full Adder design using UNCLE
One Bit Full Adder design using NELL
Figure 19 shows the NELL program code and Figure 20 shows the Adder combinational logic
sub-module which was designed using dual-rail XOR logic. These two modules were assem-
bled into a 1-bit Full Adder and then converted to a System-Verilog net-list after NELL compi-
lation. Figure 21 describes the resulting net-list. Just as for the Structural-Verilog design, NELL
generates one dual-rail register at each of the input and output edges. The combinational
adder part of the NELL net-list is not optimized therefore it uses more threshold gates.
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module full_adder( 
    input dual a_in, 
    input dual b_in, 
    input dual carry_in, 
    input rail ack_in, 
    output dual sum_out(null), 
    output dual carry_out(null), 
    output rail ack_out 
    );
    rail int_ack(null) = ~((^sum) & (^carry_out)); 
    dual a(null) = a_in & int_ack; 
    dual b(null) = b_in & int_ack; 
    dual ci(null) = carry_in & int_ack; 
    dual sum; 
    dual co; 
    sum_out = sum & ack_in; 
    carry_out = co & ack_in;
    ack_out = ~((^a) & (^b) & (^ci)); 
 
    Add(.co(co), .sum(sum), .a(a), .b(b), .ci(ci)); 
endmodule 
 
module Add(  
    output dual co,  
    output dual sum,  
    input dual a,  
    input dual b, 
    input dual ci 
    ); 
    dual t; 
    Xor( t, a, b ); 
    Xor( sum, t, ci ); 
    co = { a/0 & b/0 | a/0 & ci/0 | b/0 & ci/0,  




  output dual x, 
  input dual a, 
  input dual b ); 
  x/0 = a/0&b/0 | a/1&b/1; 
  x/1 = a/0&b/1 | a/1&b/0; 
endmodule
Figure 19: 1-Bit Full Adder
NELL program code
File: /mnt/data/DATA/Others/design/…ll_adder_nell/rtl/full_adder.n Page 1 of 1
module full_adder( 
    input dual a_in, 
    input dual b_in, 
    input dual carry_in, 
    input rail ack_in, 
    output dual sum_out(null), 
    output dual carry_out(null), 
    output rail ack_out 
    );
    rail int_ack(null) = ~((^sum) & (^carry_out)); 
    dual a(null) = a_in & int_ack; 
    dual b(null) = b_in & int_ack; 
    dual ci(null) = carry_in & int_ack; 
    dual sum; 
    dual co; 
    sum_out = sum & ack_in; 
    carry_out = co & ack_in;
    ack_out = ~((^a) & (^b) & (^ci)); 
    Add(.co(co), .sum(sum), .a(a), .b(b), .ci(ci)); 
endmodule 
 
module Add(  
    output dual co,  
    output dual sum,  
    input dual a,  
    input dual b, 
    input dual ci 
    ); 
    dual t; 
    Xor( t, a, b ); 
    Xor( sum, t, ci ); 
    co = { a/0 & b/0 | a/0 & ci/0 | b/0 & ci/0,  




  output dual x, 
  input dual a, 
  input dual b ); 
  x/0 = a/0&b/0 | a/1&b/1; 
  x/1 = a/0&b/1 | a/1&b/0; 
endmodule
Figure 20: Full Adder
combinational design NELL code
File: /mnt/data/DATA/Others/design/…l_adder_nell/rtl/full_adder.sv Page 1 of 1
 
 
 //   Nell_Version_14_05_20_08_16__
 TH22N_1x full_adder_0_0( .Z ( sum_out_0_[0] ), .A ( x_3_[0] ), .B ( ack_in_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
 TH22N_1x full_adder_0_1( .Z ( sum_out_0_[1] ), .A ( x_3_[1] ), .B ( ack_in_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
 TH22N_1x full_adder_0_2( .Z ( carry_out_0_[0] ), .A ( co_1_[0] ), .B ( ack_in_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_3( .Z ( carry_out_0_[1] ), .A ( co_1_[1] ), .B ( ack_in_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    T11B_1x full_adder_0_4_COMPINV( .Z ( ack_out_0_ ), .A ( \\6_0_  ) );
    WTLT11BNC full_adder_0_5( .Z ( int_ack_0_ ), .A ( \\2_0_  ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_6_ENBRANK( .Z ( a_0_[0] ), .A ( a_in_0_[0] ), .B ( int_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_7_ENBRANK( .Z ( a_0_[1] ), .A ( a_in_0_[1] ), .B ( int_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_8_ENBRANK( .Z ( b_0_[0] ), .A ( b_in_0_[0] ), .B ( int_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_9_ENBRANK( .Z ( b_0_[1] ), .A ( b_in_0_[1] ), .B ( int_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_10_ENBRANK( .Z ( ci_0_[0] ), .A ( carry_in_0_[0] ), .B ( int_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_11_ENBRANK( .Z ( ci_0_[1] ), .A ( carry_in_0_[1] ), .B ( int_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    T12_1x full_adder_0_12( .Z ( \\0_0_  ), .A ( x_3_[0] ), .B ( x_3_[1] ) );
    T12_1x full_adder_0_13( .Z ( \\1_0_  ), .A ( carry_out_0_[0] ), .B ( carry_out_0_[1] ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_14( .Z ( \\2_0_  ), .A ( \\0_0_  ), .B ( \\1_0_  ) );
    T12_1x full_adder_0_15( .Z ( \\3_0_  ), .A ( a_0_[0] ), .B ( a_0_[1] ) );
    T12_1x full_adder_0_16( .Z ( \\4_0_  ), .A ( b_0_[0] ), .B ( b_0_[1] ) );
    T12_1x full_adder_0_17( .Z ( \\5_0_  ), .A ( ci_0_[0] ), .B ( ci_0_[1] ) );
    TH33_1x full_adder_0_18( .Z ( \\6_0_  ), .A ( \\3_0_  ), .B ( \\4_0_  ), .C ( \\5_0_  ) );
    T13_1x full_adder_Add_1_0( .Z ( co_1_[0] ), .A ( \\7_1_  ), .B ( \\8_1_  ), .C ( \\9_1_  ) );
    T13_1x full_adder_Add_1_1( .Z ( co_1_[1] ), .A ( \\10_1_  ), .B ( \\11_1_  ), .C ( \\12_1_  ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_19( .Z ( \\7_1_  ), .A ( a_0_[0] ), .B ( b_0_[0] ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_20( .Z ( \\8_1_  ), .A ( a_0_[0] ), .B ( ci_0_[0] ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_21( .Z ( \\9_1_  ), .A ( b_0_[0] ), .B ( ci_0_[0] ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_22( .Z ( \\10_1_  ), .A ( a_0_[1] ), .B ( b_0_[1] ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_23( .Z ( \\11_1_  ), .A ( a_0_[1] ), .B ( ci_0_[1] ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_24( .Z ( \\12_1_  ), .A ( b_0_[1] ), .B ( ci_0_[1] ) );
    T12_1x full_adder_Add_Xor_2_0( .Z ( x_2_[0] ), .A ( \\13_2_  ), .B ( \\14_2_  ) );
    T12_1x full_adder_Add_Xor_2_1( .Z ( x_2_[1] ), .A ( \\15_2_  ), .B ( \\16_2_  ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_25( .Z ( \\13_2_  ), .A ( a_0_[0] ), .B ( b_0_[0] ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_26( .Z ( \\14_2_  ), .A ( a_0_[1] ), .B ( b_0_[1] ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_27( .Z ( \\15_2_  ), .A ( a_0_[0] ), .B ( b_0_[1] ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_28( .Z ( \\16_2_  ), .A ( a_0_[1] ), .B ( b_0_[0] ) );
    T12_1x full_adder_Add_Xor_3_0( .Z ( x_3_[0] ), .A ( \\13_3_  ), .B ( \\14_3_  ) );
    T12_1x full_adder_Add_Xor_3_1( .Z ( x_3_[1] ), .A ( \\15_3_  ), .B ( \\16_3_  ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_29( .Z ( \\13_3_  ), .A ( x_2_[0] ), .B ( ci_0_[0] ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_30( .Z ( \\14_3_  ), .A ( x_2_[1] ), .B ( ci_0_[1] ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_31( .Z ( \\15_3_  ), .A ( x_2_[0] ), .B ( ci_0_[1] ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_32( .Z ( \\16_3_  ), .A ( x_2_[1] ), .B ( ci_0_[0] ) );
 
Figure 21: 1-Bit Full Adder net-list generated by NELL
One Bit Full Adder Design using NELL with Manual Gate Instantiation
Figure 22 illustrates a simplified Adder module which is designed using two TH23 gates and
two TH34W2 gates. NELL supports a threshold gate instantiation function in a similar way
to Verilog that is intended to allow a design to be hand-optimized. From the compiler result
(Figure 23) it can be seen that the net-list has a smaller gate count compared to Figure 21.
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File: /mnt/data/DATA/Others/design/…_nell_compact/rtl/full_adder.n Page 1 of 1
module full_adder( 
    input dual a_in, 
    input dual b_in, 
    input dual carry_in, 
    input rail ack_in, 
    output dual sum_out(null), 
    output dual carry_out(null), 
    output rail ack_out 
    );
    rail int_ack(null) = ~((^sum) & (^carry_out)); 
    dual a(null) = a_in & int_ack; 
    dual b(null) = b_in & int_ack; 
    dual ci(null) = carry_in & int_ack; 
    dual sum; 
    dual co; 
    sum_out = sum & ack_in; 
    carry_out = co & ack_in;
    ack_out = ~((^a) & (^b) & (^ci)); 
    Add(.co(co), .sum(sum), .a(a), .b(b), .ci(ci)); 
endmodule 
 
module Add(  
    output dual co,  
    output dual sum,  
    input dual a,  
    input dual b, 
    input dual ci 
    ); 
    co/0 = "TH23" ( ci/0, a/0, b/0 );
    co/1 = "TH23" ( ci/1, a/1, b/1 );
    sum/0 = "TH34W2" ( co/1, ci/0, a/0, b/0 );
    sum/1 = "TH34W2" ( co/0, ci/1, a/1, b/1 );
endmodule
Figure 22: 1-Bit Full Adder - NELL program code - with Gate Instantiation
File: /mnt/data/DATA/Others/design/…nell_compact/rtl/full_adder.sv Page 1 of 1
 
 
    //    Nell_Version_14_10_10_12_18__
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_0( .Z ( sum_out_0_[0] ), .A ( sum_1_[0] ), .B ( ack_in_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_1( .Z ( sum_out_0_[1] ), .A ( sum_1_[1] ), .B ( ack_in_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_2( .Z ( carry_out_0_[0] ), .A ( co_1_[0] ), .B ( ack_in_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_3( .Z ( carry_out_0_[1] ), .A ( co_1_[1] ), .B ( ack_in_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    T11B_1x full_adder_0_4_COMPINV( .Z ( ack_out_0_ ), .A ( \\6_0_  ) );
    WTLT11BNC full_adder_0_5( .Z ( int_ack_0_ ), .A ( \\2_0_  ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_6_ENBRANK( .Z ( a_0_[0] ), .A ( a_in_0_[0] ), .B ( int_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_7_ENBRANK( .Z ( a_0_[1] ), .A ( a_in_0_[1] ), .B ( int_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_8_ENBRANK( .Z ( b_0_[0] ), .A ( b_in_0_[0] ), .B ( int_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_9_ENBRANK( .Z ( b_0_[1] ), .A ( b_in_0_[1] ), .B ( int_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_10_ENBRANK( .Z ( ci_0_[0] ), .A ( carry_in_0_[0] ), .B ( int_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x full_adder_0_11_ENBRANK( .Z ( ci_0_[1] ), .A ( carry_in_0_[1] ), .B ( int_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    T12_1x full_adder_0_12( .Z ( \\0_0_  ), .A ( sum_1_[0] ), .B ( sum_1_[1] ) );
    T12_1x full_adder_0_13( .Z ( \\1_0_  ), .A ( carry_out_0_[0] ), .B ( carry_out_0_[1] ) );
    TH22_1x full_adder_0_14( .Z ( \\2_0_  ), .A ( \\0_0_  ), .B ( \\1_0_  ) );
    T12_1x full_adder_0_15( .Z ( \\3_0_  ), .A ( a_0_[0] ), .B ( a_0_[1] ) );
    T12_1x full_adder_0_16( .Z ( \\4_0_  ), .A ( b_0_[0] ), .B ( b_0_[1] ) );
    T12_1x full_adder_0_17( .Z ( \\5_0_  ), .A ( ci_0_[0] ), .B ( ci_0_[1] ) );
    TH33_1x full_adder_0_18( .Z ( \\6_0_  ), .A ( \\3_0_  ), .B ( \\4_0_  ), .C ( \\5_0_  ) );
    TH23_1x full_adder_Add_1_0( .Z ( co_1_[0] ), .A ( ci_0_[0] ), .B ( a_0_[0] ), .C ( b_0_[0] ) );
    TH23_1x full_adder_Add_1_1( .Z ( co_1_[1] ), .A ( ci_0_[1] ), .B ( a_0_[1] ), .C ( b_0_[1] ) );
    TH34W2_1x full_adder_Add_1_2( .Z ( sum_1_[0] ), .A ( co_1_[1] ), .B ( ci_0_[0] ), .C ( a_0_[0] ), .D ( b_0_[0] ) );
    TH34W2_1x full_adder_Add_1_3( .Z ( sum_1_[1] ), .A ( co_1_[0] ), .B ( ci_0_[1] ), .C ( a_0_[1] ), .D ( b_0_[1] ) );
 
endmodule
module WTLT11BN( output Z , input A , input I );
    T12B_1x Nell1( .Z( Z ), .A( A ), .B( I ) );
endmodule   // area =        2
module WTLT11BNC( output Z , input A , input I );
    T12B_1x Nell1__COMPINV( .Z( Z ), .A( A ), .B( I ) );
endmodule   // area =        2
 
// =========== full_adder.n  ===========
 
// 23 (23 basic) Cells (area    102.50)
//            T11B:     1 uses, area:      1.00 ( 1.0%)
//           T11BN:     1 uses, area:      1.50 ( 1.5%)  (generated)
//             T12:     5 uses, area:     10.00 ( 9.8%)
//            TH22:     1 uses, area:      4.00 ( 3.9%)
//           TH22N:    10 uses, area:     55.00 (53.7%)
//            TH33:     1 uses, area:      5.00 ( 4.9%)
//            TH23:     2 uses, area:     11.00 (10.7%)
//          TH34W2:     2 uses, area:     15.00 (14.6%)
 
//   0(->  1, ^  0): 23/19 cells:   full_adder:  line 2, "full_adder.n"
//     0:  area  102.5 100.0% (  76.5,  74.6%)  *****
//   1(->  1, ^  0): 4/4 cells:          Add:  line 23, "full_adder.n"
//     1:  area   26.0  25.4% (  26.0,  25.4%)  *****
 
// No cell optimizations Were done
Figure 23: 1-Bit Full Adder net-list generated by NELL - with Gate Instantiation
Functional Simulation
The Full Adder net-lists of Structural-Verilog, UNCLE and NELL are all functionally the same
and thus their simulation results are also virtually the same. One very minor difference arises
from the fact that the Structural-Verilog and NELL net-list have only NULL initialization values
but the UNCLE net-list has three-stage registers NULL (00)-DATA (01)-NULL (00) initialization
values for the input and output gates of the register triple. Therefore, the UNCLE net-list
exhibits greater latency to reach an expected output result.
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3.2.2 NCL based State-Machine Control Logic Design
Simple State Sequencer architecture
Figure 24 shows the NCL based “Simple State Sequencer” which was introduced by Fant [18].
It uses four single-rail ring registers and their completion detection gates and the output com-
binational logic for responding to the input ACK signal (note that initialization is not shown
in this diagram). The design has four single rail control outputs which express the current
states of the controller. Smith also described a generic NCL based State-Machine [19], which
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Figure 24: Simple State Sequencer circuit diagram - redrawn from [18]





























































































Figure 4.6: NCL Mealy machine implementation using dual-rail equations.
The next-state and output equations can also be derived in quad-rail form, as detailed in
Section 3.3. This circuit consists of a single bit input, X, a single bit output, Z, and a 3-bit state
variable QAQBQC ; hence, quad-rail signals cannot be used for the input and output, but the
internal state variable can be represented as a dual-rail signal and a quad-rail signal. Since DA is a
constant zero,QB andQC are combined into a single quad-rail signal,QBC.The quad-rail equations
derived from the Karnaugh maps shown in Fig. 4.7 are: D0A = 1 = Q0A +Q1A, D1A = 0; D0BC =
X0Q0BC +X0Q2BC , D1BC = X1Q1A +X1Q1BC +X1Q3BC ; D2BC = X0Q1BC +X0Q3BC , D3BC =
X1Q0AQ
0
BC +X1Q2BC ; Z0 = Q0BC +Q1BC +X0Q2BC +X1Q3BC , Z1 = X0Q3BC +X1Q2BC .
DA is input-complete with respect to QA; DBC is input-complete with respect to X; and Z is
input-complete with respect toQBC. The resulting input-complete design is shown in Fig. 4.8.
Table 4.1 summarizes the Mealy machine results for the different 4-register versions using
static CMOS gates implemented with a 1.8V 180nm process. Note that the dual-rail and quad-rail
Figure 25: NCL based Dual-Rail State Machine [19]
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gram of Smith’s dual-rail state machine (for simplicity, drawn with only one dual-rail output).
Although the design is not the same as the Simple State Sequencer, it expresses Smith’s State-
Machine design methodology in a straightforward way.
Simple State Sequencer using Structural-Verilog
The Simple State Sequencer is implemented using Structural-Verilog description (Figure 26).
File: /mnt/data/DATA/Others/design/…tera130_ncl_apps/sss/rtl/sss.v Page 1 of 1
 
// Module call
reg_1bit_init1 reg_1bit_1(reset, th33_s3 ,th14b_x2 ,th14b_x3 ,th14b_x4 ,th22_11 ,th22_12 ,th22_13);
reg_1bit_init0 reg_1bit_2(reset, th33_s0 ,th14b_x2 ,th14b_x3 ,th14b_x4 ,th22_21 ,th22_22 ,th22_23);
reg_1bit_init0 reg_1bit_3(reset, th33_s1 ,th14b_x2 ,th14b_x3 ,th14b_x4 ,th22_31 ,th22_32 ,th22_33);
reg_1bit_init0 reg_1bit_4(reset, th33_s2 ,th14b_x2 ,th14b_x3 ,th14b_x4 ,th22_41 ,th22_42 ,th22_43);
 
th14b th14b_1(th14b_x1 ,th22_11 ,th22_21 ,th22_31 ,th22_41);
th14b th14b_2(th14b_x2 ,th22_12 ,th22_22 ,th22_32 ,th22_42);
th14b th14b_3(th14b_x3 ,th22_13 ,th22_23 ,th22_33 ,th22_43);
 
th33r th33_1(th33_s0 ,th22_13 ,ack_in ,th14b_x1, reset);
th33r th33_2(th33_s1 ,th22_23 ,ack_in ,th14b_x1, reset);
th33r th33_3(th33_s2 ,th22_33 ,ack_in ,th14b_x1, reset);
th33r th33_4(th33_s3 ,th22_43 ,ack_in ,th14b_x1, reset);
 
th14b th14b_4(th14b_x4 ,th33_s0 ,th33_s1 ,th33_s2 ,th33_s3);
 
endmodule
Figure 26: State Sequencer with Structural Verilog
Figure 27 is the functional simulation result of the single-rail Simple State Sequencer and the
sequence of each state (s0, s1, s2, s3) are changing in order.
Figure 27: Structural-Verilog based State Sequencer
Modelsim Functional Simulation
File: /home/e08031/Dropbox/Reports/…te_machine/clk_state_machine.v Page 1 of 1
// Generated for Uncle State Machine test
// by Matthew Kim - RMIT University
// 11/10/2014
 
module clk_state_machine(clk, reset, state);
   input clk, reset;
   output [3:0] state;
   reg [3:0] state;
   parameter zero =4'b0001;
   parameter one  =4'b0010;
   parameter two  =4'b0100;
   parameter three=4'b1000;
   always@(posedge clk or negedge reset)
   begin
      if (!reset)
         state = zero;
      else
         case (state)
            zero:  state = one;
            one:   state = two;
            two:   state = three;
            three: state = zero;
         endcase
   end
endmodule
Figure 28: State Sequencer clocked
design input for UNCLE
Figure 29 is the SignalTap monitoring result on the Altera/Intel Cyclone-IV device.
The ACK input signal is generated by the input clock signal and a 20MHz clock is used for this
source.
Simple State Sequencer using UNCLE
Figure 28 is the clocked synchronous design of the state-machine, which has been converted
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Figure 29: Structural-Verilog based State Sequencer SignalTap Monitoring
to a NCL net-list using UNCLE. Figure 30 gives the resulting net-list showing the synchronous
flip-flops converted to NCL dual-rail three-stage registers. The direct conversion from flip-flops
to three-stage registers is clearly less efficient compared to the single-stage register designed
using TH22 gates.File: /home/e08031/Dropbox/Reports/…te_machine/ncl_state_machine.v Page 1 of 1
 
  th22  cgate1 (.a ( acknet2 ) , .b ( acknet4 ) , .y ( acknet5 ));
  th44  cgate0 (.a ( acknet0 ) , .b ( ackin ) , .c ( acknet3 ) , .d ( acknet1 ) , .y ( acknet4 ));
  logic_1  pull1_g (.y ( pull1n ));
  thand0  U22_U (.y ( t_n15 ) , .d ( f_state[2] ) , .c ( f_state[3] ) , .b ( t_state[2] ) , .a ( t_state[3] ));
  th22  U22_U_0 (.y ( f_n15 ) , .b ( f_state[2] ) , .a ( f_state[3] ));
  thand0  U20_U (.y ( t_n16 ) , .d ( t_state[1] ) , .c ( f_state[0] ) , .b ( f_state[1] ) , .a ( t_state[0] ));
  th22  U20_U_0 (.y ( f_n16 ) , .b ( t_state[1] ) , .a ( f_state[0] ));
  thand0  U19_U (.y ( t_n14 ) , .d ( f_n16 ) , .c ( f_n15 ) , .b ( t_n16 ) , .a ( t_n15 ));
  th22  U19_U_0 (.y ( f_n14 ) , .b ( f_n16 ) , .a ( f_n15 ));
  thand0  U17_U (.y ( t_n12 ) , .d ( f_state[1] ) , .c ( f_state[3] ) , .b ( t_state[1] ) , .a ( t_state[3] ));
  th22  U17_U_0 (.y ( f_n12 ) , .b ( f_state[1] ) , .a ( f_state[3] ));
  thand0  U15_U (.y ( t_n13 ) , .d ( t_state[2] ) , .c ( f_state[0] ) , .b ( f_state[2] ) , .a ( t_state[0] ));
  th22  U15_U_0 (.y ( f_n13 ) , .b ( t_state[2] ) , .a ( f_state[0] ));
  thand0  U14_U (.y ( t_n11 ) , .d ( f_n13 ) , .c ( f_n12 ) , .b ( t_n13 ) , .a ( t_n12 ));
  th22  U14_U_0 (.y ( f_n11 ) , .b ( f_n13 ) , .a ( f_n12 ));
  thand0  U12_U (.y ( t_n9 ) , .d ( f_state[1] ) , .c ( f_state[2] ) , .b ( t_state[1] ) , .a ( t_state[2] ));
  th22  U12_U_0 (.y ( f_n9 ) , .b ( f_state[1] ) , .a ( f_state[2] ));
  thand0  U10_U (.y ( t_n10 ) , .d ( t_state[3] ) , .c ( f_state[0] ) , .b ( f_state[3] ) , .a ( t_state[0] ));
  th22  U10_U_0 (.y ( f_n10 ) , .b ( t_state[3] ) , .a ( f_state[0] ));
  thand0  U9_U (.y ( t_n8 ) , .d ( f_n10 ) , .c ( f_n9 ) , .b ( t_n10 ) , .a ( t_n9 ));
  th22  U9_U_0 (.y ( f_n8 ) , .b ( f_n10 ) , .a ( f_n9 ));
  thand0  U7_U (.y ( f_n3 ) , .d ( f_state[2] ) , .c ( f_state[3] ) , .b ( t_state[2] ) , .a ( t_state[3] ));
  th22  U7_U_0 (.y ( t_n3 ) , .b ( f_state[2] ) , .a ( f_state[3] ));
  thand0  U6_U (.y ( f_n4 ) , .d ( t_state[0] ) , .c ( f_state[1] ) , .b ( f_state[0] ) , .a ( t_state[1] ));
  th22  U6_U_0 (.y ( t_n4 ) , .b ( t_state[0] ) , .a ( f_state[1] ));
  thand0  U5_U (.y ( f_N5 ) , .d ( t_n4 ) , .c ( t_n3 ) , .b ( f_n4 ) , .a ( f_n3 ));
  th22  U5_U_0 (.y ( t_N5 ) , .b ( t_n4 ) , .a ( t_n3 ));
  thand0  U4_U (.y ( t_n1 ) , .d ( t_n8 ) , .c ( f_N5 ) , .b ( f_n8 ) , .a ( t_N5 ));
  th22  U4_U_0 (.y ( f_n1 ) , .b ( t_n8 ) , .a ( f_N5 ));
  thand0  U3_U (.y ( t_n2 ) , .d ( t_n14 ) , .c ( t_n11 ) , .b ( f_n14 ) , .a ( f_n11 ));
  th22  U3_U_0 (.y ( f_n2 ) , .b ( t_n14 ) , .a ( t_n11 ));
  thand0  U2_U (.y ( t_N21 ) , .d ( f_n2 ) , .c ( f_n1 ) , .b ( t_n2 ) , .a ( t_n1 ));
  th22  U2_U_0 (.y ( f_N21 ) , .b ( f_n2 ) , .a ( f_n1 ));
  drlatn  \state_reg_3__0_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n2_N ) , .ackin ( acknet5 ) , .f_d ( f_q2_N ) , .t_d ( t_q2_N ) , .f_q ( f_state[3] ) , .t_q ( t_state[3] ));
  drlatr  \state_reg_3__0_U_0 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n1_N ) , .ackin ( n2_N ) , .f_d ( f_q1_N ) , .t_d ( t_q1_N ) , .f_q ( f_q2_N ) , .t_q ( t_q2_N ));
  drlatn  \state_reg_1__0_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n2_N_0 ) , .ackin ( acknet5 ) , .f_d ( f_q2_N_0 ) , .t_d ( t_q2_N_0 ) , .f_q ( f_state[1] ) , .t_q ( t_state[1] ));
  drlatr  \state_reg_1__0_U_0 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n1_N_0 ) , .ackin ( n2_N_0 ) , .f_d ( f_q1_N_0 ) , .t_d ( t_q1_N_0 ) , .f_q ( f_q2_N_0 ) , .t_q ( t_q2_N_0 ));
  drlatn  \state_reg_2__0_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n2_N_1 ) , .ackin ( acknet5 ) , .f_d ( f_q2_N_1 ) , .t_d ( t_q2_N_1 ) , .f_q ( f_state[2] ) , .t_q ( t_state[2] ));
  drlatr  \state_reg_2__0_U_0 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n1_N_1 ) , .ackin ( n2_N_1 ) , .f_d ( f_q1_N_1 ) , .t_d ( t_q1_N_1 ) , .f_q ( f_q2_N_1 ) , .t_q ( t_q2_N_1 ));
  drlatn  \state_reg_0__0_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n2_N_2 ) , .ackin ( acknet5 ) , .f_d ( f_q2_N_2 ) , .t_d ( t_q2_N_2 ) , .f_q ( f_state[0] ) , .t_q ( t_state[0] ));
  drlats  \state_reg_0__0_U_0 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n1_N_2 ) , .ackin ( n2_N_2 ) , .f_d ( f_q1_N_2 ) , .t_d ( t_q1_N_2 ) , .f_q ( f_q2_N_2 ) , .t_q ( t_q2_N_2 ));
  drlatn  \state_reg_0__0_U_1_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( acknet3 ) , .ackin ( n1_N_2 ) , .f_d ( f_d1_N ) , .t_d ( t_d1_N ) , .f_q ( f_q1_N_2 ) , .t_q ( t_q1_N_2 ));
  drlatn  \state_reg_2__0_U_1_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( acknet2 ) , .ackin ( n1_N_1 ) , .f_d ( f_d1_N_0 ) , .t_d ( t_d1_N_0 ) , .f_q ( f_q1_N_1 ) , .t_q ( t_q1_N_1 ));
  drlatn  \state_reg_1__0_U_1_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( acknet1 ) , .ackin ( n1_N_0 ) , .f_d ( f_d1_N_1 ) , .t_d ( t_d1_N_1 ) , .f_q ( f_q1_N_0 ) , .t_q ( t_q1_N_0 ));
  drlatn  \state_reg_3__0_U_1_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( acknet0 ) , .ackin ( n1_N ) , .f_d ( f_d1_N_2 ) , .t_d ( t_d1_N_2 ) , .f_q ( f_q1_N ) , .t_q ( t_q1_N ));
  thxor0  \state_reg_3__0_U_1_U_0_U (.y ( f_d1_N_2 ) , .d ( f_state[3] ) , .c ( n1_N_3 ) , .b ( n2_N_3 ) , .a ( t_n11 ));
  thxor0  \state_reg_3__0_U_1_U_0_U_0 (.y ( t_d1_N_2 ) , .d ( n1_N_3 ) , .c ( t_state[3] ) , .b ( n2_N_3 ) , .a ( f_n11 ));
  th33w2  \state_reg_3__0_U_1_U_0_U_1 (.y ( n2_N_3 ) , .c ( f_state[3] ) , .b ( t_state[3] ) , .a ( t_N21 ));
  th33w2  \state_reg_3__0_U_1_U_0_U_2 (.y ( n1_N_3 ) , .c ( t_n11 ) , .b ( f_n11 ) , .a ( f_N21 ));
  thxor0  \state_reg_1__0_U_1_U_0_U (.y ( f_d1_N_1 ) , .d ( f_state[1] ) , .c ( n1_N_4 ) , .b ( n2_N_4 ) , .a ( f_N5 ));
  thxor0  \state_reg_1__0_U_1_U_0_U_0 (.y ( t_d1_N_1 ) , .d ( n1_N_4 ) , .c ( t_state[1] ) , .b ( n2_N_4 ) , .a ( t_N5 ));
  th33w2  \state_reg_1__0_U_1_U_0_U_1 (.y ( n2_N_4 ) , .c ( f_state[1] ) , .b ( t_state[1] ) , .a ( t_N21 ));
  th33w2  \state_reg_1__0_U_1_U_0_U_2 (.y ( n1_N_4 ) , .c ( f_N5 ) , .b ( t_N5 ) , .a ( f_N21 ));
  thxor0  \state_reg_2__0_U_1_U_0_U (.y ( f_d1_N_0 ) , .d ( f_state[2] ) , .c ( n1_N_5 ) , .b ( n2_N_5 ) , .a ( t_n14 ));
  thxor0  \state_reg_2__0_U_1_U_0_U_0 (.y ( t_d1_N_0 ) , .d ( n1_N_5 ) , .c ( t_state[2] ) , .b ( n2_N_5 ) , .a ( f_n14 ));
  th33w2  \state_reg_2__0_U_1_U_0_U_1 (.y ( n2_N_5 ) , .c ( f_state[2] ) , .b ( t_state[2] ) , .a ( t_N21 ));
  th33w2  \state_reg_2__0_U_1_U_0_U_2 (.y ( n1_N_5 ) , .c ( t_n14 ) , .b ( f_n14 ) , .a ( f_N21 ));
  thxor0  \state_reg_0__0_U_1_U_0_U (.y ( f_d1_N ) , .d ( f_state[0] ) , .c ( n1_N_6 ) , .b ( n2_N_6 ) , .a ( t_n8 ));
  thxor0  \state_reg_0__0_U_1_U_0_U_0 (.y ( t_d1_N ) , .d ( n1_N_6 ) , .c ( t_state[0] ) , .b ( n2_N_6 ) , .a ( f_n8 ));
  th33w2  \state_reg_0__0_U_1_U_0_U_1 (.y ( n2_N_6 ) , .c ( f_state[0] ) , .b ( t_state[0] ) , .a ( t_N21 ));
  th33w2  \state_reg_0__0_U_1_U_0_U_2 (.y ( n1_N_6 ) , .c ( t_n8 ) , .b ( f_n8 ) , .a ( f_N21 ));
endmodule
Figure 30: State Sequen er UNCLE Result (part of Verilog net-list)
3.2. Tool Flow Analysis 53
Figure 31 displays the functional simulation result of the UNCLE net-list and the out-
put signal of the state-machine is dual-rail (f_state, t_state). The state transition sequence can
be easily seen from this simulation result.
Figure 31: UNCLE Net-list simulation of Dual-Rail State Machine
Figure 32 shows the State-Machine expressed using two-bit Binary output whereas
Figure 28 shows the one-hot 4-state State-Machine. Figure 34 shows the dual-rail binary state-
machine generated by UNCLE. Again, it can be seen that the net-list uses fewer gates compared
to the one-hot encoded machine.File: /h me/e08031/Dropbox/Reports/…ine/clk_state_machine_binary.v Page 1 of 1
module clk_state_machine_binary
   (clk, reset, state);
   input clk, reset;
   output [1:0] state;
   reg [1:0] state;
   parameter zero=  2'b00;
   parameter one=   2'b01;
   parameter two=   2'b10;
   parameter three= 2'b11;
   always@(posedge clk or negedge reset)
   begin
      if (!reset)
   state = zero;
      else
      case (state)
         zero: state = one;
 one: state = two;
 two: state = three;
 three: state = zero;
      endcase
   end
endmodule
Figure 32: Binary State-Machine State
Sequencer clocked design input for UNCLE
File: /home/e08031/ss_nell.v Page 1 of 1
parameter n=4;
module state_machine(
   output rail[n] s(null),
   input rail ack_in);
   // rega -> regb -> ns -> s
   rail [n] ns(null);
   rail [n] rega(null);
   rail [n] regb(0);
 
   rail rega_ack = ~rega; // All Null
   rail regb_ack = ~regb;
   rail ns_ack = ~ns; // 0001 - Init Value
   rail s_ack = ~s;
 
   rega = {s/3, s/0, s/1, s/2} & regb_ack;
   regb = rega & ns_ack;
   ns = regb & s_ack;
   s= ns & rega_ack & ack_in;
endmodule
Figure 33: State Sequencer
NELL program
Simple State Sequencer Design using NELL
The state-machine can also be implemented using NELL, as illustrated by the NELL program
code in Figure 33, which simply expresses the four-stage state-machine. Figure 35 is the State
Sequencer System-Verilog net-list that has been generated by the NELL compiler.
54 3. NCL Design MethodologyFile: /home/e08031/Dropbox/Reports/…ine/ncl_state_machine_binary.v Page 1 of 1
 
 
  th33  cgate0 (.a ( ackin ) , .b ( acknet0 ) , .c ( acknet1 ) , .y ( acknet2 ));
  logic_1  pull1_g (.y ( pull1n ));
  thand0  C11_U (.y ( f_N3 ) , .d ( f_state[0] ) , .c ( f_state[1] ) , .b ( t_state[0] ) , .a ( t_state[1] ));
  th22  C11_U_0 (.y ( t_N3 ) , .b ( f_state[0] ) , .a ( f_state[1] ));
  thand0  C13_U (.y ( t_N4 ) , .d ( t_state[0] ) , .c ( f_state[1] ) , .b ( f_state[0] ) , .a ( t_state[1] ));
  th22  C13_U_0 (.y ( f_N4 ) , .b ( t_state[0] ) , .a ( f_state[1] ));
  thand0  C16_U (.y ( t_N6 ) , .d ( f_state[0] ) , .c ( t_state[1] ) , .b ( t_state[0] ) , .a ( f_state[1] ));
  th22  C16_U_0 (.y ( f_N6 ) , .b ( f_state[0] ) , .a ( t_state[1] ));
  thand0  C34_U (.y ( t_N8 ) , .d ( t_N6 ) , .c ( f_N3 ) , .b ( f_N6 ) , .a ( t_N3 ));
  th22  C34_U_0 (.y ( f_N8 ) , .b ( t_N6 ) , .a ( f_N3 ));
  thand0  C38_U (.y ( t_N9 ) , .d ( t_N6 ) , .c ( t_N4 ) , .b ( f_N6 ) , .a ( f_N4 ));
  th22  C38_U_0 (.y ( f_N9 ) , .b ( t_N6 ) , .a ( t_N4 ));
  drlatn  \state_reg_1__0_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n2_N ) , .ackin ( acknet2 ) , .f_d ( f_q2_N ) , .t_d ( t_q2_N ) , .f_q ( f_state[1] ) , .t_q ( t_state[1] ));
  drlatr  \state_reg_1__0_U_0 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n1_N ) , .ackin ( n2_N ) , .f_d ( f_q1_N ) , .t_d ( t_q1_N ) , .f_q ( f_q2_N ) , .t_q ( t_q2_N ));
  drlatn  \state_reg_1__0_U_1 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( acknet0 ) , .ackin ( n1_N ) , .f_d ( f_N9 ) , .t_d ( t_N9 ) , .f_q ( f_q1_N ) , .t_q ( t_q1_N ));
  drlatn  \state_reg_0__0_U (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n2_N_0 ) , .ackin ( acknet2 ) , .f_d ( f_q2_N_0 ) , .t_d ( t_q2_N_0 ) , .f_q ( f_state[0] ) , .t_q ( t_state[0] ));
  drlatr  \state_reg_0__0_U_0 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( n1_N_0 ) , .ackin ( n2_N_0 ) , .f_d ( f_q1_N_0 ) , .t_d ( t_q1_N_0 ) , .f_q ( f_q2_N_0 ) , .t_q ( t_q2_N_0 ));
  drlatn  \state_reg_0__0_U_1 (.rsb ( reset ) , .ackout ( acknet1 ) , .ackin ( n1_N_0 ) , .f_d ( f_N8 ) , .t_d ( t_N8 ) , .f_q ( f_q1_N_0 ) , .t_q ( t_q1_N_0 ));
 
endmodule
Figure 34: Binary State-Machine State Sequencer UNCLE Result
(part of Verilog net-list)
File: /mnt/data/DATA/Others/design/…e_machine/rtl/state_machine.sv Page 1 of 1
`timescale 1ns/1ps
`include "liberty.v"
module state_m chine  (
        inpu  logic reset___ ,
        output [3:0] s ,
        inpu  ack_in  );
    logic [3:0] s_0_ ;
    assign s = s_0_ ;
    logic ack_in_0_ ;
    assign ack_in_0_ = ack_in ;
    logic [3:0] ns_0_ ;
    logic [3:0] rega_0_ ;
    logic [3:0] regb_0_ ;
    logic rega_ack_0_ ;
    logic regb_ack_0_ ;
    logic ns_ack_0_ ;
    logic s_ack_0_ ;
    logic [3:0] \\4_0_ ;
    logic \\0_0_ ;
    logic \\1_0_ ;
    logic \\2_0_ ;
    logic \\3_0_ ;
 
    //    Nell_Version_14_05_20_08_16__
    TH33N_1x state_machine_0_0_ENBRANK( .Z ( s_0_[0] ), .A ( ns_0_[0] ), .B ( rega_ack_0_ ), .C ( ack_in_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH33N_1x state_machine_0_1_ENBRANK( .Z ( s_0_[1] ), .A ( ns_0_[1] ), .B ( rega_ack_0_ ), .C ( ack_in_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH33N_1x state_machine_0_2_ENBRANK( .Z ( s_0_[2] ), .A ( ns_0_[2] ), .B ( rega_ack_0_ ), .C ( ack_in_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH33N_1x state_machine_0_3_ENBRANK( .Z ( s_0_[3] ), .A ( ns_0_[3] ), .B ( rega_ack_0_ ), .C ( ack_in_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x state_machine_0_4_ENBRANK( .Z ( ns_0_[0] ), .A ( regb_0_[0] ), .B ( s_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x state_machine_0_5_ENBRANK( .Z ( ns_0_[1] ), .A ( regb_0_[1] ), .B ( s_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x state_machine_0_6_ENBRANK( .Z ( ns_0_[2] ), .A ( regb_0_[2] ), .B ( s_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x state_machine_0_7_ENBRANK( .Z ( ns_0_[3] ), .A ( regb_0_[3] ), .B ( s_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x state_machine_0_8_ENBRANK( .Z ( rega_0_[0] ), .A ( s_0_[3] ), .B ( regb_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x state_machine_0_9_ENBRANK( .Z ( rega_0_[1] ), .A ( s_0_[0] ), .B ( regb_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x state_machine_0_10_ENBRANK( .Z ( rega_0_[2] ), .A ( s_0_[1] ), .B ( regb_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x state_machine_0_11_ENBRANK( .Z ( rega_0_[3] ), .A ( s_0_[2] ), .B ( regb_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22D_1x state_machine_0_12_ENBRANK( .Z ( regb_0_[0] ), .A ( rega_0_[0] ), .B ( ns_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x state_machine_0_13_ENBRANK( .Z ( regb_0_[1] ), .A ( rega_0_[1] ), .B ( ns_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x state_machine_0_14_ENBRANK( .Z ( regb_0_[2] ), .A ( rega_0_[2] ), .B ( ns_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    TH22N_1x state_machine_0_15_ENBRANK( .Z ( regb_0_[3] ), .A ( rega_0_[3] ), .B ( ns_ack_0_ ), .I(reset___) );
    T11B_1x state_machine_0_16_COMPINV( .Z ( rega_ack_0_ ), .A ( \\0_0_  ) );
    T11B_1x state_machine_0_17_COMPINV( .Z ( regb_ack_0_ ), .A ( \\1_0_  ) );
    T11B_1x state_machine_0_18_COMPINV( .Z ( ns_ack_0_ ), .A ( \\2_0_  ) );
    T11B_1x state_machine_0_19_COMPINV( .Z ( s_ack_0_ ), .A ( \\3_0_  ) );
    T14_1x state_machine_0_20( .Z ( \\0_0_  ), .A ( rega_0_[0] ), .B ( rega_0_[1] ), .C ( rega_0_[2] ), .D ( rega_0_[3] ) );
    T14_1x state_machine_0_21( .Z ( \\1_0_  ), .A ( regb_0_[0] ), .B ( regb_0_[1] ), .C ( regb_0_[2] ), .D ( regb_0_[3] ) );
    T14_1x state_machine_0_22( .Z ( \\2_0_  ), .A ( ns_0_[0] ), .B ( ns_0_[1] ), .C ( ns_0_[2] ), .D ( ns_0_[3] ) );




// =========== state_machine.n  ===========
 
// 24 (24 basic) Cells (area    105.00)
//            T11B:     4 uses, area:      4.00 ( 3.8%)
//           TH22N:    11 uses, area:     60.50 (57.6%)
//           TH22D:     1 uses, area:      4.50 ( 4.3%)
//           TH33N:     4 uses, area:     24.00 (22.9%)
//             T14:     4 uses, area:     12.00 (11.4%)
 
//   0(->  0, ^  0): 24/24 cells: state_machine:  line 17, "state_machine.n"
//     0:  area  105.0 100.0% ( 105.0, 100.0%)  *****
 
// No cell optimizations Were done
Figure 35: State Sequencer NELL result NCL net-list
3.2.3 “Monkey Get Banana” Logic with Simple State Sequencer
The Monkey Get Banana machine is a state-machine that controls a banana vending
machine for a hypothetical monkey feeder [18]. The monkey has to push four buttons – A, B,
C, D – in sequence to get a banana. If she pushes any button out of sequence, the machine is
reset and she has to start with A again. Figure 36 is the circuit diagram designed using NCL
threshold gates and the circuit is designed using Structural-Verilog on Figure 37.
As shown in Figure 38, in the functional simulation result of the machine, after push-
ing each button sequentially, the “cntl_out” result will generate a high signal and the monkey
will then get the banana.
Finally, the two machines (Simple State Sequencer and Monkey Get Banana) were merged
to one module and their control signals connected (Figure 39). Figure 40 represents the simula-
tion result of the merged module, which is functionally correct and operates without a central-
ized clock. Figure 41 reports the Altera/Intel SignalTap signal monitoring result on a Terasic
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Figure 36: Monkey Get Banana State Machine - redrawn from [18]File: /mnt/data/DATA/Others/design/…130_ncl_apps/sss_mgb/rtl/mgb.v Page 1 of 1
 
// Module call
reg_1bit_init1 reg_1bit_1(reset, th15_s0 ,th14b_x2 ,th14b_x3 ,th14b_x1 ,th22_11 ,th22_12 ,th22_13);
reg_1bit_init0 reg_1bit_2(reset, th22_s1 ,th14b_x2 ,th14b_x3 ,th14b_x1 ,th22_21 ,th22_22 ,th22_23);
reg_1bit_init0 reg_1bit_3(reset, th22_s2 ,th14b_x2 ,th14b_x3 ,th14b_x1 ,th22_31 ,th22_32 ,th22_33);
reg_1bit_init0 reg_1bit_4(reset, th22_s3 ,th14b_x2 ,th14b_x3 ,th14b_x1 ,th22_41 ,th22_42 ,th22_43);
 
th14b th14b_1(th14b_x1 ,th22_11 ,th22_21 ,th22_31 ,th22_41);
th14b th14b_2(th14b_x2 ,th22_12 ,th22_22 ,th22_32 ,th22_42);
th14b th14b_3(th14b_x3 ,th22_13 ,th22_23 ,th22_33 ,th22_43);
 
th44w3 th44w3_1(th44w3_s0 ,th22_13 ,B ,C ,D);
th22r th22_1(th22_s1 ,th22_13 ,A, reset);
th44w3 th44w3_2(th44w3_s1 ,th22_23 ,A ,C ,D);
th22r th22_2(th22_s2 ,th22_23 ,B, reset);
th44w3 th44w3_3(th44w3_s2 ,th22_33 ,A ,B ,D);
th22r th22_3(th22_s3 ,th22_33 ,C, reset);
th44w3 th44w3_4(th44w3_s3 ,th22_43 ,A ,B ,C);
th22r th22_4(th22_s4 ,th22_43 ,D, reset);
th15 th15_1(th15_s0 ,th22_s4, th44w3_s0 ,th44w3_s1 ,th44w3_s2 ,th44w3_s3);
 
endmodule
Figure 37: Structural-Verilog Design of Monkey Get Banana
DE-0 board, which is also working correctly, showing that all signal transitions are fully logi-
cally determined. The signal transition speed on this Cyclone-IV device is about 100MHz, and
is fully asynchronous and logically working without the clock.
3.2.4 Implementation result on Cyclone-IV FPGA
Table 6 shows logic resource usage comparison results of each application. The ap-
plications were tested on the DE-0 board Altera/Intel Cyclone-IV FPGA. The NELL library
supports only the User-Defined Primitive (UDP) model for its simulation therefore the NELL
design type is only tested by using the UDP model on the Cyclone-IV. The Structural-Verilog
and UNCLE versions were also tested using the UDP model to compare with the NELL design
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Figure 38: Functional Simulation of Monkey Get BananaFile: /mnt/data/DATA/Others/design/…ncl_apps/sss_mgb/rtl/sss_mgb.v Page 1 of 1
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Figure 39: Merge Simple State Sequencer and Monkey Get Banana
Figure 40: Functional Simulation of Simple State Sequencer and Monkey Get Banana
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Figure 41: Simple State Sequencer and Monkey Get Banana- SignalTap monitoring
style. The design was also tested using a Boolean gate library. The Boolean gate library uses
fewer Logic Elements compared to other library types (the FPGA implementation models are
introduced in Section 3.4).















Structural Verilog 21 50 21
UNCLE 51 110 51
NELL 39 77 -




Structural Verilog 20 54 24
UNCLE-One-Hot 84 213 104
UNCLE-Binary 29 71 33
NELL 24 53 -
3.3 ASIC Design Implementation for NCL Circuits
It is possible to reuse clocked Boolean gates for an NCL design as described by Fant
in [18]. However, this approach is inefficient and will, at best, be useful only to generate a
simulation model for testing or for a prototype FPGA implementation. Therefore, a specific
NCL cell library will be necessary to support an ASIC flow. An ASIC (Application Specific
Integrated Circuit) design flow can be separated into three different parts: Cell Library design,
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Front-End design and Back-End design, which are explained in the following sections.
3.3.1 NCL Cell Library Design
In this section, the flow that was used for to derive NCL Cell Library design will be
explained. The library used in this work was built using a 28nm fully depleted silicon on insu-
lator CMOS process (28FDSOI) sourced from ST-Microelectronics via CMP [102]. As discussed
in the Section 2.2.3.3, NCL is typically designed using a restricted sub-set of 27 fundamental
majority logic (threshold) gates. The NCL Cell Library design process, in itself, is not much
different from the normal clocked Boolean cell design that is typically supported by foundries
such as TSMC, Samsung, Intel, Global Foundry and ST Microelectronics etc.
Table 7 shows the Boolean equations of the cells that were designed for this NCL
implementation. Each equation is calculated from the threshold requirements of the gates in
Table 2 and in Section 2.2.3.3 for Set/Reset/Hold1/Hold0. The equations for a Static NCL cell
library (Table 7) effectively divide into two NMOS networks for Set and Hold1, and two in
PMOS for the Reset and Hold0. The equations can be further combined and optimised to form
a Set + Hold1 NMOS network and a Reset + Hold0 PMOS network. The optimization is quite
flexible and can be changed based on the transistor placement and layout.
A number of alternative cell styles are possible, including Semi-Static, MTNCL [19],
Differential [103], [104] and so on3. Because the static design is the most robust against noise,
especially when the supply voltages are near or at sub-threshold, we used only the static NCL
cell library in this work. It can be seen that the table actually has 37 cells. The ten cells included
in addition to the fundamental cells are register cells with initialisation (set/reset) inputs and
also buffer/inverter cells.
Figure 42 shows NCL Cell library Design Flow. This flow needs the same PDKs (Pro-
cess Design Kits) from the foundry, transistor Spice simulation models and Design Rule Check
(DRC) files for physical verification. It also requires behavioral descriptions to support cell
characterization. The flow begins with Schematic Capture (Cadence Virtuoso Composer) and
Spice simulation based on the equations in Table 7. The NCL Cell Schematic Capture designs
are functionally verified using digital simulation tools after exporting the schematic to Verilog
3This NCL Cell Library was designed with assistance from Master of Engineering students Jeeson Kim and
Amith Babu Pulakkavil. Jeeson Kim built the Static NCL library and Amith Pulakkavil the MTNCL library. Later, a
Semi-Static library was added by an undergraduate student, Phi-Hung Nguyen

















Figure 42: NCL Cell Library Design Flow
net-list. After successful Spice simulation, the schematic can be transferred to a layout (Cadence
Layout-XL) using the same layout templates used by ST-Microelectronics for their Clocked
Boolean library. DRC (Design Rule Check) and LVS (Layout vs Schematic) physical verification
was performed using Mentor Graphics Calibre IC Verification and Signoff tools. The Layout
was then extracted using Star-RC and the physical library files (GDSII and LEF) generated
along with the extracted Spice net-list of the cells. Finally, Liberty files were derived using the
characterization tools and Verilog simulation models created for back-annotation simulation.
By using the same cell layout template, it was possible to use height-matched elements from
the clocked standard cell library, such as Buffers, Inverters, AND and OR gates, within the NCL
design.
Figure 43 shows the schematic view of a TH34W22 gate. The pmos (red color) and
nmos (blue color) networks are matched with Table 7 (line number 18) TH34W22 cell equation
with the optimized pmos equation: AB(CD+Z)+ZCD(A+B) and the optimized nmos equation:
AB+(A+B+Z)(c+D)+Z(A+B), when Z is the feed back to y in this schematic. Figure 44 shows
the NCL Cell Layout of the extracted view of a TH34W22 cell4. This layout used 1.2µm cell
4This Cell Library design work, particularly the Leakage Power control and analysis has been published as
“Static leakage control in null convention logic standard cells in 28 nm UTBB-FDSOI CMOS” [105]
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Figure 43: Cell Schematic View of TH34W22
Figure 44: Cell Layout Extracted View of TH34W22
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height and 2.584 µm width (N x 0.136) and also 0.208 µm for the VDD and VSS lines based on
the ST-Microelectronics cell templates [102].
All the generated NCL cells have been functionally verified using Spice (Cadence
Spectre) simulation and also digital simulation tools (NC-Verilog, in this case) after converting
the schematic to a Verilog transistor-level net-list. The input vectors for Spice simulation and
digital simulation tools were generated based on the classification of the NCL cell’s monotonic
transition table. The details of the functional verification for the NCL cells including conver-
sion flows are discussed in Appendix-C and the test-bench files and vectors are shared on the
github [106].
3.3.2 Front-end Design
As discussed above, UNCLE and NELL are design tools for NCL that can be used to
generate gate-level net-lists. Many previous NCL design groups have used structural Verilog
or VHDL while some groups have used special type-definitions or packages within System
Verilog or VHDL. Obviously, it is also possible to use Schematic Capture tools and export to
a Verilog NCL net-list from the schematic design. For small designs, any or all of those de-
sign methodologies can be used and by using Spice simulations the designs verified. How-
ever, as the design increases to the size and complexity of a CPU core design, more capable
(semi)automatic design tools like UNCLE or NELL will be necessary.
As outlined previously in the Table 6, a brief comparison has been undertaken be-
tween UNCLE, NELL and Structural-Verilog approaches based on NCL theory using examples
of both Data-Flow model (Full Adder) and Control-Flow model (Simple State-Machine). The
example designs were implemented on an Altera/Intel Cyclone-IV device and the table also
shows the logic resource usage comparison results for those examples. Physical testing (on
FPGA hardware) was performed on a Terasic DE-0 board containing a Cyclone-IV FPGA. As
the NELL library supports only the User-Defined Primitive (UDP) model for simulation, this
was the only option tested using on NELL on the Cyclone-IV. The Structural-Verilog and UN-
CLE net-lists were also tested using the UDP model to compare with the NELL design style.
Finally, the design was also tested using a Boolean Gate library derived from the 28nm FDSOI
process kit.
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The results indicate that, while the structural Verilog approach always results in the
most compact design, NELL offers the most efficient design method for complex NCL applica-
tions. Further, the resulting code is simpler than a structural-Verilog design. On the other hand,
the use of NELL requires more effort from the designer to learn NELL programming skills and
to be able to understand NCL design theory more thoroughly.
3.3.3 Back-end Design
The existing synchronous back-end design flow was used because no dedicated back-
end tools currently exist for NCL. The block-level design employed Cadence Virtuoso Schemat-
ic/Layout tools for the design and cell Layout and Spice/Spectre simulation tools for testing.
However, for the CPU core described later, Auto Place and Route tools were used, along with
sign-off timing and power analysis tools operating on the UNCLE and NELL net-lists target-
ing the NCL cell library. Standard logic simulation tools were used for logical verification and
















Figure 45: Back-end Design Flow
NCL Circuit AMS (Analog Mixed Signal) simulation with Verilog test-bench
As mentioned previously, NELL is used as the main Front-end design tool. The NELL compiled
net-list files are imported to Cadence Virtuoso as schematic view files using the 28nm FDSOI
NCL cell library. For an NCL circuit level simulation with handshake signals, it is necessary to
carefully consider the Spice simulation because the input stimulus data of the Spice simulation
is produced based on the output acknowledge signals so its acknowledge response timing is
critical to the simulation. By this we mean that, to correctly model the input timing of an NCL











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 47: Ripple-Carry Adder Virtuoso-AMS Simulation Test-bench
Figure 48: Ripple-Carry Adder Virtuoso-AMS Simulation Result Comparison
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circuit, the testbench would have to respond to the handshaking signals received back from
the circuit under test, something that is difficult to do in Spice. However, while general Spice
simulation does not fully support this sort of handshaking protocol, there are several ways to
use circuit level simulation to achieve the necessary stimulus/response outcome. One way is
to use a Verilog (or VHDL)-A with Spice simulation tools (Spectre of Cadence or Hspice of Syn-
opsys etc). The other is by using AMS (Analog Mixed Signal) tools with a Verilog test-bench
and built-in connection libraries (i.e., abstract A/D, D/A converters). Figure 46 shows the ex-
ample of 64-Bit Ripple-Carry Adder AMS simulation (Cadence Virtuoso-AMS simuation with
Ultrasim full-chip simulator and NC-Verilog digital simulator) with 100 64-Bit pseudo-random
input vectors. The performance results are averaged over the simulation time and vectors.
Figure 47 shows the test-bench file for AMS simulation - the Stimuli Generator (stm_rca) and
Ripple-Carry Adder circuit (rca). The wire groups (a) to (g) are matched with the waveform
groups (a) to (g) of Figure 46. Figure 48 shows the 100 input vector simulation after execu-
tion/verification on the Verilog test-bench.
3.4 FPGA Implementation for an NCL Circuit
This section introduces an NCL implementation methodology aimed at commercial
FPGA tools and devices5. These simulation experiments have been carried out targeting vari-
ous Xilinx, Altera/Intel and Actel devices and tested on their physical FPGA boards.
3.4.1 FPGA Design Tool Flow for NCL Circuits
To implement NCL design on FPGA devices, there are five alternative types of gate
descriptions: a Verilog behavioral model, Verilog LUT model, Verilog UDP model, Schematic
design model and Verilog Boolean model. These have individual advantages and disadvan-
tages, as will be discussed below.
rsb a b y
0 x x 1
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 Hold
1 1 0 Hold
1 1 1 1








Figure 49: TH22S Gate Symbol
Here, the five different approaches to NCL description are illustrated using an exam-
ple of a TH22S gate implementation on a Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA. Figure 49 is the threshold gate
5This work has been published as “Design Techniques for NCL-Based Asynchronous Circuits on Commercial
FPGA” [107]
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symbol of TH22S and Table 8 shows the truth table of the gate. It performs the same function
as a TH22 with an added ‘rsb’ signal for initialization.
• Verilog Behavioral Model: This technique uses the behavioral Verilog design of the UNCLE
simulation model [15]. Similar behavioral models using VHDL have also been derived in [108].
It can be seen in Figure 50 that the design model for the static TH22S gate comprises four basic
parts: reset, transition to DATA, transition to NULL and data hold. The reset part is included
for initialization in the case where the gates are used to create an asynchronous latch. The final
part handles the State Hold that maintains the current state when the input is in its hysteresis
condition. Being a behavioral description, the actual logic resulting from this description type
depends entirely on the synthesis tools.







always @(a or b or rsb) begin
if(rsb == 0) begin// reset
yi <= 1;
end







end// else State Hold
end
assign #1 y = yi;
endmodule
Figure 50: Behavioral Model
of TH22S NCL Gate







assign #1 y = yi;
// LUT4: 4-input Look-Up Table
// Virtex-6
// Xilinx HDL Language Template
LUT4 #(// Specify LUT Contents
.INIT(16'hE8FF)
) LUT4_inst (







Figure 51: LUT-based Model
of TH22S NCL Gate
• Verilog LUT model: Figure 51 is the Verilog LUT model. Commercial FPGA tools generally
support the creation of a dedicated LUT function using a common hardware description lan-
guage. The example of Figure 52 uses a 4-input LUT to implement the TH22S gate. The LUT
contents (0xE8FF in this case) arise from a direct evaluation of the truth table (Table 9) for this
gate. The TH22S gate is mapped to the LUT4 component with an external feedback connection
from the LUT output to input I2.
• Verilog UDP model: The Verilog User Defined Primitive (UDP) function can be used to
generate any type of user defined primitives, including basic Boolean gate functions.














Figure 52: LUT Mapping of
TH22S NCL Gate
I3 I2 I2 I0 O
rsb yi b a yi
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1
Table 9: Virtex-6 LUT Truth
Table of TH22S NCL Gate
Traditionally, UDP has been used for verification purposes via test bench code but
commercial FPGA vendors have now begun to support UDP as a synthesizable function. Ver-
ilog code for the UDP primitive describing the TH22S is shown in Figure 53. This is very useful
in the case of NCL gate generation because the NCL gates can be set up as user defined prim-
itives. Unlike the LUT case, UDP is part of the standard Verilog language therefore the design
can target any of the FPGA vendors as long as their specific synthesis tool supports these UDP
descriptions.











primitive TH22S_UDP (Z, A, B, I);
output Z;
input A, B, I; // I: "Active Low"
reg Z;
initial Z = 0;
table
//A B I : current:next
? ? 0 : ? : 1;
0 0 1 : ? : 0;
0 1 1 : ? : -;
1 0 1 : ? : -;
1 1 1 : ? : 1;
endtable
endprimitive
Figure 53: Verilog UDP
Design Model of TH22S Gate






wire g1_out, g2_out, g3_out, g4_out
, g5_out, g6_out, g7_out;
// Gate Instantiation
and G1 (g1_out, a, b);// Data
nor G2 (g2_out, a, b);// Null
not G3 (g3_out, rsb);// Active Low rsb
or G4 (g4_out, g3_out, g1_out);
and G5 (g5_out, rsb, g2_out);
// SR Flip-Flop
nor G6 (g6_out, g4_out, g7_out);
nor G7 (g7_out, g5_out, g6_out);
// Output Assignment
assign #1 y = g7_out;
endmodule
Figure 54: Boolean based
TH22S Gate
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• Verilog Boolean gate model: The general Boolean gate description (Figure 54) is most useful
in a structural design style where the gate instantiation can point to any FPGA vendor and/or
device family without limitation and, equally, to an ASIC standard cell component.
• Schematic design model: The basic schematic design style for NCL was first proposed in
[18], which describes a complete NCL gates design methodology using general Boolean gates
including initialization. The schematic diagram of the TH22S (Figure 56) illustrates the concept.
The module comprises three basic parts: the RS-Latch at its output to implement the hysteresis
function; the initialization stage (Reset in this case) plus the input logic stage that defines the
logic of the gate. Then the schematic designs are instantiated in the NCL Verilog gate modules
(Figure 55).
















Figure 55: Xilinx schematic module
instantiation of TH22S gate
Figure 56: Xilinx schematic
design of TH22S gate
Figure 57 shows the Test-Diagram on the FPGA including Altera/Intel SignalTap
block for Signal Monitoring and Figure 58 shows the FPGA implementation of 8-Bit Up-Counter
was created using the Boolean Gate model on the Altera/Intel Cyclone-IV device. The physical
testing was done on a Terasic DE-0 board 6.
The five description methods shown above can be divided into two classes: vendor
agnostic and vendor specific. It can be seen that the Behavioral, UDP and Boolean descriptions
do not rely on a specific FPGA vendor or synthesis design tool because they are using standard
Verilog library. In contrast, the LUT and schematic methods are specific to a particular chip
type. The Behavioral Verilog and UDP models used separate Latch components internal to the
CLB to implement the RS-Latch of each threshold gate but others used only LUTs.
6Other complex NCL design emulations on the FPGA board are presented in Appendix B “NCL FIR Filter
Design on Commercial FPGA” and Chapter 5
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Figure 57: FPGA Up-Counter Design Test
Figure 58: SignalTap waveform for NCL up-counter
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, the experimental tool flow that has been set up to support this re-
search is described. As the great majority of current design tools and technologies support
only clocked synchronous systems, it has been necessary to develop a specialized methodol-
ogy aimed specifically at asynchronous Null Convention Logic design.
The tool flow has incorporated existing tools such as UNCLE from the University of
Mississippi and the University of Arkansas as well as an industrial tool, NELL from Wave
Computing. Some initial experiments have been performed based on both sequential control
flow logic and a simple data flow logic to compare three alternative approaches to the hard-
ware description of NCL circuits: Structural-Verilog, UNCLE and the NELL design. These
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experiments compared the logic resources used in the net-lists resulting from each compiler.
Structural-Verilog design is simply a text version of the schematic design and the logic can be
manually designed and optimized using threshold gate instantiation. This style uses fewer
logic resources but requires more effort because it is fully manual. In contrast, UNCLE sim-
ply converts an entirely synchronous Verilog design to an NCL net-list. It is therefore the
easiest way to generate NCL functional modules and has the added advantage of support-
ing legacy (“dusty-deck”) Verilog code modules. A major disadvantage of the approach is,
because UNCLE converts the synchronous flip-flops to three-stage dual-rail registers, it gen-
erates significantly more logic gates in its net-list. Finally, NELL is a dedicated language for
NCL. It conveniently expresses the NCL design and also generates a more efficient net-list, in
that the code that is generated is somewhat simpler than that for the Structural-Verilog descrip-
tion. However, to program NELL effectively, an understanding of the NCL circuit architecture
is required.
As a result of these experiments, NELL was selected as the most efficient of the avail-
able design method for complex NCL applications such as a CPU. On the other hand, to use
NELL requires more effort to learn requisite programming skills and to understand NCL the-
ory. On balance, and considering its efficiency advantages, the work in later chapters uses
NELL extensively in the “front-end” stages (RTL design and simulation) of the CPU design
process.
For the back-end of the flow, no special asynchronous design back-end tools currently
exist, therefore it has been necessary to reuse a conventional synchronous back-end as well as
its simulation and analysis tools. It has been shown that it is fairly straightforward to imple-
ment NCL designs on FPGA devices, although the resulting circuit is inefficient in that it is
many times larger and slower than the corresponding synchronous design. As a result, the
FPGA implementations were considered to be useful only for initial functional debug, and to
allow initial comparison with synchronous designs that had been set up specifically for FPGA
implementation.
To support full ASIC implementation, and to allow closer comparisons with standard
Boolean layouts, it has been necessary to develop a specific standard cell library for NCL as
there were none available at the time this work was undertaken. These libraries were “height-
matched” to the existing Boolean cells in the 28nm FDSOI process used in this work, so that
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some of the existing Boolean standard cells could be used where necessary and appropriate.
These NCL cell libraries will be used in the following chapters to illustrate the behavior of
NCL in arithmetic and processor architectures.
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Chapter 4
NCL Circuit Designs for CPU
This chapter introduces the range of CPU components from which the NCL based 32-
Bit CPU core (Chapter 5) has been built, as well as their circuit-level optimization techniques.
The various arithmetic solutions such as Adders, Shifters and Multipliers also serve as useful
illustrative examples to show how these NCL circuits can be designed and optimized. In the
first section, a number of different types of NCL Adder designs are introduced and their com-
parison results discussed. The discussion then moves on to Multiplier circuits. High speed
multipliers are a fundamental resource for a broad range of DSP applications such as Finite Im-
pulse Response (FIR) Filters or Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) circuits and also for Flow Graph
designs like streaming media processing (Video and Audio), Ethernet Packet processing and
Cryptography circuits and so on. Finally, an asynchronous shifter design is included here that
is later used in the NCL based RISC-V arithmetic unit.
Following the analysis of the arithmetic circuits, two other important CPU blocks are
discussed: the Register File and Program Counter. These blocks are amongst the most complex
and challenging to design using NCL. In the case of the Program Counter, it is shown how the
concept of the NCL Ring-Oscillator can be used to impart “liveness”1 to the CPU circuit without
the use of an external clock source.
4.1 NCL Adder Design
In this section, the NCL adder designs are introduced, in particular the 32-Bit adder
structures used for the CPU Arithmetic Logic Unit, plus the Program Counter and Load/Store
Unit. Also discussed are the 64-Bit Adders used in the final 32x32 Multiplier architecture. The
adder designs are either simple Ripple-Carry Adders (RCA) or Parallel-Prefix Adder (PPA)
1See Ch. 2 for a brief overview of “liveness”.
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types. Using those RCAs and PPAs, the benefits of fine-grained 1- or 2Dimensional pipelining
of NCL circuits have been tested. Fine-grained registration and pipelining is one of the benefits
of asynchronous design, particularly for NCL. The comparison results between 2Dimensional
(2D) Ripple-Carry Adders, Parallel-Prefix Adders with non-pipelined designs are also shown.
4.1.1 Fundamental Theory of the NCL Adder
This section introduces the NCL Full-Adder design and how it is optimized using the
NCL fundamental gates [109] [19].
NCL Full Adder Combinational Logic
Just as for Clocked Boolean Logic, dual-rail NCL combinational logic can be optimized
using a Karnaugh-Map approach. Table 10 shows the Truth Table of 1-bit Full Adder, which
can be simplified to an NCL logic description in terms of its Boolean algebra expressions using
a K-map. Table 7 in the previous chapter showed the combinational expression for their Set and
Reset networks for each NCL cell and those expression can be used to derive the appropriate
terms for the Adder design. Note that in clocked Boolean logic, we only consider the ‘1’ entries
on the Karnaugh-Map, but in NCL, both ‘1’ and ‘0’ entries contribute to the NCL dual-rail
outputs.
Table 10: Truth Table for Full Adder
X Y Ci Co S
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 0




























































Figure 59: Full Adder Karnaugh Map




























































Figure 60: Full Adder Karnaugh Map
Simplification for Sum
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Figure 59 presents a simplified Full Adder Truth Table for dual-rail Carry Out (Co).
Both outputs (Equation 4.1) can be directly mapped to a TH23 NCL gate based on Table 7 Line
Number 4.
Co0 = X0Y 0 + Ci0X0 + Ci0Y 0
Co1 = X1Y 1 + Ci1X1 + Ci1Y 1
(4.1)
Dual-Rail Sum output has no simplification (Figure 60) and therefore the equations become:
S0 = X0Y 0Ci0 +X0Y 1Ci1 +X1Y 0Ci1 +X1Y 1Ci0
S1 = X0Y 0Ci1 +X0Y 1Ci0 +X1Y 0Ci0 +X1Y 1Ci1
(4.2)
These equations can be simply expressed using four TH33 NCL gates (equivalent to a Boolean
AND gate) and one TH14 gate (equivalent to an OR gate) without simplification.
Figure 61: Full Adder Design




























































Figure 62: Full Adder Karnaugh Map
Simplification for Sum with Co Inputs
The Full Adder equations also can be expressed as a composition of two Half Adders.
Figure 61 and Figure 63 display this version of the circuit. To reduce the number of gates
without increasing delay, we can use Co output as an input signal of the Sum equations and
re-use the truth table from Table 10.
These results can be further simplified using the K-map of Figure 62. This K-map now
has four inputs - Ci, Co, X and Y based on the Table 10, with Co becoming an input of the K-map
for the optimized Sum output generation). The following are the simplified equations for Sum,
both of which directly map to a TH34W2 gate.
S0 = Co1X0 + Co1Y 0 + Co1Ci0 +X0Y 0Ci0
S1 = Co0X1 + Co0Y 1 + Co0Ci1 +X1Y 1Ci1
(4.3)







































































Figure 64: Final Optimization Results of 1Bit Full Adder - redrawn from [18] [19]
Finally, we can obtain the optimized result (Figure 64). This uses two TH23 gates and
two TH34W2 gates [18] [19]. Compared to the original Full Adder designed just using 2-input
NCL gates (Figure 63) the area of the circuit has been significantly reduced.
4.1.2 Introduction to NCL Adders
Initially, all the possible clocked Boolean adder types were considered for NCL Adder
design. Potentially, all adder types can be converted to their NCL equivalents but some can be
done so much more efficiently than others. Table 11 shows a list of adder styles that were
considered. There are two major classes of Binary adder: Ripple-Carry Adder (RCA) and
Parallel-Prefix Adder (PPA). In synchronous designs the RCA is hardly ever used for real CPU
architectures because of its worst-case carry-chain delay. However, in NCL, the RCA exhibits
an average-case carry-chain delay and is therefore widely used for arithmetic designs as it can
significantly reduce the area overheads.
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Binary Adder Types
Table 11 shows the ten Binary Adder types in common use in clocked Boolean circuits.
Table 11: Binary Arithmetic Adder Types
No Adder Type Specification
1 Ripple-Carry Adder Each carry bits rippled into the next stage
, smaller but slower
2 Carry Look-ahead Calculates one or more carry bits before
Adder the sum, and dividing the adder into blocks
3 Kogge-Stone Adder PPA, Long wires, More PG cells, Widely used
4 Brent-Kung Adder PPA, Less wires, More stages
5 Han-Carlson Adder PPA, Mix of Kogge-Stone and Brent-Kung,
Trades logical level for wire length
6 Ladner-Fischer Adder PPA, Combining Brent-Kung and Sklansky
Generally consists of two ripple carry adders
7 Carry Select Adder and a multiplexer, one time with the assumption
of the carry-in being zero and the other assuming
it will be one, simple but rather fast
8 Condition Sum Generate two sets of outputs, select
Adder the correct set of outputs by incoming Carry
Using the Carry-Skip logic, reduced
9 Carry-Skip Adder worst-case delay, using several carry-skip adders
to form a block-carry-skip adder
Output has two separated formats - Sum and Carry,
10 Carry-Save Adder result still has to be converted back into binary (Final Adder)
It has advantages when sum of three or more numbers
(1) The Ripple-Carry is the most basic type of adder. Figure 65 shows a 4-Bit RCA
illustrating that each Carry bit ripples to the adjacent stage. While it is the smallest adder, its
worst-case carry-chain propagation delay is proportional to its bit width.
(2) The Carry Look-ahead Adder computes one or more carry bits before the sum, which re-
duces the wait time to calculate the result of the larger-value bits of the adder and divides the
adder into multiple blocks to reduce the carry-chain delay [110]. Kogge-Stone, Brent-Kung,
Han-Carlson, Ladner-Fischer Adders are most well known of Parallel Prefix Adder types.
(3) The Kogge-Stone Adder [111] is the most widely used but requires more Propagate and Gen-
erate cells and exhibits higher power consumption than other PPAs. Figure 66 shows the 8-Bit
Kogge-Stone Adder example (GPn(blue): Generation and Propagation, BCn(black): Black Pre-
fix Cell, GCn(grey): Grey Prefix Cell, Sumn(green): Final XOR, Bn(yellow): Buffer).
(4) The Brent-Kung Adder [112] avoids the explosion of wires that characterize other PPAs but
has more stages than Kogge-Stone.
(5) Han-Carlson Adder [113] is a mix of Kogge-Stone and Brent-Kung. It trades logic depth for


















Figure 65: Boolean 4-Bit Ripple Carry Adder
Cout
A0
BC 6 BC 5 BC 4 BC 3 BC 2 BC 1 BC 0 GC 0
BC11 BC10 BC 9 BC 8 BC 7 GC 2 GC 1
GC 7 GC 6 GC 5 GC 4 GC 3
Sum 7 Sum 6 Sum 5 Sum 4 Sum 3 Sum 2 Sum 1
GP 7 GP 6 GP 5 GP 4 GP 3 GP 2 GP 1 GP 0
Cin








g0(2)g7(2),p7(2) g6(2),p6(2) g5(2),p5(2) g4(2),p4(2) g3(2),p3(2) g2(2) g1(2)




Figure 66: 8-Bit Boolean Kogge-Stone Adder
wire length.
(6) The Ladner-Fischer Adder [114] has a minimum logic depth and large fan-out requirement—-
up to n/2 for a n-bit addition.
(7) The Carry Select Adder [115] generally uses two Ripple-Carry Adders and Multiplexers
such that the “correct” RCA value is selected by the carry-in.
(8) The Condition Sum Adder [116] is a recursive structure based on the carry-select adder. In
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the same way as the CSA, it has two sets of adders and the output is selected using the in-
coming carry input signal. The adder bit width is divided into smaller groups to avoid carry
propagation. The outputs of these subgroups are then combined to generate the output of the
groups.
(9) The Carry-Skip Adder [117] is implemented using Block-carry-skip adders. The block size
and the optimization level need to be determined to optimize this adder.
(10) The Carry-Save Adder [118] usually uses a tree of multipliers and has two separate out-
puts, Sum and Carry. These still need to undergo a final addition to achieve the binary result.
The CSA exhibits advantages when the sum of three or more numbers needs to be computed.
The NCL Ripple Carry Adder
Figure 67 shows an example of a 4-Bit dual-rail NCL Ripple Carry Adder. The optimized 1-Bit
Full-Adder of Figure 64 is used for this RCA and just as for the equivalent Clocked Boolean























































































Figure 67: 4-Bit NCL Ripple Carry Adder
Parallel Prefix Adder
The Parallel Prefix Adder (PPA) is a high speed Adder design without Carry propagation and
the addition operation is processed in parallel. The Parallel Prefix Adder has a 3-stage structure:
(1) Pre-Calculation of Propagation (Pi) and Generation (Gi); (2) Calculation of the Carries (Ci)
and (3) Combination of Carry and Propagation and generation of the output Sum (Si). The
addition equations are factored into Generate (G) and Propagate (P) terms as:
Pi = Ai ⊕Bi
Gi = Ai •Bi
(4.4)
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Calculation of Carry and Sum then becomes:
Gi:j = Gi:k + Pi:k •Gk−1:j
Pi:j = Pi:k • Pk−1:j
Si = Pi ⊕Gi−1:0
(4.5)
Parallel Prefix Adders compute Carry at each level of addition by combining the Propagate
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Figure 68: Boolean PPA Prefix Cells
chronous case. Figure 68 shows the details. There are three types of cells shown here making
up the PPA: the Prefix Cells (a)–shown in Black–that generate one set each of the Propagate
and Generate signals, the Gray Prefix Cells (b) that derive only the Generate signal (i.e., no
propagate), and Buffers (c).
NCL Parallel Prefix Adders
For the NCL based Adder circuits, the Kogge-Stone and Han-Carlson Parallel Prefix Adder
were selected due to their widespread use in computer architectures. Figure 69 shows a 64-Bit
NCL based Kogge-Stone Adder and Figure 70 the 64-Bit NCL based Han-Carlson Adder. The
cells in these diagrams are the same as in Figure 66 but in these cases, all the cells are dual-rail.
The Prefix Cells of both adder types are based on simple dual-rail NCL AND and OR gates
such as in Figure 71 and 72. These gates were then optimized to such as is shown in Figures 73
and 74. As for clocked Boolean prefix cells (Figure 68), NCL circuits have two gate delays for
Black and Grey Prefix Cells. However, NCL has double the cell count because of its dual-rail
nature.
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Figure 71: PPA Carry Operator - Black Cell




































Figure 73: Optimized NCL



























Figure 74: Optimized NCL
Carry Operator - Grey Cell
4.1.3 Two-Dimensional Pipelined NCL Adders
NCL circuits can be optimized for high performance by integrating register functions
with combinational logic to reduce overall delay [18]. The natural pipelining behavior of NCL
can often result in high speed data paths with fewer gate delays. However, the spanning com-
pletion detection and shared completeness path of the NCL handshaking signal becomes a
major concern for larger circuits using 1Dimensional (1D) pipelining as it can result in the need
for very large completion detection gates that exhibit excessive fanin, long propagation delays
and high capacitance. Fine grained 2D pipelining is a potential solution to this problem.
One of the key advantages of NCL is that it is relatively easy to integrate registers
into the combinational logic paths. Thus, the various combinational components (full and half
adder, dual-rail AND gate, Black Cell and Grey Cell) have been treated in this way and before
being connected to their adjacent gates. The major advantages here are a reduction in area and
overall complexity, plus a significant increase in throughput due to much shorter critical paths.
The following presents the detailed structure of the various components and shows how they
can be optimized for efficient 2D pipelining.




































































Figure 75: Ripple Carry Adder Dual-Rail NCL with Integrated Registers Carry
Chain Propagation (1.5D)
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Figure 75 is a Dual-Rail NCL Ripple Carry Adder with Integrated Registers. It is
shown as a 4-Bit adder but can be easily extended to 32 or 64 bits. This adder exhibits average
carry-chain delay and each carry chain stage exhibits one NCL threshold gate delay. Figure
75 is not the full 2D design but incorporates fine-grained completion logic including the carry
chain. This is termed a ‘1.5D’ Ripple-Carry Adder design.
Figures 76 and 77 show the 2D 64-Bit Kogge-Stone and Han-Carlson adders, respec-
tively. Unlike Figures 69 and 70, these adders have additional buffers to generate equal pipeline
stages and each of the cells on the adder include integrated registers and handshaking signals
are connected to their previous and next stage registers.
The 2D Kogge-Stone Adder has eight pipeline stages and the 2D Han-Carlson Adder
has nine pipeline stages. Figure 78 shows the structure of the Prefix Adder Black Cells for dual-
rail 2D pipelined Parallel Prefix Adder. Similarly, Figure 79 shows the optimized Prefix Adder
Black Cell with integrated registers. Output Registers and also input/output handshaking










































Figure 78: Prefix Adder Black Cell Dual-Rail
Figure 80 shows the structure of the Prefix Adder Grey Cells and Figure 81 the opti-
mized Prefix Adder Grey Cell with integrated registers. These optimized cells are used for both
2D Kogge-Stone and Han-Carlson adders. Buffers for 2D design only have dual-rail registers
just to repeat the signals to create balanced 2D pipeline structures.



































































































































Figure 81: Optimized Prefix Adder Gray Cell Dual-Rail NCL with Integrated Registers
4.1.4 Adder Comparison Results
Table 12 shows the performance and area comparison results of the 64+64 adders.
These results were obtained using models for a 28nm FDSOI process. The table includes three
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different adders (Ripple-Carry, Kogge-Stone, Han-Carlson) and two different adder architec-
tures (Non-Pipelining, 2D pipelining). Non-pipelining RCA uses the least area but has fastest
performance. The Non-pipelined Han-Carlson adder uses less area compared to the Non-
pipelined Kogge-Stone adder but, in the 2D architecture, the area and performance are quite
similar because of the added Dual-Rail registers in the Han-Carlson Adder.
Table 12: 64-Bit Adder Comparison Results
64+64 Adder






Ripple-Carry Adder(Non-Pipelining) 2,140 ps 467 MHz 1 461
Kogge-Stone Adder(Non-Pipelining) 2,357 ps 424 MHz 1 2,351
Han-Carlson Adder(Non-pipelined) 2,584 ps 386 MHz 1 1,577
Ripple-Carry Adder(1.5D pipelined) 1,592 ps 628 MHz 1 637
Kogge-Stone Adder(2D pipelined) 816 ps 1,225MHz 8 5,890
Han-Carlson Adder(2D Pipelined) 798 ps 1,253 MHz 9 5,885
4.2 NCL Multiplier Design
Multipliers are a fundamental resource for a broad range of applications, including
CPUs. In this section, some NCL multiplier designs are analysed, in particular 32-Bit industry
standard high speed multipliers intended to support CPU design. Initially, the fundamentals
of NCL multiplier architectures are introduced using the basic Array Multiplier as an example.
Then, the high speed Modified-Booth multiplier and Baugh-Wooley Multiplier are described.
We also show a Multiplier based on ancient Indian Vedic Mathematics. As for the previous
adder case, 2Dimensional Multipliers are described. Using the simple 4-Bit Array Multiplier,
the impact of pipelining on the Multiplier performance is analysed in detail. Finally, 2D Baugh-
Wooley Multipliers are analysed and their comparative results shown.
4.2.1 Fundamental Theory of NCL Multiplier
Multiplication structures can be organized generally into serial or parallel classes. Se-
rial Multiplication (Shift and Add) computes a set of partial products, which are then summed
together. The technique is used when there is a lack of dedicated multiplier hardware. Par-
allel multiplication produces the partial products simultaneously and adds them with a final
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high performance addition stage. The technique is used when computational performance is
important.
Equation 4.6 shows the multiplication of operand X (m-bit integer) and Y (n-bit inte-
ger) to result in product P(m + n bit integer). This equation can be expressed in terms of the


































In NCL, the dual-rail NCL AND (Figure 83) is used for Partial Product generation and the
dual-Rail NCL full-adder (Figure 64) is used as the basic addition element. Figure 82, 83 and
Equation 4.7 show how the dual-rail NCL AND function is optimized using the fundamental
NCL gates. Output Z0 is the combination of input A0B0 + B0A1 + A0B1 and is matched with







































































Figure 83: Dual-Rail NCL
AND
Z0 = A0B0 +B0A1 +A0B1
Z1 = A1B1
(4.7)
4.2.2 Introduction to NCL Multipliers
As was previously done for the NCL Adder designs, all the possible Clocked Boolean
Multiplier types were also considered as potential candidates for the NCL Multiplier designs.
Table 13 shows a list of multiplier styles that were considered.
2This is reason why the gate is named the THAND
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Binary Multiplier Types
(1) Array Multipliers are typically organized as a combinational array of Full- and/or Half
Adders. Figure 84 shows an example 4 x 4 Multiplier formed from only Full Adder compo-
nents in which some of the inputs have been set to zero (effectively creating half adders). The
















p5p6 p4 p3 p2 p1 p0p7
Figure 84: 4-Bit Array Multiplier
(2) The Baugh-Wooley Multiplier [119] is the most well known signed multiplier, because it
maximizes the regularity of the structure and allows all of the partial products to have positive
sign bits. This multiplier generates all the possible partial-products first using AND terms and
then sends these through the adder array with the carry chain to the next most significant bit
at each level.
(3) The Vedic Multiplier [120] - Vedic Mathematics is an ancient form of mathematics recon-
structed from ancient Indian scriptures referred to as Vedas. Vedic Mathematics is based on
the natural principles on which the human mind works [121]. It was really interesting to see
whether ancient Vedic Mathematics fits the data-flow style NCL designs.
(4) The Wallace-Tree Multiplier [122] is the most widely known tree multiplier architecture. The
tree architecture is used to reduce the partial products using Carry-Save Adders(Compressors)
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and reduces both the critical path delay and the number of adder cells. The output of this ar-
chitecture has Carry-Save format (Sum and Carry) therefore it needs one further final addition
step.
(5) The Booth Multiplier is the most well known multiplier used in CPU design. The multi-
plier takes two signed binary numbers in two’s complement notation as inputs. The algorithm
reduces the Partial-Product count by using a different radix. For example, in radix-4, after com-
paring the input bit(Bi) with two adjacent bits(Bi+1, Bi−1), the Partial-Product count is halved.
Table 13: Binary Arithmetic Multiplier Types
No Multiplier Type Specification
1 Array Multiplier Basic Parallel Multiplier, combinational array
of Full-Adder structure.
2 Baugh Wooley Multiplier most well known signed multiplier,
maximized the regularity of the multiplier
3 Vedic Multiplier Based on ancient Indian Vedic Mathematics,
expand the width with the hierarchical structure
Widely known tree multiplier architecture,
4 Wallace-Tree Multiplier using Carry-Save Adder implemented
faster and smaller multiplier
5 Booth Multiplier Reduced Partial-Product count using Booth Algorithm
NCL Vedic Multiplier
As mentioned previously, the Vedic multiplier arises from the ancient Indian Vedic mathe-
matics and is said to be based “on the natural principles on which the human mind works” [121].
The Vedic Multiplier exhibits a hierarchical architecture built up from a 2-bit module. Fig-
ure 85 shows the clocked Boolean 2-Bit Vedic multiplier architecture. As Figure 85 shows,
a 2-Bit Vedic multiplier needs four 2-input AND gates (partial-product generation) and two
half-adders. This remains the same for the NCL implementation (Figure 86), which uses four
Dual-Rail NCL AND modules (Figure 83) and two dual-rail NCL half-adders (Figure 87). The
dual-rail NCL half-adder is optimized via a Karnaugh Map in the same way as the dual-rail
NCL full-adder (Figure 64).
Figure 88 shows the 4-Bit Vedic multiplier using four of the 2-Bit multiplier blocks and
three adder blocks of varying widths. The size can easily be expanded to 8-Bit, 16-Bit and/or
32-Bit as shown in Figure 89. The NCL Vedic multiplier was implemented in the same way as
the Boolean case but with a dual-rail structure.

































































































































































Figure 87: NCL Half Adder





































































Figure 89: 32-Bit Vedic Multiplier Addition
NCL Modified Booth Multiplier
The Booth Algorithm, introduced by Booth in 1950 [123] is a parallel multiplier method com-
prising three major parts: (1) Partial Product Generation, (2) Partial Production Reduction and
(3) Final Carry Propagation Addition. The Booth algorithm focuses on the first part in order to
generate the partial products more efficiently, thereby reducing the area and increasing perfor-
mance. There are several radix types applied in the Booth Algorithm: radix-2, radix-4, radix-8
and radix-16 etc. Radix-2 can have an advantage where the multiplier data contains continu-
ous sequences of ’1’s, but otherwise is not very efficient at reducing the Partial-Product count.
To solve this issue, encoding with 3-Bits is suggested, resulting in the Radix-4 modified-Booth
algorithm. Compared to larger radix values such as radix-8 and 16, radix-4 results in a simple
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implementation using only 1-bit shifting and can implement encoding without requiring addi-
tion within the partial-product generation circuits. In this work, only radix-4 Modified Booth
Multiplier organizations have been implemented.
Taking X as the multiplicand and Y as the multiplier (P: Product), the equation for signed
multiplication can be stated as:
















(−2y2j+1 + y2j + y2j−1)22j (4.9)
In radix-4, after comparing the input bit (bi) with two adjacent bits (bi+1, bi−1), the
partial product count is reduced to half its former value. Figure 90 shows the 32-Bit radix-4
encoding, (bi+1, bi, bi−1) compared with its new encoding (B16 : B0). Note that this is a signed
implementation and thus needs 17 partial products. To complete the 3-Bit combinations, two
zero bits were added after b31. Table 14 shows the relationship between the multiplier bits and
b0 b-1b1 b2 b4 b3 b5 b6 b8 b7 b9 b10b11b12b14 b13b15b16b18 b17b19b20b21b22b24 b23b25b26b28 b27b29b30b3100
B0B2B4B6B8B10B12B14B16
B15 B13 B11 B9 B7 B5 B3 B1
Figure 90: 32-Bit Multiplier Booth Radix-4 Encoding
the selected partial products.
In our CPU design discussed in the next chapter, three control signals are connected
to this block: Shift, No-Shift and Negative. The Negative signal inverts the multiplicand thus
deriving a one’s complement value to which a ‘1’ will be added later in the tree to convert this
to two’s complement. The No-Shift and Shift control signals cause the multiplexer to select
either the original or a 1-bit shifted version of the multiplicand.
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011 + 2 x Multiplicand













Table 14: Partial Product Selection Table
Figure 91 is a typical clocked Boolean modified-Booth partial product generator [124].



































Figure 91: Radix-4 Booth Decoder/Selector
For the NCL modified-Booth partial-product generation, Smith suggested in [19] (Chap-
ter 3) that the optimized equations can be implemented using TH54w32 and TH54w22 cells.
However, that optimization is the just one example for the MSB bit of the partial-product gen-
eration and the design has only one input multiplicand (MD) bit and three selection bits (MR2,
MR1, MR0). As explained in Figure 91, the radix-4 Booth encoding Partial-Product generation
has three selection inputs to the Booth encoder from the multiplier and two input bits for the
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Booth selector: the non-shifted and 1-Bit shifted bits of the multiplicand. The examples shown
in [19] simply illustrate to show how to use Karnaugh maps to optimize the dual-rail NCL
circuit. Other Booth multiplier designs have been published from the same group [125] [126]
along with a 4x4 simple unsigned Booth unit, which is the same as a radix-4 modified Booth.
That work has proposed and compared three solutions termed ‘straightforward’, ‘dual-rail re-
coded’ and ‘quad-rail recoded’. Subsequently in this thesis, instead of the previously proposed
dual-rail or quad-rail signaling schemes, a group of single-rail control signals (called ‘One-
Hot’ control signals) have been proposed and used to select the output products on the Booth
encoder stage.
The dual-rail NCL Booth Encoder (Figure 92) has two additional outputs compared to
the Boolean version of Figure 91. The additional zero and positive outputs are necessary because,
in this single rail one-hot encoding scheme, at least one output must be active at all times (as
opposed to the Boolean case where the default is all signals inactive). The signals required to
control the multiplicand outputs were listed previously in Table 14.
Figure 93 shows the fundamental dual-rail NCL Booth selector using NCL based mul-
tiplexer (two TH22 and one TH12 gates) and Figure 94 shows its optimized circuit. Although
the logic depth of the NCL Booth selector is the same as the clocked Boolean implementation,





























































Figure 92: NCL Booth Encoder
Figure 95 shows the overall block diagram of the Booth multiplier. The detailed cir-
cuit design of Booth encoder and selector blocks have been discussed above so the next block to



















































































































Figure 94: Optimized NCL Booth Selector
consider is the compressor. In many of these cases, the partial products are compressed using a
tree architecture such as Wallace [122] or Dada [127] tree. It is typical to create these trees using
compressor circuits, like 3:2 or 4:2 compressors. The 3:2 compressor circuit is identical to the
full adder while the 4:2 compressor is functionally the same as two cascaded full adders. In a
typical clocked Boolean design, dedicated 4:2 compressor cells are supported by the foundry
as part of their standard cell library. The objective is to reduce the size and increase the com-
pressor performance. However, in NCL there are no dedicated 4:2 compressor cells. Only 3:2
compressors (i.e., full adder blocks) were used for the tree as it was more efficient than creating
4:2 compressors with their two cascaded full adders. For the CPU multiplier in this work, a
Wallace-Tree architecture was used as shown in Figure 96. This has 17 partial products and a
six stage 3:2 Compressor reducing the partial products to the final sum and carry.























































Figure 96: 32bitx32bit Modified Booth Multiplier Wallace Tree
Figure 97 illustrates the details of the 32-Bit radix-4 modified-Booth multiplier Wallace-
Tree bit map table. "PP" represents Partial Product, "SM" is Sign-MSB and "SL" is Sign-LSB. The
SM and SL values are decided by the operation (Signed/Unsigned and ADD/SUB) and in-
put multiplier and multiplicand sign values. Because the RISC-V CPU described in the next
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chapter requires signed multiplication, the table also includes the signed data processing using
two’s complement format.
The last stage, which comes after after the compressor tree, is the Final Adder, which
adds together all of the partial sum and carry components (i.e., Carry-Save format) to generate
a binary product output. As discussed in the previous section, multiple 64-Bit adder architec-
tures were designed and tested as the Final Adder for this application.
NCL Modified Baugh-Wooley Multiplier
Baugh-Wooley algorithm was introduced by Charles R. Baugh and Bruce A. Wooley in 1973
[119]. The algorithm was developed for high-speed, two’s complement, m-bit by n-bit parallel
array multiplication. It maximizes the regularity of the multiplier and allows all the partial
products to have positive sign bits. This means that, instead of subtracting the partial products
that have negative signs the negation of the partial products can be added so that the architec-
ture uses only addition and AND functions. This multiplier generates all the possible partial
products first using AND terms, which are then sent through the adder array with the carry
chain to the next most significant bit at each level. Because the conventional Baugh-Wooley
still has an array architecture, it is still slow and has a larger area compared to other tree based
multiplier architectures. This work employed a tree compressor structure with Baugh-Wooley
partial product generation called the Modified Baugh-Wooley multiplier. This Modified Baugh-
Wooley has no partial product reduction scheme and the compressor tree is therefore almost
twice as large as the radix-4 modified Booth multiplier.
To replace subtraction in the signed multiplication algorithm, Baugh and Wooley
added two final rows for the sign bits (MSB) of X and Y, and suggested adding the negation of
the partial products for negative signs.
This is the equation of negation for subtraction:
2n−1
(






And this is replaced with the addition suggested by Baugh and Wooley [119]:
2n−1
(
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The actual design is quite straightforward and emerges directly from the equations.
The implementation uses dual-rail AND and NAND gates for the partial product generation.
Figure 98 shows the NELL code for the 32-Bit NCL modified Baugh-Wooley multiplier partial
product generation. In NCL, the NAND function is identical to AND with its dual-rail output
signals swapped such that rail[0] becomes rail[1] and vice versa. In this NELL code, the module
NellAND is equivalent to the Figure 83 dual-rail NCL AND.
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NellAND #n0(1)(x[i], y[WIDTH-1], pp_last_vertical[i]);
pp[i][WIDTH-1] = {pp_last_vertical[i]/1, pp_last_vertical[i]/0};
} // For the last vertical line (Y_max, NAND)
NellAND #n0(1)(x[WIDTH-1], y[WIDTH-1], pp[WIDTH-1][WIDTH-1]);
// For the X_max x Y_max (AND)
dual pp_last_horizontal[WIDTH-2:0];
for i=0:WIDTH-2{
NellAND #n0(1)(x[WIDTH-1], y[i], pp_last_horizontal[i]);
pp[WIDTH-1][i] = {pp_last_horizontal[i]/1, pp_last_horizontal[i]/0};
} // for the last horizontal line (X_max, NAND)
Figure 68: NELL Code for NCL Baugh-Wooley Multiplier Partial Product Gener-
ation
Like other high-performance multiplier architectures, this NCL based 32-bit modified
Baugh-Wooley multiplier has a partial product generation part (PPG), a Wallace-Tree carry
save adder part (the compressor) and a 64-bit final adder (using ripple carry adder or other
parallel prefix adders). Figure 69 shows the 32bitx32bit modified Baugh-Wooley multiplier
Wallace tree architecture. Again, only 3:2 compressors are used in this tree as was done for
the modified Booth multiplier. It employs eight stages of 3:2 compressors whereas the Booth
style has six stages. The tree is almost twice the size of the modified Booth because the partial
product count (32) is almost twice that of the Booth (17).
The modified Baugh-Wooley multiplier uses the same 64-Bit adder as the Booth case
in its final stage. Three types of final adder were tested: Ripple-Carry Adder, Kogge-Stone
Adder and Han-Carlson Adder.
4.2.3 Two-Dimensional Pipelined NCL Multipliers
As discussed above, fine grained two-dimensional (2D) pipelining offers a throughput
advantage to NCL. For a conventional clocked design, the modified Booth multiplier has better
performance and uses less area because of the compressed partial product using Booth encod-
ing. However, in an NCL implementation, the size of the Baugh-Wooley multiplier was almost
the same as theModified Booth because of the larger partial product generation part [117]. Fur-
ther, the pipeline depth just increased by one or two gate delays. Themodified Boothmultiplier
Figure 98: NELL Code for NCL Baugh-Wooley Multiplier
Partial Product Generation
Like other high-performance multiplier architectures, this NCL based 32-bit modified
Baugh-Wooley multiplier has a partial product generation part (PPG), a Wallace-Tree carry
save adder part (the compressor) and a 64-bit final adder (using ripple carry adder or other
parallel prefix adders). Figure 99 shows the 32bitx32bit modified Baugh-Wooley multiplier
Wallace tree architecture. Again, only 3:2 compressors are used in this tree as was done for
the modified Booth multiplier. It employs eight stages of 3:2 compressors whereas the Booth
style has six stages. The tree is almost twice the size of the modified Booth because the partial
product count (32) is almost twice that of the Booth (17).
The modified Baugh-Wooley multiplier uses the same 64-Bit adder as the Booth case
in its final stage. Three types of final adder were tested: Ripple-Carry Adder, Kogge-Stone
Adder and Han-Carlson Adder.















































































Figure 99: 32bitx32bit Modified Baugh-Wooley Multiplier Wallace Tree
4.2.3 Multiplier Throughput and Area Comparison Results
In this section, we analyse and compare the performance, power and area (PPA) re-
sults between all of the multipliers designed for this work. Table 15 shows the comparison
results for the multipliers in terms of throughput and area for each architecture. As already
mentioned, these simulations were performed using 28nm UTBB-FDSOI device models with
a supply set to 1V. The circuits were designed using NELL and imported to Cadence Virtu-
oso and simulated using Cadence Ultrasim and NC-Verilog. By applying the same 100 input
vectors in each case, the average throughput over each input to output path was measured.
The first two rows (the Modified Booth and Modified Baugh-Wooley) were designed without
a Wallace-Tree network but with array-based partial product addition. The Vedic multiplier
exhibited better performance than the Modified Baugh-Wooley but worse than the Modified
Booth. Further, Vedic has a larger area compared to the Modified Booth and Modified Baugh-
Wooley, indicating that it does not really offer any significant advantages over conventional
techniques such as Modified Booth.
The Modified Booth multipliers with Wallace-Tree were set up with options for 1-
stage, 3-stage or 4-stage pipelining. The performance was seen to increase in proportion to the
pipeline depth but the gate count also increased because of the larger number of register stages.
The Modified Baugh-Wooley was tested with two options: with a Kogge-Stone final adder and
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with a simple Ripple-Carry final adder. The ripple carry adder exhibits better performance
and smaller area and its superior average case performance clearly illustrates the benefits of
this simpler approach for this 64-Bit final adder design. The Modified Booth multiplier has
slightly better performance and a smaller cell count than Modified Baugh-Wooley and, as a
result of these experiments, it was decided to use the Modified Booth approach for the NCL
CPU design described in the next chapter.
Table 15: 32-Bit Multiplier Comparison Results
32-Bit NCL Multiplier






Modified Booth 5,538 ps 181 MHz 1 6,075
Modified Baugh-Wooley 9,280 ps 108 MHz 1 10,084
Vedic 6,156 ps 162 MHz 1 13,795
Modified Booth with Wallace-Tree 3,830 ps 261 MHz 1 6,276
(1-Stage Pipeline) with Ripple-Carry Adder
Modified Booth with Wallace-Tree 2,582 ps 387 MHz 3 8,465
(3-Stage Pipeline) with Ripple-Carry Adder
Modified Booth with Wallace-Tree 1,895 ps 528 MHz 4 9,416
(4-Stage Pipeline) with Ripple-Carry Adder
Modified Baugh-Wooley with Wallace-Tree 4,374 ps 229 MHz 1 8,414
(1-Stage Pipeline) with Kogge-Stone Adder
Modified Baugh-Wooley with Wallace-Tree 3,930 ps 254 MHz 1 6,856
(1-Stage Pipeline) with Ripple-Carry Adder
4.2.4 Two-Dimensional Pipelined NCL Multipliers
As discussed in the previous Adder section, fine grained two-dimensional (2D) pipelin-
ing offers a throughput advantage to NCL. In this section, the 4-bit unsigned array multiplier is
used as a case-study to discuss the advantages of 2D pipelining in the dual-rail NCL multiplier
and the trade-off between performance, power and area. Finally, a 64-Bit Two-Dimensional
Modified Baugh-Wooley Multiplier is designed and analysed using various 2D pipelined final
adder designs.
Two-Dimensional Array Multiplier3
3This work has been published as “Area performance tradeoffs in NCL multipliers using two-dimensional
pipelining” [128].
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Component Analysis for 2D Pipelining
The adder blocks (Full-Adder and Half-Adder with Output Registers) can be optimized by
integrating its register functions with the combinational gates. Figure 100 shows the dual-
rail full adder with integrated registers (called the THACK gate) that generates the output
Acknowledge signal. In NCL, the term Acknowledge is generally used for the inverted output
of the completion signal, therefore this THACK gate is the inverted output of the THCOMP
cell. All inputs are not created equal in NCL gates like the THCOMP etc., which contrasts
with standard Boolean logic gates where the inputs are interchangeable. In a similar manner,
the optimized half adder with integrated registers and completion logic is shown in Figure
101. A potential disadvantage here is the need for a five transistor PMOS stack in the TH45w2
gate that drive the Sum outputs. These gates are not part of the fundamental NCL set, but
could be implemented as a custom function if necessary. Five level p-type stacks of this sort
are generally avoided in CMOS standard cell design as they tend to result in slow rise-times
and longer propagation delays. However, in our experiments using the 28nm UTBB-FDSOI
process, the delay of the adder with integrated registers proved to be virtually identical to its
non-integrated counterpart, even before any attempts were made to optimize the transistor
sizes. The dual-rail AND input complete module (Figure 102) with integrated registers is used























































































































Figure 101: Optimized Half- dder
with Integrated Registers
The dual-rail register module shown in Figure 103 is used to control the basic data
flow timing logic through the 2D pipelined multiplier. Completion detection in this case re-
quires only the small TH12B gate (identical to a four transistor Boolean NOR2). As a result,
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this fine-grained completion logic uses many fewer transistors than the full completion circuit























































































































Figure 103: Dual-Rail Regis-
ter
Non-pipelined architecture
The Non-Pipelined Array Multiplier Architecture (Figure 104) has no internal register compo-
nents making the multiplier entirely combinational. As such, it represents the slowest NCL
technique but occupies the least area. As already mentioned, in common with other DI design
styles, NCL exhibits average-case performance so the processing time of the multiplier will be
entirely input data dependant. The primary constraint here is the number of propagating carry
values within the ripple-carry adder blocks. In cases where a constant cycle time is required
(e.g., in response to a fixed external sampling rate) then this logic needs additional registration.
The block diagram of the 4x4 dual-rail multiplier in Figure 104 shows the data flow in
blue and handshaking signals in red. The multiplier components shown in yellow are dual-rail
AND modules that are input-complete. In this case, these are separate from the data registers.
This multiplier block uses just two 8-bit dual-rail registers at its input and output ports.
1D Pipelining with Ripple-Carry chains
Figure 105 shows the detailed diagram of a 1D Pipelined architecture. Each pipeline stage
includes a ripple-carry adder and their carry chains. As for the non-pipelined architecture
above, this architecture also exhibits average-case delay behaviour. The multiplier has five
1D pipeline stages with each stage exhibiting a different word size. The input and output
registers are the same size as the non-pipelined case while the remaining three intermediate
registers are 16, 14 and 11 dual-rail lines respectively. The completion detection circuit here is
relatively large, requiring connection to all 8 dual-rail signals (i.e., 16 bits). The delay time of
this completion path (called its reverse latency) is the main drawback of this architecture [129].
It can be seen that its structure is similar to the 12x12 array in [130], which exhibited a 76.5%
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Figure 104: Dual Rail Array
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Figure 105: 1D Piplelining
with Ripple Carry
throughput improvement compared to the equivalent non-pipeline case. However, [130] did
not consider the timing improvements available as a result of the average case delay behaviour
of asynchronous techniques such as NCL.
1D Pipelining without Ripple-Carry chains
Figure 106 shows a 1D pipelined multiplier with no combinational ripple-carry chains. All
of the adder modules in this architecture are separated by dual-rail registers that include the
carry-chains. In this case the multiplier comprises ten stages, each with a different register
size. As in the previous 1D case (Figure 105), the completion detection circuit is large, also
comprising a module monitoring all eight output pairs. This completion detection logic delay
is in the critical path and therefore governs the total performance. The architecture has more
latency than Figure 105 but better throughput. It is also worth noting that it exhibits a fixed
delay regardless of the input data.
2D Pipelining with Triangle Buffers
Figure 107 shows an example of a 2D pipelined multiplier with input and output Triangle
Buffers, which are formed from sequences of dummy registers with no combinational logic.
Compared to 1D pipelined architectures, this organization can greatly reduce the delay in the
completion paths. The critical path in this architecture is the sum path through the full-adder
blocks as these optimized NCL dual-rail adder circuits have two gate delays for the sum output
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Figure 106: 1D PIpelining
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Figure 107: 2D Pipelining
with Triangle Buffers
and a single gate delay for the carry. In Figure 107, the green components are dual-rail AND
input complete modules that include dual-rail registers and their completion logic. The com-
ponents labelled ‘R’ comprise dual-rail pipeline registers. The half and full adder components
also include dual-rail registers and their completion logic.
One advantage here is that the delay time of this multiplier is very predictable while
the non-pipelined and 1D pipelined case depend on the number of active ripple-carry bits so
exhibit the occasional long delay. The 2D pipelining architecture has balanced latency across
all its data paths so it can be easily connected to other non-2D pipelined modules. However,
to connect correctly to 1D or non-pipelined modules, may require additional input and output
alignment register blocks.
2D Pipelining without Output Triangle Buffers
Figure 108 shows a 2D pipelined organization where the output buffers have been removed.
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As a result, while the input and output latencies are not balanced, this reduced circuit has im-
proved area, speed and power. While the circuit can be used seamlessly with other 2D pipeline
architectures, care has to be exercised when connecting these structures to non-pipelined or 1D
pipelined stages as their latency behavior is quite different. Additional stage delays or more
complex completion logic would be necessary to ensure that all data bits in a result exhibit the





















































































































Figure 108: 2D Pipelining without Output Triangle Buffers
Throughput, Area and Power Comparison Results
As mentioned above, the comparative results for throughput and area for each multiplier ar-
chitecture were derived from simulations performed using 28nm UTBB-FDSOI device models
with a supply set to 1V. The designs were implemented using Structural Verilog HDL and im-
ported to the Cadence Virtuoso and simulated using Cadence Ultrasim and NC-Verilog.
Table 16 shows comparative cycle-time, throughput and latency results for various
non-pipelined and pipelined architectures. It is clear that the 2D pipelining case supports a
performance increase of more than twice compared to the non-pipelined case. It has to be noted
that these results are derived using a small (4x4) multiplier circuit. However, at larger array
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sizes (e.g., 16x16 or 32x32), the relative performance gap between each architecture increases. It
can be seen that the cycle-time of the 2D pipelined case is independent of size. In this case, only
the number of pipeline stages increases. It can also be seen that the 2D pipelined architecture
uses more than three times the transistor count of the non-pipelined circuit (Table 16). This
indicates that 1D pipelining with ripple-carry would be good choice if the balance between
speed and area was biased in favour of speed.
The 2D pipelined architecture uses almost three times the power of the non-pipelined
architecture (Table 16). Power was measured with a 500MHz (2nS) input transition rate applied
under the same conditions to each architecture. It is also of note that this UTBB-SOI process
results in extremely small values of leakage power.


















Non-pipelining 1648.55 ps 606 MHz 2 136 1620 77.4 uW 77.3 uW 58.5 nW
1D Pipelining with Ripple-Carry Chains 1032.50 ps 968 MHz 5 276 2748 138.5 uW 138.4 uW 100.0 nW
1D Pipelining without Ripple-Carry Chains 896.62 ps 1.115 GHz 10 494 4710 233.6 uW 233.4 uW 164.9 nW
2D Pipelining with Tri-angle Buffers 637.18 ps 1.569 GHz 10 439 5064 259.9 uW 259.6 uW 229.0 nW
2D Pipelining without Output Tri-angle Buffers 637.18 ps 1.569 GHz 10 361 4336 187.5 uW 187.4 uW 134.0 nW
Two-Dimensional Modified Baugh-Wooley Multiplier
For a conventional clocked design, the modified Booth multiplier has better performance and
uses less area because of the compressed partial products using Booth encoding. However, in
an NCL implementation, the size of the Baugh-Wooley multiplier was almost the same as the
Modified Booth because of the larger partial product generation part [131]. Further, the pipeline
depth just increased by one or two gate delays. The modified Booth multiplier also has a dis-
advantage in 2D pipelined designs because the partial product component has a large delay
compared to the other circuits and it is difficult to partition into additional pipeline stages.
Therefore we selected Baugh-Wooley for this complex 2D application (i.e., 32-Bit signed mod-
ified Baugh-Wooley multiplier with Wallace-Tree carry save adders). We used a Wallace tree
organization because it has fewer pipeline stages compared to the normal array multiplier us-
ing Ripple-Carry adders and it is also faster. In the case of multipliers, it is also possible to
merge the NCL registers with the combinational logic and these results in circuits of the form
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of Figure 100 and Figure 101. The same Wallace-Tree architecture (Figure 99) was used for the
2D 32x32 Baugh-Wooley multiplier. This has 32 Partial Product modules and 30 3:2 compres-
sors, which is equivalent to 15 4:2 compressors (CSA blocks). The Partial-Product generation
part uses the same dual-rail NCL AND module with integrated registers (Figure 102).
Table 17 presents the comparison results of the 32x32 Baugh-Wooley multiplier with
Wallace tree, where the Wallace tree is connected to the three versions of the final adder that
were analysed here–the Ripple-Carry, Kogge-Stone, Han-Carlson (Table 12). It can be seen that
the multiplier with non-pipelined RCA has higher performance compared to the parallel prefix
adders because it exhibits average case carry propagation delays. However, the multiplier
with Parallel Prefix Adders has better performance when they are used together with the 2D
architecture. In the same way as the previous adder cases, the multiplier designed with HCA
occupied less area compared to the KSA but both the area and performance results for the 2D
architecture were similar.
Table 17: 32-Bit Baugh-Wooley Multiplier Comparison Results
32x32 Baugh-Wooley Multiplier with Wallace-Tree






Baugh-Wooley Multiplier with Ripple-Carry
Adder(Non-Pipelining)
3,967 ps 252 MHz 1 6,856
Baugh-Wooley Multiplier with Kogge-Stone
Adder(Non-Pipelining)
4,420 ps 226 MHz 1 8,414
Baugh-Wooley Multiplier with Han-Carlson
Adder(Non-Pipelining)
4,622 ps 216 MHz 1 7,682
Baugh-Wooley Multiplier with Ripple-Carry
Adder(1.5D Pipelining)
1,495 ps 669 MHz 11 15,770
Baugh-Wooley Multiplier with Kogge-Stone
Adder(2D Pipelining)
1,175 ps 851 MHz 18 20,453
Baugh-Wooley Multiplier with Han-Carlson
Adder(2D Pipelining)
1,162 ps 860 MHz 19 20,493
4.3 NCL Shifter Design
The shift function is a very important data-path element of any CPU Arithmetic Logic
Unit and can also be used for Floating Point Unit implementation. A Barrel Shifter, for example,
is typically implemented using only combinational logic (multiplexers) to perform its shift and
rotation functions. The Shift Amount control determines how much the input data is shifted and
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is implemented as the combination of 2n-bits using 2:1 multiplexers. The depth and number of
multiplexers required for the Barrel Shifter is calculated as follows (when n is the width of the
shifter):
Depth = log2n
NumberofMultiplexers = n • log2 n
(4.12)
Therefore, the 32-Bit Barrel Shifter will be five stages deep and needs 160 2:1 multi-
plexers.
4.3.1 NCL Barrel Shifter
NCL shifter designs are divided into MUX-based and DEMUX-based styles [132]. Fig-
ures 109 and 110 present the dual-rail NCL 2:1 Multiplexer and dual-rail NCL 1:2 Demulti-
plexer circuits, respectively. In case of NCL, the shifter MUX and DEMUX circuits are similar
and their gate counts are identical. Further, the cell driving capacitance are also almost the
same, implying that the performance of each will be very similar. Therefore, for the shifter in


























































Figure 110: Dual-Rail NCL DEMUX
Figure 111 shows the 32-bit NCL MUX-based Barrel Shifter circuit that has 32-bit in-
puts and outputs and a 5-Bit shift control. The block uses 5 Multiplexer stages (shifting in turn
by 1, 2, 4 , 8 and 16 bits). All ports and nets are actually dual-rail signals in this diagram.
4.4 NCL Register File Design
The register file is an array of processor registers and is one of the most important of
the CPU blocks. RISC CPUs in particular make extensive use of their register file in that almost
all operations are initiated by a register read and terminated after writing the result back to a
register. The organization of the register file is strongly related to the ISA. The RISC-V RV32IM
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instruction set used for this CPU design requires a 32-entry 32-bit register file. Register 0 is
always zero (and is read only) and the ISA specifies one write port (destination register, RD)
and two read ports (source registers, RS1 and RS2).
4.4.1 NCL Register File Organization
In clocked Boolean circuits, flip-flops or transparent latches are used for the default
register file element. In contrast, dual-rail NCL requires a dual-rail register file design. The























Figure 112: 1-Bit Dual-Rail NCL Register
Figure 112 shows a 1-bit slice of the NCL register file developed for this work. It com-
prises two basic parts labeled Produce and Consume. These use essentially the same concepts
as the auto-produce structures used to generate constants into an NCL network, and auto-
consume gates that are used to “pull“ data from a (perhaps otherwise unused) gate output.
The Consume region represents the file write port and corresponds to the destination RD of
the ISA. This part interacts with the NCL handshaking (Request and Acknowledge) and, as
for a clocked Boolean design, it terminates the instruction operation. The Produce part is the
register read port, corresponding to the source (RS) of the ISA. Because we need two source
register ports (RS1 and RS2), two dual-rail register read ports are required at the output of
each register element. The Produce part initiates NCL handshaking and drives the output lines
(RS1/2_OUT0/1) immediately when the enable signals (RS1_EN and RS2_EN) are asserted.
No additional handshaking is required. Thus, this is the only point “officially” allowed to use
a Boolean AND gate in the NCL implementation because the initiation timing can be started
regardless of the NCL handshaking timing. This is equivalent to generating a constant into the
network, with the exception that the constants in this case are the register contents. The AND
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gates are directly connected to the output OR-tree of the register file read port. The registers
must be set to NULL before writing DATA to activate the handshaking signals and to ensure
that the registers take part in the NCL cycle of DATA and NULL. This register file structure
has a large area disadvantage compared to the synchronous case as it uses seven NCL gates to
perform the same function as a simple 1-Bit Flop or transparent latch with two output AND
gates.
4.4.2 NCL Register File for RISC-V
In the NCL based RISC-V CPU design, we have four write ports from the execution
modules and five read ports to the execution modules. The write ports are connected to the
destination port (RD) through the dual-rail NCL multiplexer, and the read ports are connected
from RS1 and RS2 ports through the dual-rail NCL demultiplexer.
Figure 113 shows the diagram of the dual-rail 32-entry 32-Bit NCL Register File. Again,
in the RISC-V ISA, Register 0 (Left side Light Blue colour) is always zero and read only. Four
input ports (left side) are connected from the “Load and Store Unit”, “ALU”, “Multiplier” and
“Jumpreturn” execution modules. RD, RS1 and RS2 register selection inputs (left, bottom) are
from the instruction decoder and the write control signals (RFWcontrol) select the proper input
RD ports on their multiplexers. Output ports (right side) are connected to the “ALU”, “Mul-
tiplier”, “Branch Unit”, “Load Store Unit” and “Program Counter” for their operands and the
read control signals (RFRcontrol) select the proper output RS ports on their demultiplexers.
The details of Register File module interfaces are explained in the next Chapter.
4.4.3 NCL Register File Write-Back Queue
4 In NCL the execution time of each processor execution block, ALU, multiplier etc.
will always be different. Even the input to output delay in the same execution block may differ
substantially as the delay is input data dependent. Overall, these exhibit average-case delays
rather than worst case, which can further complicate their design. This mandates the use of
a suitable results forwarding circuit on the Write-Back side of the register file to guarantee its
correct operation. The layout of these results forwarding circuit must include careful buffer
sizing to maximize its performance.
Normally, in synchronous design, a FIFO (First In Fist Out) structure is used for the
Write-Back Queue. However, in NCL the circuit itself behaves like a FIFO (called a queue) so
4This work has been published as “Design of asynchronous RISC CPU register-file Write-Back queue” [134]
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real FIFO structures (i.e., with Read Counter and Write Counter) are not actually required for
the Write-Back Queue. A shift register block is implemented using NCL gates and this operates
in a way that is identical to a FIFO [134].
Figure 114 shows the simplified circuit diagram of an NCL based RISC CPU Write-
Back Unit. The controls are derived from the instruction decoder and separate 32-bit dual-rail
results emerge from each of the four separate execution units. The acknowledge handshaking
signals are connected from the completion logic back to the execution units. An NCL fan-in
steering circuit executes the multiplex function here. The block shown in yellow in Figure 114



























Figure 114: NCL Register File Write-Back Unit
Figure 115 illustrates the basic data flow of the NCL register chain. The bold lines rep-
resent “DATA (Value 1)” and the Light lines are “NULL (Value 0)”. State (T1) is the reset state.
All of the completion inverters have reset signals so that the data flow and the acknowledge
flow status can be initialized to all NULL. In (T2) the reset is removed and all of the Acknowl-
edge signals become DATA simultaneously. Note that the forward data path is still entirely
NULL. At State (T3) an input DATA value is presented. As a result, this input value flows all
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the way through the registers until it reaches the end of the Buffer. In the meantime, the DATA
value is held active by the Ack Input line. At states (T4), (T5) and (T6), the input becomes
respectively NULL, DATA and finally NULL again. By (T6) the Buffer Full status is asserted.
The buffer undergoes a NULL-DATA-NULL-DATA cycle and the first input DATA will become
present at the output when the Ack Input signal is asserted.
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Figure 115: NCL Data Queue Register Data Flow
The execution unit delay time in the NCL based processor varies widely as its exe-
cution time depends on the input data. As a result, it is easy to lose the correct instruction
order. A First-In/First-Out (FIFO) structure such as shown in Figure 114 is a good solution to
maintain the correct instruction order. As also noted above, a register chain built using NCL
naturally exhibits FIFO behaviour.
Figure 116 shows the circuit diagram of NCL data queue. This has 2-bit dual-rail
width and 2 depth buffering functions. As in Figure 115, the circuit is a register chain and
operates as a data queue, After Reset, if all the acknowledge signals are DATA, then input data
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flows through to the end of the buffer. Therefore, the input DATA and NULL cycles are stacked






































































































Figure 117: 2x2 NCL FIFO
The example dual-rail encoded NCL FIFO (Figure 117) is two bits wide and two deep.
Block (A) shows the Write-Pointer which comprises a two stage state sequencer [18]. The out-
put of this sequencer enables a specific register for writing. Block (C) is a memory (register)
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block which contains the data to be written. This 2x2 dual-rail FIFO can hold 8 bits of informa-
tion. Block (B) is the Read-Pointer. In the same way as the Write-Pointer the output signal of
this block points to the register to read. The Write and Read Pointers are controlled using the
input and output handshaking signals (Write_Ack_Out and Read_Ack_In).
NCL Write-Back Queue Results Analysis and Comparison
This section describes the comparative results for area, performance and power for each Write-
Back Queue type. As previously, these simulations were performed using 28nm UTBB-FDSOI
device models with a supply set to 1V. The circuits were designed using NELL, imported to
Cadence Virtuoso, and simulated using Cadence Ultrasim and NC-Verilog. The results were
obtained for pre-layout, transistor-level simulation.
• Area comparison result and analysis
Table 18 and Figure 118 present the comparative results between the area of the Data-
Queue and the FIFO for the 8-bit Buffer. The Cell (Gates) figures represent the NCL
Threshold gate count and area is based on an estimate of the transistor sizes of each
gate normalized to a simple inverter of area 1. The Data-Queue uses a much smaller area
compared to the FIFO even though it contains both DATA and NULL values. As expected
in this pre-layout simulation, area is almost proportional to gate count.
• Performance comparison result and analysis
Table 19 and Figure 119 show the performance comparison results. When the depth of
the buffer is small, the input to output delay of the Data-Queue is smaller than that of
the FIFO. Delay increases with depth and exceeds the FIFO delay for depths greater than
5. We note that the input to output delay of deep FIFOs (e.g., depth = 100) makes it
unacceptable as a Write-Back buffer. Propagation delay is particularly important in the
case where the Register File Write-Back comes quickly after an Operand Register value is
read. If the delay of the Buffer is greater than the execution time, it will cause a pipeline
stall. The Cycle Time of the Data-Queue is faster than that of the FIFO but if the delay
is smaller than the shortest cycle time of the CPU then this will not be a problem. The
shortest instruction cycle usually occurs for the NOP (No Operation) instruction but the
CPU cycle time of asynchronous processors vary widely with input data, and fast cycles
can result from data patterns that cause short carry propagation paths within the ALU.
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Table 18: Data Queue Area
Comparison Table




















Figure 118: Data Queue Area
Comparison Chart
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Table 19: Data Queue Perfor-
mance Comparison Table
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Figure 119: Data Queue Per-
formance Comparison Chart
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Table 20: Data Queue Power





















Figure 120: Data Queue
Power Comparison Chart
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• Power comparison result and analysis
Table 20 and Figure 120 show the comparison results for power consumption. The aver-
age power was measured with a 100MHz (10nS) input transition rate applied under the
same conditions to each architecture. As mentioned above, the Write-back Unit will be
one of the most active modules in the NCL based RISC CPU (Chapter 5). Therefore, the
issue of power consumption is important for this buffer design and exhibits a standard
area-power trade-off. The NCL FIFO uses more area but it is more power efficient com-
pared to the Data-Queue when the buffer depth is greater than 3. As the state sequencers
control the enable signals of the buffer inputs and outputs, in the memory block (C) of
Figure 117, only the selected register switches during each instruction cycle, resulting in
increased power efficiency. Both of the buffers (Data-Queue and FIFO) are controlled us-
ing the input and output Acknowledge signals. The depth of the Buffer depends on the
depth of the pipelining in the Execution Units such as ALU, Multiplier and Floating Point
Processing Unit. For example, a floating point multiplier will require deeper queues–in
the order of 15. In this case, the data-queue circuit will be unsuitable for that purpose if
the system is to maintain high performance (e.g., overall cycle times below 1nS).
From the PPA analysis of these NCL FIFO and data queue [134] structures, the data queue can
be seen to offer advantages in area and performance at the expense of input to output delay.
Unfortunately, the data queue usually has a small power disadvantages because the input data
flows through to the end of the buffer each time. Notwithstanding, a data queue structure
was used in this work for the small Write-Back Queue design due to its area/performance
advantages.
4.4.4 NCL Completion Tree
In Figure 113, there are three separate blocks: the pair of dual-rail 32:1 OR-Trees
(RS1/RS2), the 32-bit x 31 Write Completion Tree and the 32-bit x 9 Read Completion tree.
The OR-trees are identical to their synchronous counterparts but in NCL the dual-rail require-
ment causes them to be twice the size. The write and read completion trees are not present in
synchronous designs, of course, but are only required for asynchronous handshaking and so
represents a definitive structure that separates the two styles. This issue was raised previously
in Chapter 1. The key question is whether the additional completion tree delay due to the wider
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32-bit data paths (compared to earlier 8-bit designs) will sufficiently impact the performance of
the CPU to cause problems.
Figure 121 shows a number of alternative NCL 32-Bit completion trees. Model (A) is
the typical completion logic proposed previously by Fant [18] and Smith [19]. Models (B), (C)
and (D) are some alternatives proposed and explored in this work. The models are logically
identical.
Model (A) (B) (C) (D)
Gate Count 43 53 53 21
Transistor Count 404 412 310 388
Logic Depth 4 4 4 3
Expected Delay (ps) 199.7 174.7 164 182
Table 21: NCL Completion Tree Comparison
As can be seen in Table 21, Model (D) is the simplest, being designed with THCOMP
and TH44 gates, and results in the fewest net connections. However, Model (C) is the smallest
and fastest completion tree design. The two intermediate levels are entirely Boolean and can
therefore exploit optimised standard cell libraries for high performance and lower transistor
count. Note that in Table 21, the expected delay values were calculated using the average Spice
simulation delay of each gate. These huge completion detection trees will greatly increase chip
area especially in the register file design but are unavoidable when using this delay insensitive
NCL technique.
4.5 The NCL Program Counter Design
The Program Counter (PC) is one of the core machine registers and holds the next
instruction fetch address. The address is automatically increased every cycle except for branch
instructions and sub-routine calls. The RISC-V ISA does not include special registers, and the
PC is not visible to the programmer. Therefore, in our case the PC is not a readable register and
only generates the next instruction fetch address.
4.5.1 NCL Program Counter Organization
There are two possible Program Counter styles in NCL. One uses a state machine ap-
proach while the other is based on a ring oscillator. In this RISC-V design, the ring approach
was used for the PC5. Figure 122 shows the PC ring oscillator organization. It comprises three
5The details of NCL Ring behavior is explained in [18], Chapter 12.
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stages called midPC, curPC and newPC, and oscillates without other external inputs. In the
figure, the symbol “R” is the register block and “C” is the completion detection logic shown
previously in Figure 121. The basic principle is same as the inverter ring oscillator sometimes

















































Figure 122: Program Counter Ring
One major difference here is that, in NCL, the ring has to have at least one additional
bubble cycle otherwise it will not oscillate with sequential Data and NULL cycles. Thus the
first element of the ring is a 3-Cycle structure. This scheme obviously does not support the
same level of accuracy and stability as a crystal oscillator and its frequency will shift due to
PVT variations. In a delay insensitive asynchronous design this is not typically an issue as the
















































Figure 123: Program Counter Block Diagram
Figure 123 is the block diagram of the Program Counter design. The diagram shows
a 4-Cycle ring (midPC_A, midPC_B, curPC and newPC) along with some additional details of
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the incrementer (Adder + 4) and the 32-bit addition used for branch operations. The PC also
generates signals to the Program Memory interface. The width of the PC ring depends on the
Program Memory address width. In this work, a 20-Bit counter was built to support a 4M-Byte
Program Memory size.
Register initialization is a very important consideration when starting the RISC-V PC.
In Figure 123, there are two NULL initialization points (labeled (null) on newPC_ack Acknowl-
edge and curPC). Also, midPC_A is initialized to 0x1FFC in order to correctly generate address
0x2000 for the RISC-V Reset Vector at the output of the PC incrementer.
4.5.2 NCL State-Machine Design
A state-machine will be the core control mechanism in the control-flow design style
used for the RISC-V development. In NCL, a state machine is generated by a combination of
1-bit rings. In this case, only a one 1-bit ring is selected at a time using the transition control
signals and their conditional signals. Figure 124 explains the standard NCL control logic using
a state machine. Note that the control signals are not dual-rail but are single rail One-Hot
control signals. This state machine can be used with the instruction decoder and program
counter in the same way as a clocked Boolean logic system.
4.6 Summary
To implement an asynchronous CPU, there are two important parts: the architectural
design approach and the asynchronous arithmetic components such as adders, shifters, mul-
tipliers and so on. In the synchronous case, the synthesis tools efficiently support most of
the arithmetic functions therefore a designer does not need to know the explicit details of the
arithmetic components. In contrast, asynchronous technology especially NCL, currently re-
quires the arithmetic components to be designed manually using the NCL library cells, and
with limited tool support. In this chapter, the details of the computer arithmetic component
designs have been presented and it has been shown how each was designed and optimized.
As NCL supports some specific functions that synchronous design does not, such as 2D fine-
grained pipelined architectures, the trade-offs implicit in this approach have been discussed
and compared. Before composing the CPU core, it is necessary to complete and simulate all of
the components plus the sub-module designs for the core, which will be described in the next
chapter.









































































































































































Redback RISC Design and Optimization
This chapter describes the details of the Redback RISC core and its power, performance,
area results compared to a small number of approximately equivalent synchronous RISC-V
cores. As outlined above, the Redback RISC is an asynchronous RISC-V core that has been
designed using Null Convention Logic technology. The core has a 32-Bit bus architecture and
implements the RV32IM instruction set. Just as for previous asynchronous CPU cores, Redback
requires optimization approaches that are quite different to the conventional synchronous case.
This chapter describes some important optimization techniques that have been used for the
core. The RISC-V ISA is briefly introduced in section 2.5 before an explanation of the details of
the RISC-V ISA, highlighting which instruction set has been implemented. This chapter also
includes details of the methodology that was used for the CPU core comparisons and also the
test and verification methodologies.
5.1 RISC-V ISA
RISC-V Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) is the fifth generation Reduced Instruction
Set Computer (RISC) Architecture from the University of California Berkeley, which was in-
troduced by Prof. David Patterson and his student Andrew Waterman in 2011 1. In [135], the
RISC-V ISA is described as a modular design rather than an incremental ISA and identifies its
seven goals as: Cost, Simplicity, Performance, Isolation of architecture from implementation,
Room for growth, Program size and Ease of programming, compiling and linking.
5.1.1 RISC-V Instructions
RISC-V is an open Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) and the ISA is published and
managed by RISC-V Foundation [136]. RISC-V is a modular Instruction Set Architecture and
Table 22 shows the extensions list.
1Their RISC-V philosophy is encapsulated by their use of the Mona Lisa as their book cover and quote Simplicity
is the ultimate sophistication from Leonardo da Vinci as the answer to “Why RISC-V?”
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Table 22: RISC-V ISA Module List
I Integer ISA - RV32E, RV32I, RV64I, RV128I
M Integer Multiply/Divide
A Atomic memory operations (AMOs + LR/SC)
F Single-precision floating-point
D Double-precision floating-point
G IMAFD - General Purpose ISA
Q Quad-precision floating point
C Compressed instructions
V Vector instructions for the data-level parallelism
RV32I is the 32-Bit Base Integer ISA that runs a full software stack. The RV32I is now
frozen and will never be changed [135]. The G-extension is for the General Purpose ISA which
includes I/M/A/F/D and used for most CPU designs. The RISC-V ISA also supports the C-
extension (Compressed Instruction Set) which is a 16-Bit short format with a similar intent to
the ARM Thumb Set. The RV32E is the base format with the integer register count reduced to
16 and is designed for embedded systems.
Table 23 shows the RISC-V RV32I base instruction format, which comprises six types:
R-type for Register-Register operations, I-type for short Immediate and Loads, S-type for Stores,
B-type for Conditional Branches. U-type for Long Immediate and finally, J-type for Uncondi-
tional Jumps.
31 25 24 20 19 15 14 12 11 7 6 0
funct7 rs2 rs1 funct3 rd opcode R-type
imm[11:0] rs1 funct3 rd opcode I-type
imm[11:5] rs2 rs1 funct3 imm[4:0] opcode S-type
imm[12] imm[10:5] rs2 rs1 funct3 imm[4:1] imm[11] opcode B-type
imm[31:12] rd opcode U-type
imm[20] imm[10:1] imm[11] imm[19:12] rd opcode J-type
Table 23: RV32I base instruction formats
Table 24 shows the RV32IM Base Instruction Opcode Map that was implemented on
the Redback RISC. As shown at the bottom of the Table 24, the RV32M extension module was
added to support multiplication and division instructions as these are required by most of the
benchmark test programs. The connection between the multiplier and the destination register
(RD) is 32-Bit so that the upper 32-Bit and lower 32-bit will be selected from the MULH and
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31 25 24 20 19 15 14 12 11 7 6 0
imm[31:12] rd 0110111 LUI
imm[31:12] rd 0010111 AUIPC
imm[20|10:1|11|19:12] rd 1101111 JAL
imm[11:0] rs1 000 rd 1100111 JALR
imm[12|10:5] rs2 rs1 000 imm[4:1|11] 1100011 BEQ
imm[12|10:5] rs2 rs1 001 imm[4:1|11] 1100011 BNE
imm[12|10:5] rs2 rs1 100 imm[4:1|11] 1100011 BLT
imm[12|10:5] rs2 rs1 101 imm[4:1|11] 1100011 BGE
imm[12|10:5] rs2 rs1 110 imm[4:1|11] 1100011 BLTU
imm[12|10:5] rs2 rs1 111 imm[4:1|11] 1100011 BGEU
imm[11:0] rs1 000 rd 0000011 LB
imm[11:0] rs1 001 rd 0000011 LH
imm[11:0] rs1 010 rd 0000011 LW
imm[11:0] rs1 100 rd 0000011 LBU
imm[11:0] rs1 101 rd 0000011 LHU
imm[11:5] rs2 rs1 000 imm[4:0] 0100011 SB
imm[11:5] rs2 rs1 001 imm[4:0] 0100011 SH
imm[11:5] rs2 rs1 010 imm[4:0] 0100011 SW
imm[11:0] rs1 000 rd 0010011 ADDI
imm[11:0] rs1 010 rd 0010011 SLTI
imm[11:0] rs1 011 rd 0010011 SLTIU
imm[11:0] rs1 100 rd 0010011 XORI
imm[11:0] rs1 110 rd 0010011 ORI
imm[11:0] rs1 111 rd 0010011 ANDI
0000000 shamt rs1 001 rd 0010011 SLLI
0000000 shamt rs1 101 rd 0010011 SRLI
0100000 shamt rs1 101 rd 0010011 SRAI
0000000 rs2 rs1 000 rd 0110011 ADD
0100000 rs2 rs1 000 rd 0110011 SUB
0000000 rs2 rs1 001 rd 0110011 SLL
0000000 rs2 rs1 010 rd 0110011 SLT
0000000 rs2 rs1 011 rd 0110011 SLTU
0000000 rs2 rs1 100 rd 0110011 XOR
0000000 rs2 rs1 101 rd 0110011 SRL
0100000 rs2 rs1 101 rd 0110011 SRA
0000000 rs2 rs1 110 rd 0110011 OR
0000000 rs2 rs1 111 rd 0110011 AND
0000001 rs2 rs1 000 rd 0110011 MUL
0000001 rs2 rs1 001 rd 0110011 MULH
0000001 rs2 rs1 010 rd 0110011 MULHSU
0000001 rs2 rs1 011 rd 0110011 MULHU
0000001 rs2 rs1 100 rd 0110011 DIV
0000001 rs2 rs1 101 rd 0110011 DIVU
0000001 rs2 rs1 110 rd 0110011 REM
0000001 rs2 rs1 111 rd 0110011 REMU
Table 24: RV32IM Instruction Opcode Map
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MUL instructions respectively. The multiplier and divider need to support both signed and
unsigned formats at their input and output interfaces. The instruction details including other
Instruction extension modules are described in the RISC-V specification paper [136].
5.1.2 RISC-V Instructions in Asynchronous CPU Design
As introduced above, the goal of the RISC-V open instruction set architecture is sim-
plification. Compared to previous ISAs such as MIPS or ARM, RISC-V is much simpler but
has similar code density, fewer condition codes and branch delay slots. The RISC-V instruc-
tion set can lead to more straightforward execution control and is well suited to asynchronous
implementation as it matches more closely the data-flow behavior of an asynchronous CPU. In
addition, as an open ISA, RISC-V is supported by a rapidly evolving “eco-system” of tools and
design resources, particularly compiler environments from the open source community, along
with academic and commercial RTL implementations that will be available for comparison
with our asynchronous CPU core.
5.2 Redback RISC Core Design
In this section, the details of the Redback RISC will be explained. The Redback2 is, to
the best of our knowledge, the first NCL-based asynchronous CPU core based on this ISA.
Most of the NCL-based asynchronous CPU components presented in Chapter 4 are
used in here to form the overall CPU core. As mentioned in the previous section, the core is an
implementation of RV32IM instruction set and has a fully 32-bit bus architecture. Instruction
and data memories are not included in the core as the SRAM memories are not considered as
part of CPU core in this design. This core implements the 45 instructions outlined previously
in Table 24 as those instructions are the minimum required to be able to successfully run the
benchmark tests. This section also includes the core design verification and FPGA prototyping
methodologies and their results.
5.2.1 Introduction to Redback RISC
The Redback RISC core has seven major sub-blocks: Program Counter, Instruction
Decoder, Arithmetic Logic Unit, Load and Store Unit, Branch Unit, Register File and Multiplier.
As shown in Figure 125, the Program Counter and Instruction Decoder have interfaces to the
2A preliminary version of this work has been published as “Aristotle. A Logically Determined (Clockless)
RISC-V RV32I“, 2nd RISC-V Workshop, June 29-30, 2015 [5]
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Figure 125: Micro Architecture of Redback RISC
Program Memory, and the Load and Store Unit is connected to the Data Memory. As there are
no instruction or data caches, the cache controllers are not implemented in this core.
The design was built using the NELL hardware description language and compiled
using NELL compiler. While NELL also supports its own simulator, this was not used for this
design. The resulting net-list was simulated using a number of commercial Verilog simulation
tools such as Synopsys VCS, Cadence NC-Sim and Mentor Graphics QuestaSim with System
Verilog test-bench files. The test vector files for each sub-module were manually generated on
an Excel spread sheet based on the RISC-V specification and interface requirements and saved
to a *.csv file then converted to *.hex file for the digital simulation tools. Figure 125 shows
the Micro Architecture of the Redback RISC. It can be seen that its basic architecture is not
significantly different from a conventional synchronous RISC-V CPU core.
Figure 126 illustrates the connections between each sub-module. The connections will
be dual-rail or one-hot (single-rail) signals and all the connections have their own acknowledge
signals to maintain well controlled data transfer.
5.2.2 Program Counter
The Program Counter has a three- or four-Cycle oscillation ring internally and this
ring generates the next instruction fetch address on every cycle. Normally, the next sequential
address (current address+4) is produced except in the case where branch or jump conditions
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are enabled. During the Reset state, the next address is initialized to the value of the CPU reset
vector (0x2000 in this RISC-V case).
The oscillator circuit gives “liveness” to the CPU so that it operates without the external
crystal oscillator required by synchronous machines. It can be controlled (disabled) when the































Figure 127: Program Counter Interface Diagram
To control branch execution, the Program Counter receives the branch or jump control
signals from the instruction decoder as well as the Boolean result (true/false) from the Branch
Unit. When the instruction is JAL, JALR or AUIPC, the jump value is returned to the Register
File through the jumpreturn bus. The JALR instruction requires the Register File read value
(PCrs1) which is then used as the jump address.
5.2.3 Instruction Decoder
The Instruction Decoder decodes the (32-bit) instruction sourced from the Program
Memory controller and generates one-hot execution enable signals for the next execution stages.
Control signals are derived for the Program Counter, Register File, ALU, Multiplier, Load Store
Unit and Branch Unit along with immediate values when called for by specific instructions.
Program Counter control signals:
The Instruction Decoder module generates control signals for the Program Counter
after checking whether the instruction involves a branch or unconditional jump;
next - Program Counter increments to the next instruction in most cases except the following


















































Figure 128: Instruction Decoder Interface Diagram
four:
branch - Program Counter changes to the branch address when the Branch is active;
JALR - Enabled in case of JALR (Jump and Link Register) instruction - Unconditional Jump;
JAL - Enabled in case of JAL (Jump and Link) instruction - Unconditional Jump;
AUIPC - Enabled in case of AUIPC (Add Upper Immediate to PC) to build PC-relative address.
Register File control signals:
The Register File has five read output selection groups (ALU, MUL, Branch Unit, Load
Store Unit, Program Counter) and four write-back input selection groups (Load, ALU, MUL,
Jump Return), as described in Figure 113. The relevant group is selected based on the input
instruction during each cycle. The Instruction Decoder also generates the Register File Source
and Destination Address signals based on the input instruction.
ALU - Non-immediate Arithmetic Logic Unit instructions;
ALUimm - Arithmetic Logic Unit instructions with Immediate values;
branch - when branch is active;
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PCJALR - JALR instruction (JALR instruction uses rs1);
PCjump - AUIPC, JAL instruction cases (write only), write the calculated Next Address values
to the destination register (rd);
LUI - LUI (Load Upper Immediate), (write only), write the Upper Immediate value to the des-
tination register (rd);
load - when Load is active;
store - when Store is active;
MUL - Multiplier and Divider instructions.
Load and PCjump - these have only Register File Write but no Read transactions.
Branch, store - only have Register File Read transaction but have no Write transaction.
Others have both Register File Read and Write transactions.
ALU control signals (ALUop):
This control bus has one-hot control signals for all the ALU related instructions. The
ALU instructions are as follows:
ADDI, SLTI, SLTIU, XORI, ORI, ANDI, SLLI, SRLI, SRAI, ADD, SUB, SLL, SLT, SLTU, XOR,
SRL, SRA, OR, AND.
Multiplier/Divider control signals (MULop):
This control bus includes one-hot control signals for all the Multiplier/Divider related
instructions. These are the instructions:
MUL, MULH, MULHSU, MULHU, DIV, DIVU, REM, REMU.
Load Store Unit control signals (loadstoreop):
This control bus has one-hot control signals for all the Load Store Unit related instruc-
tions, which are:
LUI, LB, LH, LW, LBU, LHU, SB, SH, SW.
Branch Unit control signals (branchop):
This control bus has one-hot control signals for all the Branch Unit related instructions:
BEQ, BNE, BLT, BGE, BLTU, BGEU.
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5.2.4 Arithmetic Logic Unit
The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) executes integer computational instructions, includ-

























Figure 129: Arithmetic Logic Unit Interface Diagram
The instructions included in this group are:
ADDI, SLTI, SLTIU, XORI, ORI, ANDI, SLLI, SRLI, SRAI, ADD, SUB, SLL, SLT, SLTU, XOR,
SRL, SRA, OR, AND.
This NCL based ALU design uses a 32-bit Ripple-Carry Adder and 32-bit Mux-based
Barrel Shifter.
5.2.5 Load and Store Unit
The Load and Store Unit interfaces the Instruction Decoder and Register File with
Data Memory and controls read and write transactions for the memory. These are the instruc-
tions:
LUI, LB, LH, LW, LBU, LHU, SB, SH, SW
memop controls read and write. byte_wr control bus has four bit Byte Enable signals.
5.2.6 Branch Unit
Branch Unit interfaces to the Instruction Decoder and Register File and generates the
Branch Condition Signals. When this module receives the branchop signals from the Instruction
Decoder, this module generates the appropriate branch control signals using the two Register
File read data for the program counter. The branch_cond is the group of one-hot control signals.























































Figure 131: Branch Unit Interface Diagram
Branch condition types:
T - Execute Branch
F - No Branch
The relevant instructions are:
BEQ, BNE, BLT, BGE, BLTU, BGEU.
5.2.7 Register File
In this NCL based RISC-V processor, we are using the RV32IM instruction set which
has a 32-Entry, 32-bit Register File (Register[0] is always zero in the RISC-V ISA). The Register
File terminates the NCL flow handshaking and the instruction will be completed when the
execution results are written back to the Register File write-back ports. In this way, the register
File read ports initiate the execution modules. These are termed “Consumer” and “Producer”
[18]. The Register File has five read output selection groups (ALU, MUL, Branch Unit, Load
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Store Unit, Program Counter) and four write-back input selection groups (Load, ALU, MUL,
Jump Return) (Figure 113). During each cycle the appropriate group is selected based on the
fetched instruction.




































































Figure 132: Register File Interface Diagram
ALU - Non-immediate Arithmetic Logic Unit instructions;
ALUimm - Arithmetic Logic Unit; instructions with Immediate values;
branch - when branch is active;
PCJALR - JALR instruction - JALR instruction uses rs1;
PCjump - AUIPC, JAL instruction cases (write only), write the calculated Next Address values
to the destination register (rd);
LUI - LUI (Load Upper Immediate), (write only), write the Upper Immediate value to the
destination register(rd);
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load - when Load is active;
store - when Store is active;
MUL - Multiplier and Divider instructions;
load and PCjump - only have Register File Write transaction but have no Read transaction.
branch, store - only have Register File Read transaction but have no Write transaction.
5.2.8 Multiplier
A 32-bit NCL Modified-Booth multiplier has been implemented for this RISC-V pro-
cessor 3 that has three pipeline options—1, 3 or 4 stages. The 4-pipeline stage multiplier orga-
nization is faster than the others while exhibiting similar area/power numbers so has been the





















Figure 133: Multiplier Interface Diagram
These are the instructions:
MUL, MULH, MULHSU, MULHU, DIV, DIVU, REM, REMU.
5.2.9 Program Memory and Data Memory Interface
In the conventional way, the Program Memory holds the instruction code generated
by the RISC-V compiler and is accessed during the instruction fetch cycle. Program memory
is read-only and can be replaced with the Instruction Cache Controller. Figure 135 shows the
flow when the Program Counter starts the fetch cycle and the Instruction Decoder receives the
fetched instructions. As presented, this diagram presupposes the use of a synchronous memory
organization, such as is required by FPGA implementations and that exhibits a fixed Memory
3Since RV32IM architecture has only 32-bit Registers, the multiplier is only required for 32-bit output. The
Modified-Booth Multiplier output port described in the Chapter-4 has been modified to have only 32-bit output
ports and divided into lower 32 bits and upper 32 bits
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Booth Encoder
Wallace Tree - Top Parts
Wallace Tree - Bottom Parts
Final Adder
32-bit Ripple-Carry Adder






Figure 134: Multiplier Pipeline Diagram
Access Time. However, this can be easily replaced by an asynchronous memory architecture
with handshaking interfaces (Request/Acknowledge) with minimal changes to the diagram.
Figure 135: Program Memory Data Flow Diagram
Because the fetch cycle is executed asynchronously, its cycle time cannot be faster than
the memory access time (but can be slower). It also requires single-rail to dual-rail conversion
and vice versa. In a similar way, the Load Store Unit accesses Data Memory to load or store
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data from the Register File. Program Memory only requires read control whereas Data Memory
needs to support both read and write functions and therefore requires additional control signals
for the write operation.
5.2.10 Summary of Data Flow
Figure 136 summarises the data flow of the whole Redback RISC core. The memory





































Figure 136: Summary of Data Flow
5.2.11 Verification of Redback RISC core
As mentioned previously, the generated net-list was simulated using commercial Ver-
ilog simulation tools such as Synopsys VCS, Cadence NC-Sim and Mentor Graphics QuestaSim
with System Verilog test-bench files. The test vector files for each sub-module have been manu-
ally generated on an Excel spread sheet based on the RISC-V specification and interface require-
ments and saved to .csv files, then converted to .hex files for the digital simulation tools. Table
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25 shows an example of test-vector generation, in this case for the part of Instruction Decoder.
It covers all of the implemented instruction cases and also generates their handshaking sig-
nals. The test-vectors also include the expected results for output verification. Some interfaces
are dual-rail and some are one-hot single-rail but both types of busses require acknowledge
signals.
Once all of the individual sub-module passed their basic verification, the core-level
functions were simulated using the RISC-V test programs derived from the riscv-tests reposi-
tory [137]). These test programs are generally used for all the RISC-V CPU core verification,
and also to validate the ISA simulator tools. The riscv-tests repository includes files for isa-
verification and benchmark-tests. The RV32IM binary image (.hex files) was generated for each
ISA test-case using the RISC-V compile environments and functional simulation performed af-
ter reading the executable binary images into the Program Memory block. The tests produce
Pass/Fail results that can be read from the System Verilog test-bench. The test-bench was built
using System Verilog and simulated using the Cadence NC-Verilog simulation tools. An auto-
matic test environment for each instruction was generated using Python scripts plus a Makefile
script to avoid a lot of manual simulation.
Table 26 shows the Pass/Fail results of all the simulated RV32UI test-cases. Some of
the test cases failed because a number of the specialized instructions such as Privileged Atomic
Instructions were not implemented in this design. After ISA simulation, the design was tested
using the benchmarks from riscv-tests [137]. These support 12 different CPU test cases and
some additional tests can be added to this list if required. Using these benchmarks, the CPU
design was verified and its PPA (Performance/Power/Area) analysed.
Unlike conventional synchronous systems, in NCL we have to use behavioral models
to run gate-level simulations for the functional verification phase because the design language
NELL used to describe the CPU does not directly support conventional ASIC simulation tools.
5.2.12 Redback RISC Core Prototyping using Commercial FPGA
The Redback RISC core was initially tested on a commercial FPGA board, the Terasic
DE4, that uses a Stratix-4GX device (i.e., EP4SGX230KF40C2). As mentioned in Section 3.3,
NCL designs can be implemented on the commercial FPGA with some limitations. We have
developed an NCL Cell library aimed at specific FPGA vendors such as Xilinx, Altera/Intel
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Table 26: ISA Test Results
ISA test Result ISA test Result
rv32ui-p-remu.hex Pass rv32ui-p-sb.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-amoor_w.hex Fail rv32ui-p-fence_i.hex Fail
rv32ui-p-srai.hex Pass rv32ui-p-mul.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-divu.hex Pass rv32ui-p-simple.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-slti.hex Pass rv32ui-p-rem.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-add.hex Pass rv32ui-p-j.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-lh.hex Pass rv32ui-p-jalr.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-mulhsu.hex Pass rv32ui-p-slli.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-sw.hex Pass rv32ui-p-mulhu.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-bne.hex Pass rv32ui-p-addi.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-amomaxu_w.hex Fail rv32ui-p-amominu_w.hex Fail
rv32ui-p-bltu.hex Pass rv32ui-p-amomin_w.hex Fail
rv32ui-p-amoadd_w.hex Fail rv32ui-p-sh.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-amomax_w.hex Fail rv32ui-p-or.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-and.hex Pass rv32ui-p-slt.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-blt.hex Pass rv32ui-p-lb.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-andi.hex Pass rv32ui-p-srli.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-bge.hex Pass rv32ui-pm-lrsc.hex Fail
rv32ui-p-lui.hex Pass rv32ui-p-lhu.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-auipc.hex Pass rv32ui-p-sub.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-beq.hex Pass rv32ui-p-amoswap_w.hex Fail
rv32ui-p-xori.hex Pass rv32ui-p-xor.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-lbu.hex Pass rv32ui-p-sra.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-div.hex Pass rv32ui-p-bgeu.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-lw.hex Pass rv32ui-p-ori.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-srl.hex Pass rv32ui-p-amoand_w.hex Fail
rv32ui-p-jal.hex Pass rv32ui-p-mulh.hex Pass
rv32ui-p-sll.hex Pass
and Actel that uses their internal Look Up Tables. Because the commercial FPGA only contains
synchronous SRAM memory, it was necessary to insert an asynchronous/synchronous inter-
face circuit on the Program Memory and Data Memory controllers. This FPGA testing process
is very inefficient because it only uses LUTs with each NCL gate being mapped onto one LUT
cell. Therefore, this technique is used only for verification and prototyping purposes but not
for the actual implementation.
Figure 137 and Figure 138 show the SignalTap screen capture. The Dhrystone Bench-
mark test image (dhrystone.riscv.hex) was executed and Figure 137 shows the Program Counter
and Program Memory access waveform and Figure 138 shows the waveforms for the instruc-
tion decoder program counter control signals and the register file control signals. As the NCL
gates are implemented on LUTs, and the delay time of each is almost same, the waveforms
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Figure 137: SingalTap FPGA Internal Signal Monitoring
Figure 138: SingalTap FPGA Internal Signal Monitoring
Instruction Decoder Control Outputs
appear quite uniform. If the execution gate count is different then the execution time will be
different, as can be seen in the waveform. As mentioned earlier, because this implementation
still uses synchronous memories for program and data (i.e, Block RAMs within the FPGA), the
minimum cycle of each instruction also longer than the Memory Access Time.
5.3 Asynchronous RISC-V CPU Architectural Optimization
This section presents a number of architectural-level optimizations performed during
the development of the asynchronous CPU. It is explained here why the optimization strate-
gies for asynchronous CPU systems are quite different to conventional design. Further, using
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statistical results derived from the RISC-V benchmark tests, it is shown how the CPU design
was optimized at the architectural level.
5.3.1 CPU Architectural Optimization
In the previous chapter, the CPU component design and their component level op-
timization techniques were described. In the case of conventional synchronous design, RTL
designers can implement CPU components directly from Verilog expressions with the help of
synthesis tools such as DesignWare from Synopsys and ChipWare from Cadence. Synthesis
tools such as Synopsys Design-Compiler and Cadence Genus have their own libraries and IP
blocks from the tool vendors which are pre-designed and well optimized for the particular pro-
cess. DesignWare and ChipWare are parameterizable libraries that allow the synthesis tools to
automatically select the optimum arithmetic components based on the designer’s performance,
area and power targets. Thus, the RTL designer need not worry about the details of the CPU
components as long as the output net-list meets their requirements. Unfortunately, no similar
tools or libraries exist to date for asynchronous design. Thus it has been necessary design all
of the specific CPU arithmetic components at industry standard level. This was the subject of
Chapter 4.
Once the suitable CPU components have been derived, the CPU architecture-level op-
timizations can proceed. Compared to the synchronous case, a different strategy is necessary
for the optimization of an asynchronous CPU. In the synchronous case, we are always consid-
ering the worst-case delay when attempting to increase overall performance of the CPU. On
the other hand, asynchronous timing is based on average-case performance. Therefore, the
dynamic (run-time) operation of the machine is more important than its static analysis. This
requires detailed statistical analysis (i.e., profiling) of the run-time flow, in order to provide in-
formation for the optimization steps. Conventional synchronous synthesis tools do not support
this type of analysis.
For example, in the Dhrystone benchmark test, the multiplication instruction makes
up just 0.5% of the dynamic count but the addition instruction represents more than 25%.
In synchronous design, the Adder delay is normally much shorter than the multiplier delay,
which tends to push the design in the direction of using a smaller, slow adder but a larger
and faster multiplier block to meet the timing requirements. Even then the multiplier would
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typically require multiple pipeline stages to meet the performance demands. In contrast, asyn-
chronous CPU design may use a fast adder and the smallest multiplier to improve average-case
performance while reducing cell area, because the dynamic frequency of the addition instruc-
tion is 50x more than that of multiplication.
Of course, the dynamic instruction results will vary widely from one application to
another which would imply that we would have to optimize for a specific case, or to provide
customized IP blocks based on the application. However, in many cases we can expect the
instruction usage to be relatively stable across a range of applications in a similar domain,
especially when the application has a special purpose such as embedded system or IoT device.
In this case the dynamic instruction estimates will still be valid.
5.3.2 Prioritized NCL-based RISC-V Optimization
In synchronous design, the timing tools forming part of the Synthesis, Place and
Route, and Static Timing Analysis tools will always try to minimize the worst case timing delay
between flip-flop outputs and the next flip-flop inputs based on the input timing constraints.
With the exception of the critical path, most of the timing paths would be relatively relaxed be-
cause they have enough margin to meet the timing constraints. In this case, the relaxed timing
means that the tool does not need to increase the driving strength of the cells, the cells do not
need to be placed close to one another and the interconnect routing does not need to necessarily
follow the shortest path. Therefore the timing calculation tool always has the priority from the
worst case path to the best case path based on designer’s input timing constraints as specified,
for example, in the SDC (Synopsys Design Constraint) file. As a result, a designer must always
consider the possible worst case timing path even at the RTL design stage and try to reduce the
worst case delay as much as they can.
Asynchronous design is a very different story. The performance of an asynchronous
CPU is determined by its average delay time per cycle. Some instruction cycle times would be
relatively longer than average and some are the same or shorter. The critical timing path in this
case (i.e., the path that will determine the overall machine performance) would be formed by
the most frequently used instructions and their execution logic. On the other hand, the least
used instructions and their timing paths would be less important for the optimization and their
timing can be relaxed regardless their relative delay time. Thus, an asynchronous timing tool
will have different priorities than the synchronous case, and this needs to be considered when
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developing the RTL. Unfortunately, timing and optimization tools that support this type of
dynamic critical path approach are not yet available (and are beyond the scope of this thesis).
As a result, this section examines how the architecture and RTL designers can approach the
asynchronous timing optimization task at the design stage.
5.3.3 RISC-V Benchmark Instruction Statistics
The RISC-V CPU dynamic instruction statistics have been generated using bench-
marks drawn from the UC-Berkeley RISC-V benchmark test repository [137] which contains
a total of 12 test-case: dhrystone, median, mm, mt-matmul, mt-vvadd, multiply, pmp, qsort,
rsort, spmv, towers and vvadd. Just as for the ISA verification tests in Section 5.2, these bench-
mark tests use the RISC-V compiler tool-chain that generates compiled ELF (Executable and
Linkable Format) files. These were converted to .HEX format using the RISC-V elf2hex tool be-
fore Verilog simulation and transfer to FPGA. The benchmarks have been simulated using the
Spike [138] RISC-V ISA Simulator and the instructions were counted using a custom Python
script. The statistics were created from ten of the twelve test cases: dhrystone, median, mt-
matmul, mt-vvadd, multiply, qsort, rsort, spmv, towers and vvadd4.
The following is a brief description of each benchmark [137]:
Dhrystone: Dhrystone is a synthetic computing benchmark program that is intended to mea-
sure the effect of integer programming. Dhrystone is seen as generally representative of CPU
performance. Unlike MIPS (Millions of Instructions per Second), the Dhrystone score counts
only the number of iterations per second [139]. Because the generated instruction count is com-
piler dependent, it is a better measure than MIPS when comparing different CPU instruction
architectures.
Median: Median benchmark performs an 1D three element median filter. Because this bench-
mark test encompasses a lot of memory access instructions such as load and store, it provides
a good means to test memory access performance.
Mt-matmul: Multi-threaded Matrix Multiply benchmark. This benchmark multiplies two 2D
arrays together and writes the results to a third vector. This test uses a lot of multiply instruc-
tions.
4mm and pmp have been omitted here as the tests in the RISC-V repository are not working correctly, as yet.
This is a repository issue beyond the control of this thesis.
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Mt-vvadd: The Multi-threaded Vector-vector addition benchmark is a vector addition program
that heavily uses the ADDI instruction.
Multiply: Multiply filter benchmark. This benchmark tests the software multiply implemen-
tation. It does not directly use the Multiply instruction, to avoid the need for a hardware
multiplier unit.
Qsort: The Quicksort benchmark uses the quicksort algorithm to sort an array of integers. The
implementation is largely adapted from Numerical Recipes for C. This test uses a lot of ADDI,
branch and load/store instructions.
Rsort: Radix sort is a non-comparative integer sorting algorithm that sorts data with integer
keys by grouping keys by the individual digits which share the same significant position and
value [140].
Spmv: Sparse matrix-vector multiplication
Towers: Towers of Hanoi benchmark. Towers of Hanoi is a classic puzzle [141]. This bench-
mark test uses a lot of load/store instructions with ADDI.
Vvadd: Vector-vector add benchmark
Table 27 shows the RISC-V RV32IM instruction statistics derived from the ten bench-
mark tests described above. The benchmark tests used a total of 38 out of the 45 instructions
that have been implemented on this core. The RISC-V compiler generates a small number of
pseudo-Instructions that are not actual RISC-V instructions but are allocated by the compiler to
real instructions and which were counted in the results. The lower part of the table has 11
instruction groups. The details of the groupings will be explained on the next sub-section.
Clearly, these benchmark tests do not represent all the possible application cases but
they are still good examples to show how the asynchronous CPU designs are optimized using
their run-time profile statistics.
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5.3.4 Classification of RISC-V Instructions
As we introduced in Table 23, RISC-V is a simplified and well organized ISA and
the instructions fall into clearly defined groups. The RISC-V Base Integer ISA has six instruc-
tion types (R/I/S/B/U/J) and all the instructions can be allocated within those groups. Table
28 shows the RISC-V RV32IM instruction grouping and their applications, extracted from the
benchmark test simulation. This table includes all of the 45 instructions that were implemented.
By rearranging these groups as in Figure 125, it can be seen that the Redback RISC has four ex-
ecution groups, ALU, Multiplier, Load and Store Unit and Branch Unit.
On Table 28, Group 1 is the ALU-Immediate Group and includes all of the instruc-
tions related to the ALU and I-type instructions. Group-2 is the ALU Group, the same as the
ALU-Immediate Group, but here the instructions are R-type. Group-3 is the Branch Group
and Group-4 is the Load Immediate Group. The LUI instruction is the only U-type instruc-
tion between the Load instructions. Group-5 represents the Load Group and these are I-type
instructions. Group-6 is the Store Group and are also I-type instructions. Group-7 comprises
JALR instruction and are I-type instructions while Group-8 has JAL and AUIPC and they are
J-type and U-type instructions. The only difference is the immediate bit allocation but rest of
them are the same. Group-9 is the MULT Group. While the Multiplication and Division in-
structions are still R-type instructions, because these have separated execution block, it was
transferred into a separate group. The bottom of Table 27 has 11 groups but in Table 28 the
MUL and DIV groups have been merged and the CSR (Control and Status Registers) group is
not implemented and treated as NOP (No Operation) in our design.
5.3.5 Statistical Priority Approach to Machine Optimization
As outlined above, the optimization of the critical timing paths in an asynchronous
machine needs to be informed by the most frequently used instructions. Focusing on the most
used execution logic, while relaxing the relative timing of the least used instructions is most
likely to result in optimum overall machine performance.
The instruction decoder and execution modules such as the ALU and multiplier are
the most obvious choices as to where to apply this statistical priority (or profiling) approach.
However, in the case of the instruction decoder, if it is not possible to alter the actual instruc-
tion encoding, there will be limited opportunities to optimise the logic in critical path of the
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ADDI 000 Add Immediate 23.96
SLTI 010 Set Less Than Immediate 0.00
SLTIU 011 Set Less Than Immediate Unsigned 0.11
XORI 100 XOR Immediate 0.04
ORI 110 OR Immediate 0.00
ANDI 111 AND Immediate 3.14
SLLI 001 000_0000 Logical Left Shift Immediate 4.22
SRLI 101 000_0000 Logical Right Shift Immediate 1.34
1 ALU Immediate Group
SRAI
001_0011
101 010_0000 Arithmetic Right Shift Immediate 1.55
34.36
ADD 000 000_0000 ADD 7.18
SUB 000 010_0000 SUB 0.56
SLL 001 000_0000 Logical Left Shift 0.16
SLT 010 000_0000 Signed Compare 0.00
SLTU 011 000_0000 Unsigned Compare 0.26
XOR 100 000_0000 XOR 0.03
SRL 101 000_0000 Logical Right Shift 1.03
SRA 101 010_0000 Arithmetic Right Shift 0.00




111 000_0000 AND 0.70
12.26
BEQ 000 Branch Equal 4.79
BNE 001 Branch Unequal 4.85
BLT 100 Branch Less Than 2.51
BGE 101 Branch Greater than or Equal 1.32




111 Branch Greater than or Equal Unsigned 0.63
15.93
4 Load Immediate Group LUI 011_0111 Load Upper Immediate 0.68 0.68
LB 000 Load Byte Sign Extends 0.00
LH 001 Load Half Sign Extends 0.00
LW 010 Load Word 18.81




101 Load Half Zero Extends 0.02
20.18
SB 000 Store Byte 0.16
SH 001 Store Half 0.026 Store Group
SW
010_0011
010 Store Word 11.07
11.25
7 Jump Group A JALR 110_0111 000 Jump And Link Register 0.14 0.14
JAL 110_1111 Jump And Link 1.89
8 Jump Group B
AUIPC 001_0111 Add Upper Immediate to PC 0.72
2.61
MUL 000 000_0001 MUL return Lower 32bits 2.15
MULH 001 000_0001 MUL return Upper 32bits, Signed x Signed 0.00
MULHSU 010 000_0001 MUL return Upper 32bits, Signed x Unsigned 0.00
MULHU 011 000_0001 MUL return Upper 32bits, Unsigned x Unsigned 0.00
DIV 100 000_0001 Signed Division 0.02
DIVU 101 000_0001 Unsigned Division 0.08




111 000_0001 Unsigned Remainder 0.08
2.25
Table 28: RISC-V RV32IM Instruction Grouping and Their Usage Table
decoder for specific instructions, even though we might want to assign a higher priority to
those instruction. The RISC-V ISA has a well organized instruction set and even though it sup-
ports a number of user-define instruction opportunities at the ISA-Level and also the compiler
level, there is not much room to add higher priority instructions unless we totally change the
ISA itself. It may be possible to perform a binary re-coding of the opcodes that could result in
shorter critical paths in the decoder, but this is beyond the scope of this current work. A binary
translation scheme of this sort will be left for future work. Further, it has been found that the
Instruction Decoder module is not usually on the critical path therefore it will be more helpful
to optimize the execution modules, which was the main objective of the work in Chapter 4.
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5.4 RISC-V Performance Comparisons
This section will compare the Redback RISC with some existing synchronous RISC-V
designs already available in the wider RISC-V community. A more complete list of the known
RISC-V cores and SoCs that have been developed and released can be found at the RISC-V
Foundation web-site [142], As the RISC-V ISA is an open instruction architecture, many of
these RISC-V designs are also in the public domain. Because our Redback RISC core has a 32-Bit
architecture and supports RV32IM instruction sets, similar architectures have been selected for
comparison purposes. While these are not identical, most of their functions are similar and also
the cores are suitable to synthesise and run the riscv-tests benchmarks [137] with the same test
images compiled using the 32-bit RISC-V compiler environment. Therefore, the comparison
results will be relatively fair. The two cores selected are the PicoRV32 [143] and Rocket [144].
PicoRV32 was designed by Clifford Wolf and initially released in May 2015. PicoRV32
was optimized for area and also aimed to achieve a high fmax. The high clock speed target has
meant that the average CPI (Cycles per Instruction) of PicoRV32 is approximately four [143],
which means it needs multiple clocks to execute one instruction. The PicoRV32 Dhrystone
benchmark test results are 0.516 DMIPS/MHz and 908 Dhrystones/Sec/MHz based on pub-
lished results [143]. The PicoRV32 is used as the core within PicoSoC and is also used for many
FPGA and ASIC projects as a standard 32-bit RISC-V core.
The Rocket core was designed by the UC-Berkeley group [145], initially to evaluate
the RISC-V ISA. It was designed using the Chisel open-source hardware construction language
embedded in Scala [146], all developed at UC-Berkeley. The Rocket core was initially uploaded
in October 2011 by Rimas Avizienis and is managed via the “Rocketchip Generator‘’ repository.
After that initial upload, the repository has been updated by numerous engineers and is now
managed by the “Chips Alliance‘’ [147]. Rocket is the main CPU core employed by SiFive Co.
Ltd [148] and has been fabricated many times for their own production chips as well as for
their IP customers. Chisel is an easily parameterizable language and with simple configuration
changes, it can generate CPU architectures with many different options. The Chisel compiler
generates a Verilog RTL file that can be used for either FPGA or ASIC implementations (or
both). Memories are not included in the Chisel output file but the Verilog RTL does include
memory interfaces. The Configuration options included in the Rocketchip Generator [145] are
shown in Table 29. The TinyConfig mode has been selected for this comparison because it is the
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smallest configuration and also includes the 32-Bit Rocket Core. It will be referred to below as
Rocket-Tiny to indicate this combination.
BaseConfig,
DefaultConfig Used when no other configurations are specified
DefaultBufferlessConfig,
DefaultSmallConfig Removes Floating Point Unit and has smaller caches
DefaultRV32Config,
RoccExampleConfig Used in specific cases
DualCoreConfig,
DefaultFPGAConfig
TinyConfig Smallest configuration and also includes the 32-Bit Rocket Core
User Options User definable configurations
Table 29: Rocketchip Generator Configuration Options
5.4.1 Synchronous RISC-V CPU design
Both PicoRV32 and Rocket-Tiny cores are implemented using the standard synchronous
ASIC tool flow (Figure 139). A commercial 28nm Standard Cell Library has been used for this
standard synchronous implementation. As mentioned above, the RTL descriptions were sim-





























Figure 139: Synchronous Design Flow
The RTL codes were first synthesized using the Synopsys Design-Compiler synthe-
sis tools and then placed and routed (PnR) using the Synopsys IC-Compiler PnR tools. The
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placed and routed designs were simulated using the same test-bench files but now with the
SDF (Standard Delay Format) files to produce switching activity files such as SAIF (Switching
Activity Interface Format) and VCD (Value Change Dump) files for the sign-off timing and
power analysis tools. Finally, the timing and power figures for the placed and routed net-list
were measured using Synopsys PrimeTime and PrimeTime-PX tools for timing and power re-
spectively. Both timing and power tools need post PnR net-list file, SDC (Synopsys Design
Constraints), and SPEF (Standard Parasitic Exchange Format) files with the switching activity
files (SAIF/VCD) generated by the VCS simulation tools. This is a quite standard design flow
to achieve accurate PPA results, except for the detailed sign-off steps more usually reserved for
chip tape-out. Extraction tools can be used to obtain more accurate results that take parasitic
components into account, but it is likely that the SPEF file generated by the IC-Compiler PnR
tool will be sufficiently accurate for these experiments, particularly as they are more concerned
with measuring the ratio of the performance between the various CPUs.
5.4.2 Asynchronous RISC-V CPU Design using UNCLE
As introduced in Chapter 3, Section 3.1, UNCLE is currently the major design tool
for Null Convention Logic technology development. Figure 140 shows the NCL based RISC-V
CPU core design flow using UNCLE, in which a clocked Boolean synchronous design is con-
verted to its corresponding NCL topology. Firstly as was done previously for the synchronous
RISC-V design implementation, the RTL simulation of the synchronous PicoRV32 and Rocket-
Tiny designs were tested using Synopsys VCS. Once the RTL simulation had passed, the RTL
was converted to NCL using the UNCLE tools. UNCLE internally uses synchronous syn-
thesis tools to generate the synchronous net-list before it converts to the NCL net-list. The
scripts supports two different synthesis tools - Synopsys Design-Compiler and Cadence RTL-
Compiler (now upgraded to Genus). This work has used Design-Compiler. In contrast to the
synchronous design flow of Figure 139, UNCLE uses a special cell library defined internally in
the tool to perform the conversion to NCL. The library has only very limited set of cells and
these will be 1:1 converted to NCL cells based on the internal mapping tables built into the tool.
UNCLE is not a commercial tool and its regression tests mostly use block level syn-
chronous designs. However, the comparison tests in this thesis needed to convert full 32-bit
CPU cores, which was difficult to achieve using a simple tool like UNCLE. As a result, UNCLE
failed quite often, mostly crashing i.e., exiting unexpectedly in the middle of its flow. As a
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result, although we actually tested most of the RISC-V CPU cores [142], only few cores were
successfully translated into a final NCL net-list. UNCLE also has significant RTL code limita-
tions which are explained in their documentation [15]. An UNCLE flow wrapper was devel-
oped for this work that uses Python scripts to automatically control the flow also to produce an
area report after conversion (Appendix-A). It was necessary to add a couple of work-arounds




































Figure 140: UNCLE Design Flow
UNCLE includes functional simulation as one of its outputs but this was not used
in this flow. Instead of that we have just used the UNCLE output net-list and simulated the
net-list independently using the same test-benches used for the input RTL simulation. For this
simulation, it was necessary to include an NCL gate simulation model that has fixed delay
values for each of the different NCL cells and their delay values are extracted from the cell
Spice simulation. Once the UNCLE’s output gate-level net-list was simulated, the next step
was the Place and Route using a 28nm NCL cell library built with the same technology used
for the synchronous RISC-V. After the PnR, the final step is same as synchronous design, using
the same test-bench. The PnR net-list is simulated with the SDF delay values and the results
will be analyzed using the Sign-off Timing and Power analysis tools, in our case PrimeTime
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and PrimeTime-PX.
5.4.3 Asynchronous RISC-V CPU design using NELL - Redback RISC
The Redback RISC NCL CPU core has been designed using the NELL language de-
veloped by Wave Computing [4] 5. As was addressed in Chapter 3, Section 3.1, NELL provides
language, compilation and simulation functions. In this design, the NELL language and com-
piler have been used but not the simulator, because the NELL simulator is harder to use for
debugging purposes than standard Verilog simulators (such as VCS of Synopsys, NC-Sim of
Cadence, QuestaSim of Mentor Graphics) and also has limited functionality at present. Be-
cause the same test-bench as was used for both the synchronous and UNCLE RISC-V cores is
being applied here, it was considered to be much better to use the standard simulation tools.
The rest of flow is the same as that used in the UNCLE -based case. The net-list is placed and
routed using standard PnR tools (Synopsys IC-Compiler in this case) and the post-PnR net-list
simulated with SDF delay values. Finally, the results are transferred to the sign-off timing and




























Figure 141: NELL Design Flow
In these comparison experiments, the same program and data memories have been
used across all of the designs, resulting in identical memory access times in all cases. Usually,
5The RMIT research group was involved in the design of NELL and used the examples of the Redback RISC
design plus all the CPU sub-modules to stress-test the tool. We reported many tool issues and also suggested many
new functions that helped its development
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the instruction and data cache interfaces and their controller performance are amongst the more
important determinants of CPU performance but in these test cases, the CPU cores do not
include the cache controllers. Therefore the memory interface timing will not affect the overall
CPU performance meaning that these experiments are purely CPU core performance tests.
5.5 RISC-V Design Comparison and Benchmark Tests
This section compares Redback RISC performance to a small number of approxi-
mately equivalent synchronous RISC-V CPU cores. The comparison has been based on the
Dhrystone benchmark test as this benchmark is widely used for 32-bit CPU core comparison
purposes.
5.5.1 Redback RISC Implementation
As explained in the previous section, the Redback RISC core is designed using the
NELL programming language and the NELL compiler generates the NCL net-list for the sub-
sequent Place and Route step. Figure 142 shows the floor-plan of the machine after place and
route. This implementation uses a hierarchical net-list to show the approximate hierarchical
area results. In the final implementation, a fully flattened net-list was used. The 32-entry, 32-bit
RISC-V Register File block occupied more than 1/3 of the total area and the multiplier block
also takes up more than one quarter of the area. The place and route is constrained to 70%
utilization with an aspect-ratio of one.
5.5.2 RISC-V CPU Comparisons
These comparison tests have used the same 28nm technology, with a supply of 0.9V,
25°C in this case. As explained in section 5.4, three alternative tool flows have been used. These
tool flows have used Synopsys VCS simulation tools for the RTL and Gate-Level simulation
and Design-Compiler for the RTL Synthesis. Synopsys IC-Compiler tools are used for the Auto
Place and Route and Synopsys PrimeTime and PrimeTime-PX tools are used for the Sign-off
timing and power analysis.
The comparison uses the PicoRV32 and the Rocket core with the TinyConfig option.
The Rocket core was initially designed by UC-Berkeley using Chisel [149] hardware construc-
tion language and the design is converted to the RTL Verilog using the Chisel compiler. Rocket
TinyConfig option generates a 32-bit RISC-V core and this is the smallest option available from
the Rocket-Chip Generator [144].












Figure 142: Redback RISC Floor-plan (unit: µm)
Table 30 and Figure 143 show the comparison results and includes five different cases:
the PicoRV32, the PicoRV32 converted using UNCLE, the Rocket-Tiny and its UNCLE transla-
tion, and the Redback. PicoRV32 [143] is a synchronous design from the github and it is directly
implemented and tested using a conventional synchronous tool flow (Figure 139). PicoRV32
UNCLE is the design converted from the PicoRV32 to the UNCLE net-list using the tool flow
(Figure 140). The synchronous Rocket-Tiny was also downloaded from the github [144] and
Rocket-Tiny UNCLE is the design after conversion from the Rocket-Tiny to the NCL net-list
using the UNCLE tools. Finally, Redback is the NCL based RISC-V design.
We expected a clock speed of about 3GHz for PicoRV32 because the core is deeply
pipelined and high performance is one of its stated objectives. However, in this 28nm technol-
ogy, a maximum speed of only 1.5GHz could be achieved without worst-case negative slack.
The core had slightly worst-case negative slack even with 2GHz clock constraints, therefore
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the gate-level simulation on the 2GHz clock failed. Rocket-Tiny core achieved 1GHz without
worst-case negative slack after place and route, but it was necessary to use the High Effort op-
tion to get these results.
For the Redback core, the Dhrystone benchmark performance results were used to
determine the executed instruction count and simulation time. It has 202,931 instructions ex-
ecuted in 546µS. The performance of Redback is the averaged Million Instructions per Second
(MIPS) figure rather than the cycle frequency because the NCL based CPU execution time is
quite variable and very dependant on the input operands.
As described on the PicoRV32 web-site [143], PicoRV32’s average Cycles per Instruc-
tion (CPI) is approximately four so, even though its clock speed is 1.5GHz, the overall Dhrys-
tone execution time is much longer than the 1GHz Rocket-Tiny design. The second and fourth
columns are the UNCLE net-list implementation comparison results. These show that the UN-
CLE net-list is approximately 8× larger than the equivalent synchronous design. Table 30 and
Figure 144 show the core area comparisons. Again, the place and route is constrained to 70%
utilization with an aspect-ratio of 1. The real size of the image is roughly 30% larger than the
actual cell area in Table 30 because of the 70% cell utilization.
5.5.3 RISC-V Benchmark test
The Dhrystone program was originally designed by Reinhold Weicker [139] in 1984.
It is used to measure the integer processing performance of computing systems and therefore
contains no floating point operations. Dhrystone may represent a processor more accurately
than MIPS (Million Instructions per Second) because different types of machine architectures
(e.g., CISC vs. RISC) use completely different compiler structures and thus their compiled in-
struction count for the same program will be quite different. Thus, the Dhrystone score counts
only the number of program iteration completions per second, allowing individual machines
to perform this calculation in a machine-specific way [139]. A common Dhrystone metric is the
DMIPS (Dhrystone MIPS), which is the Dhrystone score normalized by dividing by 1757, rep-
resenting the number of Dhrystone per second obtained on the VAX11/780 machine, a 1 MIPS
machine. Because we are using the same RISC-V instructions and the same RISC-V compiler,
MIPS still represents a useful comparison. On the other hand, the DMIPS figures can be used
to compare with other ISA machines such as ARM. An alternate representation, DMIPS/MHz,
divides the DMIPS result by the CPU clock frequency and therefore allows easier comparison
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between CPUs running at different clock rates. However, because we are comparing the same
architecture with the same conditions, the DMIPS comparison will be more useful than DMIP-
S/MHz. Further, the DMIPS/MHz figure has different meaning for asynchronous processors
because, by definition, these lack a clock signal and each instruction completes at an arbitrary
time when the final acknowledgement signal completes before the next instruction fetch.
The equations for the DMIPS calculation are given as:
DMIPS = Number of Dhrystone Cycles/Execution T ime (5.1)
DMIPS/MHz = 106/(1757 ∗Number of processor clock cycles per Dhrystone loop) (5.2)
In this case, the simulation is running 500 Dhrystone cycles. From (5.1) the Redback RISC core
runs at 520 DMIPS (Dhrystone V2.1) and 1.404 DMIPS/MHz (from 5.2). Table 30 shows the
Dhrystone DMIPS vs. DMIPS/MHz comparison results. Because the same RISC-V compiler
has been used, along with the same benchmark tests, the DMIPS numbers are inversely propor-
tional to the simulation run time. Further, in the Redback case DMIPS/MHz is calculated using
the instruction fetch count and so has higher DMIPS/MHz numbers than the synchronous de-
signs.
5.6 Summary
This chapter has described the design and performance of the Redback RISC core–
the NCL based RISC-V CPU. Initially, the RISC-V ISA used for this core was presented, and
then all of the sub-modules and their interfaces discussed and analysed. These sub-modules
plus the top core were verified as correct using the RISC-V verification programs from UC-
Berkeley. The core was also tested on an Altera/Intel FPGA board after implementation on
the FPGA synthesis tools using the FPGA library previously discussed in chapter 3.4. The
CPU activity in response to a number of benchmark tests was monitored using the built-in
FPGA signal monitoring program. The remainder of the chapter shows the CPU optimization
methodology and the design flow for the comparison purposes. A statistical analysis of the
dynamic instruction count was performed for each benchmark as a first step towards further
performance optimization. Unlike synchronous CPU design, this profiling approach will be
important for the optimization of asynchronous CPU system.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 144: RISC-V RV32IM Core Area Comparison (Post-P&R)
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Just as for the simple examples presented in Chapter 3, three alternative approaches
and their flows have been explored for the design of the CPU core - synchronous, UNCLE and
NELL and data for the benchmark tests, comparing their performance, power and area, have
been presented and analysed.
The comparison results show the advantage of the NELL based design compared to
the UNCLE automatic conversion tools, reinforcing the decision made as a result of the prelim-
inary experiments. However, it is clear that manual decomposition, such as can be performed
using System-Verilog, produces the most efficient result. However, much more work is re-
quired to produce circuits that compete with manual techniques.
As identified in [7], it is possible to reuse synchronous synthesis tools to translate a
synchronous gate-level net-list into an equivalent asynchronous net-list. This is more-or-less
what the UNCLE tools are doing and this flow has the benefits of reducing the barriers to the
adoption of asynchronous design.
The tool flows developed for this work are mostly based on current synchronous ASIC
implementation tools such as simulation, place and route and timing/power analysis tools. As
these tools are designed for synchronous digital implementation they have limited support for
asynchronous design.
The case study in this chapter using the NELL environment clearly shows that a
tool optimised for NCL design can achieve a much better result than the simplistic transla-
tion method employed by UNCLE. Once dedicated and efficient asynchronous design tools
are developed, it should be possible to compete more successfully with synchronous designs,
especially for complex designs such as this 32-bit embedded CPU.
The comparison results illustrate the viability of this 32-bit asynchronous CPU im-
plementation. Additionally, asynchronous design styles have useful dynamic supply voltage
scaling capabilities, which can offer additional power/energy advantages especially for sensi-
tive applications such as battery operated mobile devices and IoT applications [150]. Achieving
lower supply voltages such as near-threshold or sub-threshold voltages would require a well
designed NCL cell library targeting CPU design in particular. Because most NCL cells exhibit
hysteresis, extensive static noise margin simulations at lower supply voltages will be essential
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for those implementations. This is outside the scope of this thesis but represents important
future work to support asynchronous CPU research.
From the results presented here, we can see that area is the biggest drawback for
NCL based asynchronous designs, particularly in the case of the register file and multiplier
blocks. These have extremely large gate counts and thus their cell area is very large compared
to the corresponding synchronous circuit. It may be possible to optimize the cell count and
area by adding dedicated custom cells aimed specifically at the CPU components. Examples of
such optimised cells would be 4:2 Compressors and Booth Encoder cells for the Multiplier plus
dedicated NCL Register File cells for the NCL Register File block.
Overall, this implementation of the Redback RISC demonstrates that complex CPU





Summary, Conclusions and Future
Work
In the previous chapters, the background research and literature review and design
methodology of Null Convention Logic were presented. The detailed circuit designs for the
NCL CPU core components were introduced and the Redback RISC CPU core implemented
and compared with corresponding synchronous designs. In this Chapter, we summarize this
research, highlight its contributions and conclude the work. Finally, some suggestions for ad-
ditional work arising from the research are presented.
6.1 Summary
A Null Convention Logic based asynchronous 32-bit CPU core (called the Redback
RISC) has been designed, analysed and demonstrated in this thesis. This research commenced
with a study of the background to asynchronous technology and their design methodologies.
There are three major asynchronous design techniques, Bundled-Data, QDI and NCL, and we
selected NCL for our design. The detailed design methodologies were studied, particularly
the techniques for implementing NCL designs on ASIC and FPGA. Many tools and synthesis
techniques have been used to explore the NCL cells and modules, including transistor-level
schematic entry, transistor layout using standard foundry templates and DRC/LVS, parasitic
extraction, Spice simulation and verification. Synthesis, Auto Place and Route tools were used
for CPU-level design and comparison, as well as sign-off timing and power analysis tools for
implementation and result analysis. Standard digital verification simulation tools have been
used to simulate all of the arithmetic modules and CPU core blocks and the entire CPU core has
been simulated with System Verilog test-benches and compiled program binary images. Using
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the 28nm FDSOI deep sub-micron technology, we could test and analyze the asynchronous cir-
cuit performance with the latest technology. Xilinx, Altera/Intel and Actel (Microsemi) FPGA
devices/boards and their implementation tools were used for the FPGA prototyping. Perform-
ing these simulations allowed validation of the asynchronous circuits but also revealed other
aspects of the NCL performance such as the occurrence of dead-locks, orphans and the like.
The Redback RISC CPU core was tested on the FPGA board with benchmark test
programs that were compiled using the RISC-V compiler. The NELL programming language
was mainly used for design in this work. NELL is a dedicated programming language and
compiler environment for NCL. We also used UNCLE to convert synchronous circuits to NCL,
mainly for comparison and testing purposes. Because UNCLE is not a commercial tool, its
correct operation requires additional automation scripts that were built as part of this work.
While NELL proved to result in better implementations, to program using NELL requires a
deeper understanding of NCL technology and its design skills compared to UNCLE, which
needs more understanding of schematic level NCL circuit designs.
This work implemented the CPU core using the latest RISC-V open instruction set ar-
chitecture1. The entire 32-Bit RISC-V core was built using pure NCL technology without any
clock or clocked devices. All the detailed arithmetic devices were generated and compared
especially many adder and multiplier types. The arithmetic blocks have been logically ver-
ified against their synchronous counter parts. Of all the CPU blocks, the Program Counter
and Register File were the most complex and challenging. The Program Counter ring gives
liveness to the whole CPU while the main challenge in the Register File is its separated write
and read ports. Because the NCL handshaking is initiated from the register file read ports and
terminated at the register file write ports, appropriate handshaking controls were required. Es-
pecially in the results writing case, the registers must be initialized to NULL before any DATA
values could be written to that Register.
The Redback RISC core was compared with two standard synchronous CPU core de-
signs, the PicoRV32 and the Rocket with Tiny configuration. These synchronous cores are the
most popular 32-Bit cores in the RISC-V community and are used for chip fabrication in indus-
try. Using the Dhrystone benchmark tests, their performance, area and power were compared.




This research encompasses a study of the characteristics and performance of Null Con-
vention Logic and an analysis of the RISC-V ISA and CPU architecture including its component
blocks, in particular those applicable to a 32-bit CPU core. NCL technology is rarely applied to
high performance CPU cores, especially for 32-bit Embedded Processors. Previous NCL based
CPU designs were mostly based on 8-bit ISAs such as 8051 but the demand for 32-bit architec-
tures is increasing substantially because the Internet of Things(IoT) is becoming widespread,
in turn requiring CPU cores with larger memory and higher performance, while at the same
time operating with low energy.
This research has resulted in the development of a 32-Bit asynchronous RISC-V CPU
core called Redback RISC that has been compared to two approximately equivalent industry
standard 32-bit synchronous cores. As far as we are aware, this is the first time NCL technology
has been applied to the design of a 32-Bit CPU core.
Further, the implementation results were also compared with results using an exist-
ing NCL design tool (UNCLE), which showed how much the results of these implementation
strategies differ. The Redback RISC has achieved similar levels of throughput and 43% better
power and 34% better energy compared to one of the synchronous cores with the same bench-
mark tests and test conditions such as input supply voltage. However, it was shown that area
is the biggest drawback for NCL CPU design. The core is roughly 2.5× larger than the syn-
chronous designs. On the other hand the description using NELL has resulted an area that is
2.9× smaller than an implementation using the UNCLE tools.
The Redback RISC core and many of the component arithmetic blocks were success-
fully validated on a small number of commercial FPGA devices and a design and test method-
ology has been developed for this process. FPGA prototyping is the one of the biggest barrier
for asynchronous designs and this methodology has made that easier and clearly showed how
commercial FPGA can be used to support NCL circuits. A number of benchmark tests were
demonstrated on FPGA devices using the Redback RISC.
The high performance multi-dimensional design approach, especially for the high
speed 32 x 32 multiplier is a major challenge in the NCL design domain. High speed mul-
tipliers are the basic building block for many application designs such as Finite Impulse Re-
sponse (FIR) Filters or Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) circuits and also Flow Graph designs like
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streaming media processing (Video and Audio), Ethernet Packet processing and Cryptography
circuits and so on. This research has clearly shown the advantages and trade-offs when using
multi-dimensional (e.g., 2D) NCL designs. Future designers will be able to reuse these results
when they consider high performance NCL circuit especially for the Data Flow designs.
A Register File Write-Back Queue design has been proposed in this work and the
trade-off between NCL based FIFO and Data-Queue structures shown in terms of performance,
power and area. Using these comparison results, designers can select the appropriate buffer
types for other processor blocks in the NCL based asynchronous microprocessor and system
on chip design.
Even though NCL has many technical advantages compared to conventional clocked
designs and other asynchronous approaches, much effort is still required to optimize these
NCL circuits. The approach described in this work, encompassing both structural level and
circuit level optimizations of the NCL designs, illustrates a concrete methodology for NCL
circuit design with detailed applications such as high speed 32x32 multiplier and 32-Bit high
speed microprocessor. This represents a useful design guide for future students and engineers
who may wish to apply NCL technology.
6.3 Future Work
The process of developing this CPU core has thrown up many areas of important
future work. A few of the more important issues are discussed in the following sections.
6.3.1 Voltage scaling test and cell library design
As we discussed at the conclusion of Chapter 5, compared to conventional synchronous
design, NCL shows its biggest benefit with low supply voltages, especially sub-threshold/near-
threshold because the circuit design style is more able to cope with Process, Voltage and Tem-
perature variations. To achieve that, we need well designed NCL cell library suited to low sup-
ply voltage operation. The cells have to have high noise margin across the range of variation,
because most NCL cells have internal hysteresis that can misbehave in the presence of strong
noise. With this voltage scaling ability, we can get optimum benefit from the asynchronous
processor design methodology.
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6.3.2 Automated NCL timing constraints and timing driven place & route
Even though we could reuse most of the synchronous physical implementation tools
for NCL design, the tools still have a lot of limitations which prevent the efficient implemen-
tation of NCL designs. The timing constraints of NCL are totally different from the worst case
behavior of synchronous timing therefore in NCL we have to use statistical approaches base
on its average case performance. To do that we need to investigate the activity statistics of
each different execution module and the instruction decoder. The activity statistics are very
dependant on the real application software and application requirements. We need to develop
automation software that would support this approach and allow the generation of complete
timing constraints and their implementation priorities for use by the Back-end Place and Route
tools.
6.3.3 High speed NCL arithmetic modules
In Asynchronous digital design, especially CPU design, we have to have different ap-
proach from the conventional synchronous design. We can design Adders and Multipliers etc.
with high speed independent rings. Of course, synchronous design still can be implemented
with different clock speeds for each arithmetic sub-modules or with separate clock domains
but it will be much easier using asynchronous techniques which can be implemented without
glue logic such as FIFOs, or without needing Clock Boundary Crossing circuits. In synchronous
design, to implement high speed arithmetic modules requires special clock tree structures, and
thus will have some clock tree PVT variation issues. It can require a lot of resources to create
high speed clock trees. In contrast this is unlikely to be a problem for asynchronous systems.
The availability of high speed NCL arithmetic modules with the independent high speed rings
would greatly benefits the NCL design process.
6.3.4 ISA binary translation for the Asynchronous RISC-V CPU
Many of the previous asynchronous CPU design have used their own instruction sets,
because the conventional ISA for the synchronous design is not a good fit to the average case,
delay insensitive CPU core design. We used the RISC-V ISA, which is simple and sophisticated
but it still not fully suited to asynchronous designs. For example, the pseudo-op strategy of
RISC-V is not ideal for NCL in that many of the ops use adders as data busses (J instruction)
or exercise the ALU and the register file to just do nothing (NOP). All this switching activity
can be avoided in an NCL design. We suggest ISA binary translation for the future work and
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convert this RISC-V ISA to the dedicated asynchronous CPU design. Therefore we still can
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Appendix Chapter A
UNCLE Project Generation Manual
A.1 UNCLE tool introduction
The Unified NCL Environment (UNCLE) is a synthesis tool which converts a clock based be-
havioral Verilog file to a Null Convention Logic (NCL) Verilog gate-level net-list. UNCLE was
developed by Mississippi State University in 2011. The Executable files and Manual (UN-
CLE.pdf) are down-loadable from their web-site. UNCLE has no usage restrictions and no
limitations for any purposes. It uses general Verilog synthesis tools such as Design Compiler
of Synopsys or RTL Compiler of Cadence to generate clocked Verilog gate-level net-list as an
intermediate file to convert NCL base gate-level net-list. Using these synthesis tools, UNCLE
generates the Verilog gate level net-list file first and converts that to the NCL net-list file. UN-
CLE automatically executes these synthesis steps using Python scripts.
A.2 UNCLE tool installation and setup
UNCLE tool download and setup:
Download UNCLE from the UNCLE web-site:
https://sites.google.com/site/asynctools/
Move the file where you want to install and untar the file into the directory:
>tar xzvf release.tgz
UNCLE setup:
After untar the file, you have to add uncle binary directory to your Linux Shell PATH.
In the case of TCSH shell:
setenv UNCLE ~/uncle
setenv IUS_HOME /opt/cadence/INCISIV102
set UNCLE_PATH = ($UNCLE/mapping/tools/bin/ $UNCLE/mapping/tools/x86_64/bin)
set path = ($UNCLE_PATH $path)
UNCLE tool initialization:
Once UNCLE is downloaded, execute the installation command at least once to setup and gen-
erate simulation library in your UNCLE directory (please see $UNCLE/README.txt):
>python install_test.py cadence
>python install_test.py synopsys
Once this command is successful, the tool will compile and generate a simulation library for
each company’s simulation tools (VCS from Synopsys, NC-Verilog from Cadence).
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A.3 UNCLE Project Generation
UNCLE has many design examples inside its directory, which can be tested and simulated to
test UNCLE setup and external simulation tools.
>cd $UNCLE/designs/regress
>python doregress.py up_counter cadence default.ini –syntool synopsys
This command will generate an NCL netlist of up_counter using Design Compiler of Synopsys
and will simulate the net-list using NC-Verilog of Cadence.
The simulation tool will simply generate text based simulation comparison results from their
example test-bench.
UNCLE Automatic Project Generation Script:
Automatic project generation script was generated using Python and the file name is batchpro-
cess.py. This is the setup and execution sequence to use the script.
1> Move to the $UNCLE/designs directory.
>cd $UNCLE/designs
2> Copy the batchprocess.py script under $UNCLE/designs.
3> Before starting the process, generate the "files" directory under your $UNCLE/designs di-
rectory.
>mkdir $UNCLE/designs/files
4> Copy the synchronous Verilog file and NCL test-bench file to the generated $UNCLE/de-
signs/files directory.
Test-bench files have to follow this naming convention: tb_ncl_<design name>.v
for example: tb_ncl_up_counter.v
5> Execute the script with two or three arguments. This is an example:
>python batchprocess.py up_counter clk_up_counter
The first argument is design name (basename) and the second argument is input synchronous
file name (sourcename) without ".v” and the third argument is the selection of synthesis tool
which is synopsys (Synopsys Design Compiler) or cadence (Cadence RTL Compiler). We can
omit the last argument and the command will use Synopsys as a default synthesis tool. The
script will generate NCL net-list file and copy the net-list to your $UNCLE/designs/files di-
rectory as an execution result. The result net-list file should be named “ncl_<design name>.v”
for example: ncl_up_counter.v
The script automatically generates "project" directory under your $UNCLE/designs directory
if you do not have that name and copy all the directories and files of $UNCLE/designs/regres-
sion and execute all the process in the generated project directory.
If you have no test-bench file, the command will generate Errors but it will still copy the NCL
netlist file to your $UNCLE/designs/files directory. After that, you can generate the testbench
using the new NCL netlist and can also execute the same process again with the testbench file
without Errors.
This is an example command when we use the Cadence RTL Compiler synthesis tool:
>python batchprocess.py up_counter clk_up_counter cadence
The rest of the pages are "batchprocess.py" Python code:
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#! /usr/bin/python
#############################################################
# UNCLE process batch file
# Automatically generate UNCLE project and convert clocked synchronous Verilog design
# file to NCL Verilog net-list
#
# Institute: RMIT University
# Author: Matthew Myungha Kim
# Instructions:
# 1. Copy this script file under $UNCLE/designs
# 2. Before starting the process, generate the "files" folder under your
# $UNCLE/designs directory => $UNCLE/designs/files
# 3. Copy the synchronous Verilog file and NCL test-bench file to the
# $UNCLE/designs/files directory
# (Test-bench file must use this naming convention: tb_ncl_<design neme>.v,
# ex) tb_ncl_up_counter.v
# 4. Execute this script with two arguments
#
# Example command: python batchprocess.py up_counter clk_up_counter
# Cadence synthesis example : python batchprocess.py up_counter clk_up_counter cadence
#############################################################
import os, re, shutil, sys, subprocess
import pandas as pd
UNCLE = os.path.expandvars('$UNCLE')
DESIGN = os.getcwd()
PROJECT = os.path.join(DESIGN, 'project')
def CopySource(basename, pfilename):
# Copy source file to the $UNCLE/designs/project/syn/rtl
# directory from the files directory
dest = os.path.join(PROJECT, 'syn', 'rtl', '%s.v' % basename)





print "Copied the source file: %s.v from the files directory" % sourcename
else:
if not os.path.exists(dest):
print "Cannot find source and destination files"
sys.exit(-1) #Fail
else:
print "Using the previous file in the \
$UNCLE/designs/project/syn/rtl directory"
# pfile (port file) copy from files directory to the
# $UNCLE/designs/project/map directory
dest_pfile = os.path.join(PROJECT, 'map','%s' % pfilename)
src_pfile = os.path.join(DESIGN, 'files','%s' % pfilename)
if not pfilename == None:
if os.path.exists(src_pfile):
shutil.copyfile(src_pfile, dest_pfile)
print "Copied the port file: %s from the files directory" % pfilename
else:
if not os.path.exists(dest_pfile):
print "Cannot find source and destination port files"
sys.exit(-1) #Fail
else:
print "Using the previous port file in the \
$UNCLE/designs/project/map directory"
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def CopyDest(basename):
# Copy NCL net-list file to the $UNCLE/designs/files directory
dest = os.path.join(DESIGN, 'files','ncl_%s.v' % basename)
src = os.path.join(PROJECT, 'sim', 'src', 'ncl_%s' % basename, 'ncl_%s.v' % basename)
shutil.copyfile(src, dest) #Overwrite new file
print "Copied the result file: ncl_%s.v to the files directory" % basename
def gen_csv(basename):




print('Cannot open the final netlist file for gate counting')
sys.exit(-1)
lines = fr.readlines()





for rd_one_line in lines:
ptn_g = pattern_g.match(rd_one_line)
if ptn_g is not None:
fw_csv.write('%s,%s\n'% (ptn_g.group(1),ptn_g.group(2)))
print('Completed %s.csv file generation'% basename)
def convert(basename):
csvdir = os.path.join(DESIGN, 'files','csv')
df = pd.read_csv('%s/%s.csv'% (csvdir,basename), index_col=False, header=None)
df2 = df.groupby(0).count()
filedir = os.path.join(DESIGN, 'files')




csvdir = os.path.join(DESIGN, 'files','csv')
src = os.path.join(DESIGN, 'files','ncl_%s.v' % basename)
dst = os.path.join(DESIGN, 'files','ncl_%s.v' % basename)
with open(src, 'wb') as outfile:
with open(src, 'r') as infile:
outfile.write(infile.read())
with open('%s/%s.csv'% (csvdir,basename), 'r') as infile:
outfile.write(infile.read())
print ('csv File Merge Completed\n')
def AddRegress(doregress, basename, sourcename, pfilename):
prog = re.compile(r'^tests\s*=\s*(\[.+^\s*])', re.DOTALL | re.MULTILINE)
with open(doregress, 'rt') as f:
data = f.read()
tests = eval(prog.search(data).group(1))
# If the basename is already there, we're done
if any(t[0] == basename for t in tests): #compare only the first element
return
ncl = 'ncl_' + basename
if pfilename == None:
new = [basename, [ncl, [[sourcename, ncl]], '-maxcycles 100']]
else:
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pfilewrite = '-pfile ' + pfilename
maxwirte = '-maxcycles 100 '+ pfilewrite
new = [basename, [ncl, [[sourcename, ncl, pfilewrite]], maxwirte]]
tests.append(new)
tests = ',\n'.join('\t%r' % l for l in tests)
tests = 'tests = [\n%s\n\t\t]' % tests
data = prog.sub(lambda m: tests, data) #lambda = generate local function




# Make a new directory under project/sim/src
ncldest = os.path.join(PROJECT, 'sim', 'src', 'ncl_' + basename)
nclsrc = os.path.join(PROJECT, 'sim', 'src', prevbasename)
tbsrc = os.path.join(DESIGN, 'files')
if not os.path.exists(ncldest):
os.mkdir(ncldest)
# Copy ncl test-bench file
src = os.path.join(tbsrc, 'tb_ncl_%s.v' % basename)
dest = os.path.join(ncldest, 'tb_ncl_%s.v' % basename)
if os.path.exists(src):
shutil.copyfile(src, dest)
print "Copied the testbench file: tb_ncl_%s.v \
from the files directory" % basename
else:
if not os.path.exists(dest):
print "Cannot find the Test-bench file"
else:
print "Using the previous Test-bench file in the \
$UNCLE/designs/project/sim/src/ncl_%s directory" % basename
# Copy and modify makefile - using "ncl_mul8x8 Makefile"
dest = os.path.join(ncldest, 'Makefile')
if not os.path.exists(dest):
src = os.path.join(nclsrc, 'Makefile')
# Read in source
with open(src, 'rt') as f:
data = f.read()
ncl = 'ncl_' + basename
# Change mul8x8 to "ncl_ + basename"
m = data.replace(prevbasename, ncl)
# Write out
with open(dest, 'wt') as f:
f.write(m)
def ModifyCdsLib(basename):
cdslib = os.path.join(PROJECT, 'sim', 'src', 'cds.lib')
def Read():
prog = re.compile('DEFINE\s+(\S+)\s+(\S+)')
with open(cdslib, 'rt') as f: # open the file as read + text mode - 'rt'
for line in f:
if line.strip() != '':
name, path = prog.match(line).groups()
yield name, path
# Read in the defines
# If we've already added basename, we're done
defines = list(Read())
ncl = 'ncl_' + basename
if any(n == ncl for n, _ in defines):
return
# Add basename
defines.append((ncl, os.path.join('..', 'obj', 'cadence', ncl)))
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# Now turn defines back to test
defines = '\n'.join('DEFINE %s %s' % t for t in defines)
# Write back out
with open(cdslib, 'wt') as f:
f.write(defines)
#############################################################
# Process Starts Here
#############################################################
# Copy "regress" to "project" if not already created
if not os.path.exists(PROJECT):
src = os.path.join(UNCLE, 'designs', 'regress')
shutil.copytree(src, PROJECT)
print "Generated new project directory"
# grab the basename of the newfile we're creating
# eg. for a mul2x2.v the basename is mul2x2
args = sys.argv[1:]
basename, args = args[0], args[1:]
sourcename, args = args[0], args[1:]
# pfile for seperate ackin/ackout pins generation
pfilename = None
# Select the synthesis tool - synopsys or cadence
simtool = 'synopsys' # Default synopsys
if len(args) > 0:
if args[0] == '-pfile':
pfilename = args[1]
if len(args) > 2:
if args[2] == 'cadence':
simtool = 'cadence'
elif args[2] == 'synopsys':
simtool = 'synopsys'
else:
print "Simulation Tool Argument Error - The sixth argument \
must be 'synopsys', 'cadence' or leave blank"
sys.exit(-1) # Fail
else:
if args[0] == 'cadence':
simtool = 'cadence'
elif args[0] == 'synopsys':
simtool = 'synopsys'
else:
print "Simulation Tool Argument Error - The forth argument \
must be 'synopsys', 'cadence' or leave blank - if it is not -pfile "
sys.exit(-1) # Fail
CopySource(sourcename, pfilename)













NCL FIR Filter Design on Commercial
FPGA
B.1 Introduction
Null Convention Logic (NCL) based Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Filter design is imple-
mented on the Commercial FPGA (Altera STRATIX-V). We have generated a Band Pass filter
and the filter has 100Taps to meet sharp filter specifications and real-time pipeline performance.
The filter is generated by MATLAB Filter Builder and Filter Design HDL Coder tools. The tools
generate Verilog or VHDL Register Transfer Level (RTL) code automatically as well as their
Test-bench code. This report will present the Area and Power Analysis result and their com-
parison of the NCL filter design and its Synchronous count part.
B.2 FIR Filter Generation
Generation Condition:
The Filter has Band Pass specification which is 125 to 175 Hz filtering bandwidth and it has
16 KHz sampling Frequency (Figure B-1). The filter has designed for the specific audio signal
processing.
Filter Specifications:
Figure B-1: FIR Filter Specifications
Figure B-2 shows us the frequency spectrum specifications for the FIR Filter. Figure B-3 has
filter generation conditions. We have used Fixed Point types for Arithmetic Logic modules
of the filter and the types can be efficiently implemented on the commercial FPGA or ASIC
compared to the Floating Point types.
Figure B-4 explains detailed settings which are used on the MATLAB tools for the filter gener-
ation.
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Figure B-2: Band Pass Filter Spectrum Specification
Figure B-3: BPF Generation Condition Figure B-4: FIR Filter Setting
B.3 Synchronous to NCL conversion
UNCLE:
Behavioral Verilog design of synchronous FIR Filter is converted to the NCL gate level net-list
using Unified NCL Environment (UNCLE) tools. UNCLE uses general Verilog synthesis tools
such as Design Compiler of Synopsys or RTL Compiler of Cadence to generate clocked Verilog
gate-level net-list as an intermediate file which is converted to the final NCL base gate-level
net-list.
B.4 Area Analysis Result
Area Resources Analysis and Comparison:
This paragraph explains the Area Resource Analysis of FIR Filter on the Altera Stratix-V device
(Device: 5SGSMD8N1F45C2). FIR Filter 100Taps uses a number of Multipliers and Adders.
When we synthesis this design using default synthesis option, the design uses 44 DSP Blocks
(Table B-1) for Multipliers. The DSP blocks does not use Logic Elements (LE) because they are
dedicated Hard-macro IP Blocks on the FPGA chip.
For proper Logic Resources and Power Consumption comparison between Synchronous De-
sign and NCL Design, we have changed Altera synthesis options to use Logic Elements of their
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DSP Block Balancing on the Quartus tools. When we implemented Synchronous Filter Design
using DSP Blocks, the logic used 1,809 LEs with 44 DSP Blocks. Without using DSP Blocks, the
design used 2,945 LEs. NCL Design which is generated by UNCLE synthesis tool used 28,577
LEs for the same Filter Design architecture (Table B-1).
The NCL design uses more than 10 times Logic Elements that is because each NCL gates are
implemented using each different LEs without logic optimization on the FPGA Look Up Table
(LUT). NCL logic also does not use internal Flip-Flops of Logic Elements and all the NCL logics
are implemented using LUT only.
Table B-1: FIR Filter 100 Taps Fit Report
Model Synchronous Synchronous with
DSP
NCL
Logic Utilization 2,945/262,400(1%) 1,809/262,400(1%) 28,577/262,400(11%)
Total Registers 3346 3346 0
Total Pins 52/1,064(5%) 52/1,064(5%) 101/1,064(9%)
Total DSP Blocks 0/1,9673(0%) 44/1,963(2%) 0/1,964(0%)
B.5 Simulation and Stimulus Generation
Test-Bench and Simulation:
For more accurate Power Analysis, we have used Value Change Dump (.vcd) file and the file
was generated by Modelsim simulation tool. We have used same stimulus inputs for the Syn-
chronous and the NCL designs which explains the two design styles have the same toggling
requirements.
NCL Logic Transition Rate Control for Functional Simulation:
It is important generating same logic transition rate for power comparison for the two different
logic architectures. We have used 50MHz clock rate for Synchronous design (Figure B-5) and
we also generated same transition rate for NCL Design using 100MHz clock (Figure B-6). The
100MHz clock will generate DATA and NULL transition at the every rising edge of the clock
therefore the clock generates 50MHz transition rate for NCL Design.
Figure B-5: Modelsim Simulation Waveform of Synchronous Design
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Figure B-6: Modelsim Simulation Waveform of NCL Design
B.6 Altera PowerPlay Power Analyser Tool
We have generated the power analysis result using Altera PowerPlay tool and the tool used
.vcd files to initialize toggle rates and static probabilities during power analysis.
B.7 Power Analysis Results
Power Analysis and Comparison:
Table B-2 shows the power analysis results. The Dynamic Power of NCL Design has used
around 10 times and it is similar to the logic resource usage rate. Because the two type of de-
signs are using the same toggle rates, the dynamic power will be just multiply values of their
gates counts. The two design styles has similar Static Power results.
NCL Design has no Clock Enable Block power because the logic does not use clock. NCL De-
sign used 3 times I/O power consumption and the result was from their dual rail specifications
and NULL/DATA transition style for each data input. Basically, we have to generate con-
tinuous input data for proper FIR Filter simulation. Table B-2 shows us Synchronous Design
power results when we used DSP blocks for multiplier implementation. The results displays
less power consumption than the design we used LEs only.




Dynamic Power(mW) 112.61 86.70 1291.34
Static Power(mW) 1240.04 1239.09 1287.85
I/O Power(mW) 48.79 48.79 137.50





This document explains Functional Simulation strategy for Null Convention Logic (NCL) Thresh-
old Gates with NC-Verilog simulation tools of Cadence. When we design new type of gates
using Schematic or Hardware Description Language (HDL) such as Verilog and VHDL, we
need to make sure that the gates are functionally working properly as we intended. In this
document we will show functional verification method of NCL Threshold Gates and the Gates
will be compared with Reference Verilog Behavioral Gate Models. This document will present
how to setup and execute proper Gates simulation especially when we use Virtuoso Composer
Schematics and NC-Verilog simulation tools for Cell design.
C.2 NCL Gates
What is NCL Gates?
NCL is one type of Asynchronous digital logic design style and it is implementing Quasi-Delay
Insensitive (QDI). QDI means it is almost like Delay Insensitive (DI) but has limited timing
analysis. The meaning of DI is that the logic is working regardless of delay time of gates or
nets. NCL gates rely on one simple timing assumption: that the feedback path for its state
holding elements must be fast enough compared to the delay through the gate. To achieve
these requirements, in NCL, we use input completeness function in all the combinational and
sequential gates therefore most of the NCL gates, except few cases in our design, have to have
input completeness functions inside their designs.
Input completeness:
Input completeness requires that the output signal of the gate may not transition to DATA until
all inputs have transitioned to DATA. Similarly, the output will not transition to NULL until all
inputs have reached NULL. Input Completeness is achieved by adding the value NULL to the
basic logic values (TRUE and FALSE), to represent a status of “no data”. Output Data will only
be valid when all input signals have transitioned from NULL to DATA. An NCL circuit consists
of an interconnection of primitive modules known as M-of-N threshold gates with hysteresis.
All functional blocks, including both combinational logic and storage elements, are constructed
out of these same primitives.
List-up NCL Gates and Classification:
In our NCL gate design cases, we implemented 34 Threshold Gates (Table C-1). We added 7
more gates to the NCL 27 fundamental gates to implement Unified NCL Environment (UN-
CLE) net-list and this list was from the Simulation model of UNCLE and these 34 Gates will be
basic components of the UNCLE net-list. In Table C-2 NCL Gates are classified to 6 different
cases by the reset and input conditions and Table C-3 shows NCL Gates classification list for
each case.
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Table C-1: NCL Threshold Gates List
No Gate Name No Gate Name No Gate Name
1 th34w32 13 th22r 25 th13
2 th54w32 14 th22s 26 th12
3 thxor0 15 th23 27 th12b
4 thxor0n 16 th54w22 28 th54w322
5 th24w2 17 th34w22 29 th14
6 th44w22 18 th44 30 th33
7 th34w2 19 th24w22 31 th33r
8 th34w3 20 th44w3 32 thand0
9 th24 21 th44w2 33 th44w322
10 th24comp 22 th33w2 34 th44w322a
11 th22 23 th34
12 th22x8 24 th23w2
Table C-2: Threshold Gates Classification for Simulation
Case Number Description
Case1 2 input without reset
Case2 2 input with reset
Case3 3 input without reset
Case4 3 input with reset
Case5 4 input without reset
Case6 4 input with reset
Table C-3: Threshold Gates Classification List
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C.3 NCL Gates Input Conditions
Monotonic conditions for each different input case:
Asynchronous digital logic, especially NCL gates are vulnerable to glitches at their inputs that
can cause hazards within the internal hysteresis latch function (Figure C-1). In NCL, as long as
the input transitions are monotonic, there can be no races or hazards and thus no spurious re-
sult symbols during the propagation of the monotonic wave front of correct results through the
combinational expression. Maintaining monotonic behaviour and avoiding glitches mandates
careful testing of the NCL circuits.
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Figure 1. NCL Gates Glitch Input and Hazard Condition on the Modelsim® simulation tool 
 
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show us the monotonic transition cases from NULL to DATA and 
DATA to NULL. Using these transition cases, we generated monotonic input stimulus files 
for each different cases. 























Figure C-1: NCL Gates Glitch Input and Hazard Condition
on the Modelsim simulation tool
Figure C-2 and Figure C-3 show us the monotonic transition cases from NULL to DATA and
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Figure C-2: Monotonic Input Value Transition, 3 input condition, 000 to 111
(NULL to DATA)
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Figure C-3: Monotonic Input Value Transition, 3 input condition, 111 to 000
(DATA to NULL)
C.4 Test-bench Architecture
Test-Bench Architecture and Descriptions:
Figure C-4 shows Block Diagram of Test-bench. The test-bench has three parts; Input, Thresh-
old Gate and Output parts. There are two types of inputs; Full Transition Stimulus Signal Gen-
eration (FTSG) and Monotonic Stimulus Signal Generation parts (MSSG). FTSG (signal_gen.v)
generates all the possible transition input cases and it used state-machine to generate continu-
ous input signals. MSSG (stimulus_gen.v) generates monotonic input signals and after calculat-
ing each monotonic cases (Figure C-2 and Figure C-3). The file read four different input stimu-
lus files (ncl_stimul_1input.txt, ncl_stimul_2input.txt, ncl_stimul_3input.txt, ncl_stimul_4input.txt)
and the files are selected by the parameter selection from the test-bench file (tb_uncle_gates.v)
parameter setup. The text input stimulus files were manually generated after considering
monotonic input conditions (Figure C-2 and Figure C-3).
Reference Threshold Gate block has Reference Threshold Gates designed by Behavioral Verilog
HDL and the reference has taken from UNCLE gate simulation models. Output part executes
Result Comparison and text displays including Pass/Fail decision logic. The part generates















[Input Part] [Threshold Gate Part] [Output Part]
Figure C-4: Test-bench Block Diagram
Automatic Simulation:
At this stage, the test-bench has designed to select target Threshold Gates after changing test-
bench file therefore we have to change 34 times to test each different gates individually. Using
the automatic test script, we can test all the gates in one time.
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C.5 Netlist Generation for Schematic based Threshold Gates
In the case of NCL schematic design using the Cadence Composer Schematics, we have to
generate net-list file from the Virtuoso Verilog Environment for NC-Verilog Integration tool
for Functional Simulation. The tool automatically generates NC-Verilog execution scripts files
and Test-bench files for the Functional simulation and generates net-list using Functional View
file of each gates. Unfortunately our Circuits Multi-Project (CMP) 28nm PDK library does not
have Functional View of the pfet and nfet Transistor models therefore automatic test on the
Integration tool will not be successful. In our case, we have to copy the net-list file to our own
NC-Verilog test directory and have to execute the simulation separately.
From the NC-Verilog Integration window, execute Initialize Design, Generate Net-list in order.
The tool will generate net-list file under the th22_run1/ihnl/cds1 directory in this test case. Figure
C-6 shows Schematic design of TH22 gate on the Cadence Composer Schematics tool.
In our case, we copied the net-list file to our NC-Verilog test directory and changed file name
to th22.v. Figure C-5 shows detailed net-list of th22.v and it is a simply textual version of the
schematic.
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Verilog Switch-Level Modelling: 
In Verilog-HDL, transistors are functionally expressed as a Switch which is named Switch-
Level Modelling. For this functional simulation of the transistor based Schematic design, 
we have to use Verilog Switch-Level model. It is totally functional model. 
We added these three files [Figure 6]. The cds_globals.v file has VDD and GND sources of 
Gates and the nfet_b.v and pfet_b.v files have Verilog-HDL Switch-Level Models. We have 
used tranif0 for pmos FET and tranif1 for nmos FET. 
Figure 6. Verilog-HDL Switch-Level Modelling files 
 
Figure C-5: TH22 netlist file
Verilog Switch-Level Modelling:
In Verilog-HDL, transistors are functi nally expressed as a Switch whic is named Switch-Level
Modelling. For this functional simulation of the transistor bas d Schematic design, we have to
use Verilog Switch-Level model. It is totally functional model.
We added three model files. The cds_globals.v file has VDD and GND sources of Gates and
the nfet_b.v and pfet_b.v files have Verilog-HDL Switch-Level Models. We have used tranif0 for
pmos FET and tranif1 for nmos FET.
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Figure C-6: TH22 Gate Schematic
C.6 NC-Verilog Simulation and Result Analysis
Simulation Results and Analysis:
In this document, we are testing TH22 gate as an example. Change the parameters on the
tb_uncle_gates.v properly for your target gate. In this case, we changed INPUT_PORT to 2 and
RESET_PORT to 0. And then, Set-up the tool environment scripts and execute NC-Verilog
script file (run.sh).
$./run.sh
The run.sh script executes this command:
ncverilog +nc64bit +gui -access rwc -f netlist_files.f
netlist_files.f has the Verilog file list for simulation.
This script will automatically execute NC-Verilog and will open Simvision windows.
Select "tb_uncle_gates" on the Design Browser and select all signals what you want to see on
the Waveform window (Figure C-7). Click on right mouse button and select "Set to Target"⇒
"Waveform Window". It will open Waveform window. Go to Console – Simvision and type run
100us.
nc_sim>run 100us
The NC-Verilog simulation will be executed and the output.txt file will be generated on your
project directory. Waveform window will show you all the waveforms. The test result will be
displayed on your Simvision console window (Pass/Fail).
The output.txt file will show you the input conditions and output of comparison result between
reference Gate and Schematic design net-list.
Figure C-7 and Figure C-8 show the test result.
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Figure C-7: NC-Verilog Execution
Figure C-8: output.txt File of TH22 Gate Test
The simulation models and test-bench files for this Appendix-C are shared on the author’s
GitHub public repository:
https://github.com/MatthewMyunghaKim/NCL_Gates_Functional_Simulation
